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Synopsis 

Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with 

matter. Spectroscopy is a sufficiently broad field covering many sub-disciplines, each 

with numerous implementations of specific spectroscopic techniques. Various techniques 

and their implementations can be classified in several ways. Types of spectroscopy can 

be distinguished by the nature of the interaction between the energy and the mater. The 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation or light with the matter leads to absorption, 

emission and scattering of radiation. The radiation matter interaction may change the 

impedance or couple the quantum states of the mater. Spectroscopy is also a scientific 

measurement technique. It measures light that is emitted, absorbed, or scattered by 

materials and can be used to study, identify and quantify materials because the spectrum 

of a substance is as unique to that substance as a fingerprint to a human being. It has 

made significant impact on various fields of basic and applied sciences, and also led to 

several technological advances. The spectral data recorded in spectroscopic 

measurements help us in understanding the energy level structure of atoms and 

molecules, as well as their atomic and molecular properties. The quantitative values of 

these properties provide detailed information about shape, flexibility and electronic 

arrangement in atoms and molecules. Thus, spectroscopy has emerged as a very powerful 

tool for atomic and molecular structure studies. It has contributed a lot to our 

understanding of the universe-our earth, atmosphere, sun, interstellar space and distant 

stars, which used to be treated as mystery or supernatural phenomenon few centuries 

back. 
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The absorption and emission spectroscopic techniques were used earlier for 

studying atomic spectra. These techniques have their own limitations in terms of studying 

high-lying excited states of atoms. The absorption cross-sections happen to be smaller as 

one move up in the energy level ladder, so the detection of these high-lying states 

becomes difficult. The excited states, which have the same parity as that of a ground 

state, become inaccessible due to the selection rules. Moreover, one has to use complex 

vacuum-ultraviolet spectrometers, if the spectra lie in the vacuum-ultraviolet region.  

Earlier, the typical emission/absorption sources used for studying various elements were 

hollow cathode discharge lamps, electrodeless discharge lamps, flames and plasmas. 

These atom sources contain species, such as excited atoms, ions and multi-atomic species 

in a variety of states. This puts a stringent requirement on spectrometers’ resolution. The 

assignment of atomic states also becomes complex because many excited high-lying 

states decay to low-lying states. So, it is very difficult to get complete spectroscopic 

information by conventional sources and techniques.   

The invention and subsequent development of the laser has revolutionized the 

spectroscopy and opened many new branches of spectroscopy. The wavelength 

tunability, high intensity, narrow spectral width and low divergence of lasers have not 

only simplified the resulting spectra but also made those experiments possible, which 

could not be done before due to the lack of intensity or insufficient resolution. Comparing  

the  conventional source to a tunable laser source, the power per  unit  wavelength  of  the  

tunable  laser  is much  greater  than  that  of  the  white-light source, thus allowing easier 

detection.  This increase  in   power  density with lasers leads  to  an increase  in  
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sensitivity  of  many  orders  of magnitude  as compared  to  that of conventional  

sources.     

The lanthanides and actinides are used in many areas of science and technology, 

including nuclear power programs, high temperature superconductivity, communication 

and display industry, medical and biochemical applications, material science, laser 

industry, fundamental aspects of atomic and nuclear structure, etc.  The uranium and 

plutonium being fissile materials attract a lot of attention by nuclear industry for nuclear 

power programs. The lanthanides are also known as the “rare-earth” metals, however this 

nickname is not very accurate as many of the lanthanides are abundant in the earth’s 

crust, with some present in even greater quantities than lead. All of the actinides are 

radioactive and therefore are toxic and difficult to study.  The lanthanides and actinides 

are part of a unique section of the periodic table having partially filled f orbital. In the 

lanthanide and actinides series the 4f and the 5f shell, respectively, are progressively 

filled with electrons. Owing to the high degeneracy of the f shells (14 spin orbitals) a 

rather large number of possible electronic states may arise. The situation becomes more 

complicated, because an open s, p, or d, shell frequently accompanies the open f shell. A 

large number of low-lying electronic states make a rationalization of the electronic 

structure of lanthanide and actinide compounds rather difficult. The situation from a 

spectroscopy point of view is even more complicated owing to the numerous isotopes 

occurring for some lanthanides and actinides, which cause a huge number of spectral 

lines. Moreover, the odd isotopes possess hyperfine structure. All these make the atomic 

emission and absorption spectra of these elements are very complex, with a large number 

of spectral lines. In some cases, the ground state of these elements is also multiplet, and 
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there are many close low-lying metastable energy levels.  These elements are refractory, 

not so easily produced in the vapor state, which is the requirement for studying their 

atomic spectra. To generate the sufficient atomic number densities, high temperature 

operations are required. But, at these high temperatures, the population is thermally 

distributed among various low-lying metastable energy levels resulting in the low 

quantum state number density. These elements are also highly chemically reactive. 

Moreover, many of these elements are available only in small quantities, or are 

radioactive, which has to be handled in small quantities. Therefore sophisticated 

spectroscopic techniques are required to extract the spectral information of these 

elements. Laser-based spectroscopic techniques provide some of the best techniques for 

studying these elements. 

As mentioned above, the lanthanides and actinides possess a very large number of 

energy levels between the ground state and the continuum. These energy levels are 

excited stepwise by using one or more than one photons from tunable lasers depending 

upon ionization potential of the elements. The involved photo-excitation cross-sections 

for stepwise transitions are appreciably large, owing to bound-bound transitions. 

Therefore, the excited levels can be easily accessed by available continuous wave (cw) 

and pulse tunable lasers. The excited atoms are then observed by detecting ions by further 

exciting the atoms above continuum, by detecting fluorescence from the excited levels, or 

by detecting the change in the discharge impedance. All these techniques of laser-induced 

photoionization spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy, and laser 

optogalvanic spectroscopy have been used for several elements by various researchers. 

The elemental information can also be obtained by focusing a pulse laser into the material 
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of interest to generate the plasma and subsequently collecting the emission containing 

characteristic atomic and ionic lines. This spectroscopic technique is known as laser-

induced breakdown spectroscopy. 

The laser spectroscopic techniques employed to study the complex atomic spectra 

of lanthanides and actinides include laser photoionization spectroscopy, laser-induced 

fluorescence, laser optogalvanic spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown 

spectroscopy. Atomic beams, hollow cathode discharge lamps, and plasmas are used as 

atom sources for laser spectroscopy experiments. The spectra from these sources are 

generally too complex for easy analysis. But, the tunable, narrow line width and high 

power lasers make spectroscopy of any selected species easy even in these systems.  

Laser spectroscopy of these elements includes measurements of atomic 

parameters, such as energy levels, total angular momentum values of these energy levels, 

photo-excitation cross-sections/photo-ionization cross-sections, radiative lifetimes of the 

energy levels, and branching fractions of different decay channels of an excited state, 

isotope shifts and hyperfine structures as well as measurement of elemental 

concentrations of samples.  Most of these atomic parameters are required in many areas 

of science, such as atomic physics, plasma physics, laser chemistry, atmospheric sciences 

and is also of importance in the determination of solar and stellar abundances of elements 

and in the search for new laser materials.  The atomic parameters mentioned above also 

play vital roles in realizing various other goals, such as laser isotope separation, 

qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis, rare isotope detection etc.   

The present Ph. D. thesis deals with the development of above-mentioned laser 

spectroscopic techniques, methodologies and related instrumentation for the 
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measurement of elemental concentrations and atomic parameters to study lanthanides and 

actinides. In this thesis, laser spectroscopy experiments to measure atomic parameters on 

uranium and samarium are reported using laser optogalvanic spectroscopy, laser-induced 

fluorescence spectroscopy and laser photoionization spectroscopy. For the first time, 

laser-induced fluorescence and laser-induced photoionization techniques are used 

simultaneously to develop new methodologies to measure the atomic parameters. The 

density matrix (DM) based theoretical calculations have been used to validate the 

experimental results. These experiments have led to the identification of new energy/ 

autoionization levels of uranium and samarium atoms and the assignment of total angular 

momentum values to these levels.  The radiative lifetimes of high-lying energy levels, 

and excited-level-to-excited-level absolute transition probabilities and photoionization 

cross-sections are also determined for many atomic transitions of uranium and samarium. 

The calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopic technique has been 

developed and used to analyze multi-elemental concentrations of a steel sample. The 

thesis has been organized into five chapters, elaborating the work carried out on the 

above-mentioned themes. The chapter-wise description of the work is given below. 

Chapter 1 describes introduction of spectroscopy and importance of atomic 

spectroscopic investigations in general as well as for lanthanides and actinides. The 

problems and limitations associated with conventional absorption and emission 

techniques for understanding atomic spectra of lanthanides and actinides have been 

discussed.  The necessity and impact of the laser-based spectroscopic techniques 

including laser-induced photoionization, laser-induced fluorescence, laser optogalvanic 

spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy techniques have been described 
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in this chapter.  A brief description of the present work based on the experimental and 

theoretical investigations is presented at the end of this chapter,. 

Chapter 2 starts with a brief description of laser-induced photoionization (LIP) 

and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) techniques, the development and the use of these 

techniques for the measurements of atomic parameters. Various experimental systems 

used in the present laser spectroscopy experiments are briefly described. The 

methodology of the LIF and LIP experiments carried out in atomic uranium and 

samarium is presented. The experimental results obtained for various atomic parameters 

such as the energy levels, their radiative lifetimes, branching fractions of different decay 

channels of an excited level, transition probabilities are also described in this chapter.   

By combining together both the LIF and LIP techniques for simultaneous 

detection and utilization of LIF and LIP signals not only helped in developing new 

methodologies but also helped in getting complete spectral information apart from the 

measurements of atomic parameters.  

In this chapter the observed resonances in the two-color laser-induced 

fluorescence experiments on atomic samarium are compared with our own results 

obtained simultaneously using two-color three-photon ionization experiments. As both 

the signals (LIF and LIP) are obtained under similar experimental conditions (laser 

power, oven temperature etc.), the comparison becomes more authentic then comparison 

of results by two techniques under different experimental conditions. The observation of 

features in the two spectra recorded simultaneously validates the complementary nature 

of these two techniques.  The LIP and LIF signals have also been studied as a function of 

the second-step laser power to investigate the behavior of both the signals under varying 
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laser powers. To the best of our knowledge, we have used for the first time the 

simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization signals for studying high-

lying even-parity energy levels.  

Chapter 3 describes the simultaneous LIP and LIF signals recorded in atomic 

uranium and samarium and analysis of these signals using DM calculations to deduce the 

atomic parameters.  The DM formalism for three-level atomic systems has been 

discussed in detail in the present chapter. The LIP and LIF signals simultaneously 

recorded in atomic uranium for two specific cases have been analyzed using the DM 

formalism. The experimental results have been compared with the DM calculations to 

deduce the photoionization cross-section for the 33801.06-50701.59 cm-1 transition of 

atomic uranium.  Two-color, three-photon photoionization and two-color fluorescence 

signals recorded simultaneously in atomic samarium as a function of the second-step 

laser power helped us in developing a new methodology for the measurements of two 

important atomic parameters in a single experiment. The DM formalism has been 

employed to analyze these signals.  Two-color laser-induced fluorescence was used to 

measure the second-step transition probability. The second-step transition probabilities 

obtained was used to infer the photoionization cross-section. Thus, the methodology 

combining two-color, three-photon photoionization and two-color fluorescence signals in 

a single experiment has been established for the first time to measure the second-step 

transition probability as well as the photoionization cross-section.  

Chapter 4 describes the laser optogalvanic spectroscopy technique. The 

optogalvanic spectroscopy using a hollow cathode discharge lamp (HCDL) is a much 

simpler technique in comparison to its other counterparts but still able to provide useful 
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information. The plasma parameters in see-through type homemade uranium HCDL, 

which was used for laser spectroscopy experiments, have been investigated. The 

temperature of neutral species, the excitation temperature and the electron number 

density have been measured. The three plasma parameters have been measured 

simultaneously for the first time in the HCDL.  

 This chapter also describes our investigation on the even-parity autoionization 

resonances of atomic uranium in the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1, using three-color 

optogalvanic spectroscopy technique in   a U-Ne HCDL characterized above with three 

pulsed dye lasers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of observation of 

even-parity autoionization states in atomic uranium lying at more than 2000 cm-1 above 

the ionization limit.   We have used four different excitation schemes starting from the 

lowest metastable state of uranium at 620 cm-1 (5K5
0). We have identified 102 new even-

parity autoionization resonances in atomic uranium and assigned probable total angular 

momentum (J) values to these resonances.   

   In  chapter 5 starts with a brief  historical  review  of  Laser-induced  breakdown 

spectroscopy  (LIBS),  also  called  laser-induced  plasma  spectrometry  or  laser spark 

spectrometry.  The development of the LIBS system for elemental analysis of samples, 

which consists of a high resolution and broad-range Echelle spectrograph coupled to an 

intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) to detect and quantify elements of interest, is 

discussed in this chapter.   

 The chapter also describes the quantitative elemental analysis of a steel sample 

using calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS). A Q-switched 

Nd:YAG laser (532 nm wavelength) is used to produce the plasma by focusing it onto a 
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steel sample in air at atmospheric pressure. The time-resolved spectra of a steel sample 

consisting of atomic and ionic emission lines of the steel elements are recorded using an 

Echelle grating spectrograph coupled with a gated intensified charge-coupled device 

camera, which are used for the plasma characterization and the quantitative analysis of 

the sample. The time delay where the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium as 

well as optically thin, necessary for elemental analysis, is deduced. An algorithm for the 

CF-LIBS relating the experimentally measured spectral intensity values with the basic 

physics of the plasma is developed and used for the determination of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mg and 

Si concentrations in a steel sample.  The analytical results obtained from the CF-LIBS 

technique agree well with the certified values of the elements in the sample with a 

relative uncertainty < 5 %.   

The summary and future scopes of work are briefly discussed at the end of the 

thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.0 Introduction to spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy is a branch of science dealing with the interaction of 

electromagnetic radiation with matter. When the matter is properly energized, it may 

reemit the absorbed energy as electromagnetic radiation having frequencies characteristic 

of the radiating species and with intensity proportional to the number of particles 

participating in radiation. The frequencies radiated serve to identify the radiating species, 

giving rise to qualitative analytical spectroscopy. The amount of radiation gives a 

measure of the quantity of the matter responsible for the radiation, giving rise to 

quantitative analytical spectroscopy. Over the last several decades, spectroscopy has been 

applied to qualitative and quantitative determination of elements in solid, liquid and 

gaseous samples. Most of our knowledge about the structure of atoms and molecules is 

based on spectroscopic investigations. When the matter is energized with electromagnetic 

radiation, the basic phenomena of absorption, emission, scattering of the radiation and 

polarization effects with plane-polarized radiation are employed for spectroscopic 

studies. These studies have provided fascinating possibilities for a deeper understanding 

of the fundamental properties of the building blocks of matter. Thus, spectroscopy has 

made an outstanding contribution to atomic and molecular physics, chemistry, biology, 

medicine, environmental protection and energy research. In fact, it has contributed a lot 

to our understanding of the universe - earth, atmosphere, sun, interstellar space and 

distant stars which used to be treated as mystery or supernatural phenomenon few 

centuries back. Spectroscopic investigations can be fundamental or applied in nature, 
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which allow us to measure certain quantities (wavelengths, intensities, etc.). These 

quantities are then used to evaluate fundamental atomic parameters, like energy levels, 

radiative life time of energy levels, transition probabilities, angular momentum etc. These 

atomic parameters are useful in several disciplines of science and technology, such as 

atomic physics, astrophysics, plasma physics and laser physics. In the field of applied 

spectroscopy, the spectroscopic information is used for qualitative and quantitative 

analysis in various applications like combustion diagnostics, remote sensing of 

environment, photo-physical and photochemical processes, etc. Various techniques and 

their implementations can be classified in several ways. Types of spectroscopy can be 

distinguished by the nature of interaction between the energy and the mater. The 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the matter leads to absorption, emission and 

scattering of radiation. So, the spectroscopy is classified by either the nature of 

interaction, e.g., absorption spectroscopy, emission spectroscopy and scattering 

spectroscopy, or by the technique employed, e.g., ionization spectroscopy, photo-acoustic 

spectroscopy, optogalvanic spectroscopy, breakdown spectroscopy, etc. Spectroscopy can 

also be classified in terms of the electromagnetic spectrum used for the spectroscopic 

investigations, e.g., infrared spectroscopy, visible spectroscopy or X-ray spectroscopy. 

The choice of the spectral range of the radiation is done on the basis of phenomena to be 

studied. When laser as a light source is employed in the spectroscopy, the resultant 

spectroscopy is known as laser spectroscopy. When laser interacts with matter it produces 

the phenomenon of absorption, emission, discharge change, breakdown etc., giving rise 

to laser-induced photoionization spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy, 

laser optogalvanic spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy and so on. 
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1.1  Spectroscopy of atoms 

 The study of the electromagnetic radiation absorbed and emitted by atoms to 

explore the atomic structure is known as atomic spectroscopy. The atomic absorption 

spectra for most elements originate from the transition of atoms from ground state to 

excited states on account of laser energy absorption. The atomic emission originates 

when atoms in the matter excited to higher energy states on account of laser energy 

absorption deexcite to lower states. In atomic spectroscopy experiments, the spectrum, 

which is a collection of broad and narrow bands of light absorbed by or emitted from 

atoms, is recorded. The recorded spectra reveal a lot of information related to atoms 

depending on the type of the measurements. The atomic energy level information is 

obtained by the wavelength measurements of the spectral lines. The line intensities are 

proportional to the transition probabilities which describe how strongly the two levels of 

the atomic transition are coupled. The widths of the spectral lines give information about 

the collision processes, the inter-atomic potentials and the velocity distributions of the 

atoms. Zeeman and Stark splitting of spectral lines by external magnetic and electric 

fields give information about magnetic and electric moments, respectively.  The 

hyperfine structure of the spectral lines provides information about the interaction 

between the nucleus and the electron cloud, which helps in the determination of nuclear 

spin, nuclear magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moment. Time-resolved 

measurements are used to measure excited-state lifetimes, to investigate dynamic and 

collision processes and various energy and charge transfer mechanisms, etc. Spectrally 

resolved measurements provide information, which can be useful for the branching 

fraction measurements and for the determination of atomic level energy values. The 
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spatially resolved measurements allow us to study the spatial and density variations in 

samples. The variation of the signal amplitude as a function of excitation source power is 

used for the measurement of atomic cross-sections. Time-resolved and spectrally-

resolved spectra also allow us to carry out the qualitative and quantitative elemental 

analysis by choosing a proper time window where spectrally resolved spectra can be used 

for quantitative elemental analysis. 

The experimental setup for atomic spectroscopy consists of an atom source, an 

excitation radiation source, an analyzer and a detection system. In earlier times, hollow 

cathode and electrodeless discharge lamps, sliding sparks and heat-pipe ovens were used 

as an atomic source for atomic spectroscopy. The spectral resolution, time resolution and 

the detection sensitivity in a spectroscopic experiment are crucial for attaining the 

substantial spectral information.  Due to the advancement in instrumentation in the recent 

years, the use of new atom sources, optical sources, optical devices, sensitive detectors, 

fast electronics and image intensifiers have significantly extended the resolution and 

sensitivity limits. As a result many new spectroscopic techniques, such as Fourier 

transform spectroscopy, optical pumping, level-crossing techniques, double-resonance 

techniques, multi-photon techniques, etc., have contributed to the better understanding of 

the atomic spectra. Laser ablation and subsequent emission collection using gated 

cameras have opened up the opportunity for multi-elemental qualitative and quantitative 

analysis not only in laboratories but also at industrial environment or real work site.  

There still remain many unexplored areas where work has to be done, especially on the 

complex spectra of neutral and ionized atoms of lanthanides and actinides.   
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1.1.1 Atomic spectroscopy of Lanthanides and Actinides 

Lanthanides in the periodic table include elements from Lanthanum (atomic 

number 57), to Lutetium (atomic number 71). Actinides include elements from Thorium, 

(atomic number 90), to Lawrencium (atomic number 103). Transuranics are the elements 

with atomic number higher than that of uranium, U (atomic number 92). These elements 

are produced artificially by bombarding heavy elements with neutrons. Transuranics form 

most of the actinides. These elements are unstable, with half-lives ranging from millions 

of years to fraction of seconds.   The lanthanides and actinides are part of a unique 

section of the periodic table having partially filled f orbital. In the lanthanide and 

actinides series the 4f and the 5f shell, respectively, are progressively filled with electrons 

[1].  A large number of possible electronic states may arise due to the high degeneracy of 

the f shells (14 spin orbitals). The situation becomes more complicated, because an open 

s, p, or d, shell frequently accompanies the open f shell. The large number of low-lying 

electronic states makes a rationalization of the electronic structure of lanthanide and 

actinide compounds rather difficult. The situation from a spectroscopy point of view is 

even more complicated owing to the numerous isotopes occurring for some lanthanides 

and actinides, which cause a huge number of spectral lines. Moreover, the odd isotopes 

possess hyperfine structure. All these make the atomic emission and absorption spectra of 

lanthanides and actinides very complex, with a large number of spectral lines. The 

ground state of atoms of these elements is also multiplet in some cases, and there are 

many close low-lying metastable energy levels. Some of these elements are refractory 

and not so easily produced in the vapor state, which is the requirement for studying their 

atomic spectra. To generate the appreciable atomic number densities of these elements (~ 
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108 atoms/cm3 or more), high temperature operations are required. But, at these high 

temperatures, the population is thermally distributed among various low-lying metastable 

and multiplet ground states in some cases, resulting in the lower number density in these 

states. It makes the signal intensity arising from a particular energy level very weak. 

These elements are also highly chemically reactive and, hence, handling chemically 

reactive species at higher temperatures also becomes quite difficult. In addition, many of 

these elements are available only in small amounts, or are radioactive. Elucidation of the 

spectra of these elements is difficult. It, therefore, requires sophisticated spectroscopic 

techniques and instrumentation. Laser-based spectroscopic techniques provide some of 

the best techniques for their studies. 

1.1.2 Atomic spectroscopic techniques for Lanthanides and Actinides 

As mentioned earlier, sparks, flames, hollow cathode and electrodeless discharge 

lamps were used as sources for absorption and emission spectroscopy experiments of 

these elements. These sources have been used as light sources as well as atomic sources. 

The emitted radiation from the source has been analyzed for the spectral information in 

emission spectroscopy experiments. The excitation of atoms by another light sources 

having sufficient intensity at excitation wavelength has been employed in absorption 

spectroscopy experiments.  Absorption / emission spectra from these sources were 

photographed by a spectrograph, and the spectral lines were recorded for identification 

and analysis [2]. High-resolution optical spectroscopy was performed by employing 

Febry-Perot interferometer. Meggers reviewed most of the literature of atomic 

spectroscopy published till that date in 1963 [3]. Argonne National Laboratory has 

provided more precise atomic spectra with extended spectral ranges using a 30 feet 
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spectrograph [4,5]. The National Bureau of Standards, now known as National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) has used the normal incidence vacuum 

spectrograph to study spectra of highly ionized atoms [6], which led to excellent 

compilations done by National Bureau of Standards Monographs [7-10].  The first 

spectrum, using Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS), of thorium and holmium at high 

resolution has been recorded in 1970 [11]. Later, numerous FTS investigations have been 

carried out [12-16]. These classical absorption / emission spectroscopy investigations 

were limited either by resolving power of the wavelength dispersing instruments, or by 

the intensity of the light source.  These techniques were not capable of exploring the 

high-lying energy regions (above 30000 cm-1) as the energy levels in these energy 

regions were not sufficiently populated. It is required to observe atomic transitions from 

these high-lying energy levels.  

1.2 Laser spectroscopy of atoms 

Atomic spectroscopy got a big boost only after the invention of tunable dye laser in 

1966 [17]. The crucial experimental parameters in atomic spectroscopy are intensity as 

well as spectral brightness. Lasers have very high spectral brightness. Lasers can also be 

focused to very small areas and thus provide very intensity. These properties make lasers 

very suitable for atomic spectroscopy experiments. The unique properties offered by 

lasers not only allowed the evolution of completely new techniques but also allowed the 

established spectroscopic techniques to be applied more precisely [18]. Lasers being 

highly monochromatic helped improving the resolution of measurements. The high 

spectral brightness opened the new branch of spectroscopy, the non-linear spectroscopy, 

which is based on saturation phenomena, or multi-photon transitions [18]. Lasers capable 
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of delivering short pulses in nano-, pico- or femto-second time domain, made the time 

resolved studies possible. The time-resolved investigations can be used to measure 

radiative lifetimes of the energy levels. These properties also allowed a new branch of 

spectroscopy to emerge, laser- induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), which utilizes 

laser-ablation based atomic/ionic sources [19]. The specific areas of a sample can be 

probed due to the high directionality of the laser beam. Thus, lasers made a huge 

multifold impact on the field of spectroscopy. Tunability is a crucial criterion for a laser 

to be used in spectroscopy experiments. Although many lasers including solid state 

lasers, optical parametric oscillators, semiconductor lasers can be made tunable but the 

dye lasers in their various modifications in visible and ultra-violet spectral region are still 

the most widely used lasers for spectroscopy experiments. The organic dye molecules 

dissolved in liquids make the active medium for dye lasers. The tuning range of dye laser 

depends on the individual dye and pump laser used. By using different dyes, a wide 

wavelength range from 300 -1000 nm can be covered. The tunable range can be extended 

from vacuum ultra-violet to infrared region by wavelength doubling or mixing 

techniques.  

The dye lasers used for laser spectroscopy can be operated in pulsed mode by 

pumping it with another pulsed laser or flash lamp. It can also be operated in continuous 

wave (cw) mode by pumping it with argon ion / Ti-sapphire laser.  Dye lasers can also  

used either in multimode or single-mode depending upon the experimental requirement. 

Laser intensity required for saturating an atomic transition is of the order of few µW/cm2 

to tens of mW/cm2 for different steps, which can be achieved easily by both cw and 

pulsed dye lasers. The line-width of the dye laser is another crucial parameter, which 
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dictates the obtained frequency resolution in spectroscopic experiments. The cw lasers 

generally have narrow line-width of the order of MHz or even lower whereas the pulsed 

lasers are broad with line width in the range of GHz. Thus, the cw lasers are generally 

used for high resolution atomic spectroscopy experiments. The line-width of the pulsed 

lasers can also be reduced for improving the resolution in the experiments but the lower 

limit for the line-width of the pulsed lasers is mainly determined by the Fourier 

transformation of the time-dependent laser intensity, which yields, for laser pulses with a 

duration τ, a spectral line-width given by
πτ

ν
2

1=∆ . 

However, the final resolution obtained in a laser spectroscopy experiment, 

depends on the convolution of the laser line-width and the atomic width of the spectral 

line. The origin of the atomic width of the spectral line is due to many broadening 

mechanisms inside the atom source, which include natural broadening, Doppler 

broadening, collisional broadening, power broadening etc [18]. 

1.3 Laser spectroscopic techniques for studying atoms 

Laser spectroscopic techniques can be classified into two categories, Doppler- 

limited or Doppler-free techniques. If the resolution obtained in spectroscopy 

experiments is limited by the Doppler width of the atomic absorption line, the technique 

is known as Doppler-limited technique, otherwise it is known as Doppler-free technique. 

Laser-based absorption spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, photoionization 

spectroscopy, photoaccoustic spectroscopy, optothermal, optogalvanic spectroscopy are 

examples of the Doppler-limited spectroscopic techniques, which can be used with pulsed 

lasers, and are very useful for studying highly-excited levels, Rydberg levels and 
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autoionizing energy levels of atoms. These techniques can also be used for measurements 

of radiative lifetimes, branching fractions, photoexcitation and photoionization cross-

sections, etc [18]. Doppler-free spectroscopic techniques overcome the limit set by the 

Doppler broadening and thus high-resolution spectroscopy can be performed. Such 

techniques are termed as non-linear spectroscopic techniques. Saturation spectroscopy, 

polarization spectroscopy and multi-photon spectroscopy are examples of Doppler-free 

spectroscopy techniques.  The cw laser based non-linear spectroscopy is well suited for 

high-resolution investigations, which can provide information about isotope shifts and 

hyperfine structures [18, 20-21]. Some of the techniques can be kept in a separate 

category like laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy, where laser is used to generate 

ablation based atomic or ionic source. However detection efficiency can be enhanced by 

laser-induced fluorescence by exciting the atomic/ionic transitions using another laser 

tuned to that particular transition [19]. 

1.3.1. Atomic spectroscopy using multi-mode lasers 

By tuning the laser wavelength to an atomic transition between two energy levels, 

the population of atoms can be transferred from lower energy level to upper energy level. 

In this way, large population densities in the upper energy level can be attained. Because 

of this population transfer from the lower energy level, the upper energy level can serve 

as initial energy level for further excitation. Thus, the spectroscopy of excited energy 

levels can be performed by stepwise excitation of atoms . The experiments with tunable 

multi-mode lasers are aimed to determine the energy-level structure in high-lying energy 

regions accessible through step-wise excitation. These high-lying energy levels are 

inaccessible by other classical spectroscopic techniques. 
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The pulsed lasers are capable of generating very intense short pulses, allowing 

time-resolved studies to be done. The time-resolved studies can provide the measurement 

of radiative lifetime of excited states. The spectrally-resolved studies can provide the 

measurement of branching fractions. Combining these two atomic parameters, one can 

deduce the transition probabilities. By stepwise excitation, these measurements can be 

done for excited energy levels. Thus, the radiative lifetime for excited energy levels and 

transition probabilities for transitions between excited energy levels can be measured. 

The time-resolved studies can also be done using a laser ablation source in combination 

with a gated detector such as intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera. These 

studies can be useful in determination of elemental composition of materials [19]. 

1.4 Motivation and description of the present work 

The data on atomic spectroscopy of lanthanides and actinides are far from 

complete. The literature survey revealed that these elements still have unexplored high-

lying energy regions and many atomic parameters are unknown which could be of vital 

importance in both basic and applied studies. The high energy regions are not well 

studied due to the inaccessibility of these regions by commonly used technique of 

emission spectroscopy. This is due to the fact that the atomic sources used for emission 

spectroscopy have very low population in these high-lying energy levels. Moreover, the 

decay from these high-lying energy levels was to low-lying energy levels emitting only a 

few photons for a given decay transition, and thus, making detection difficult. With the 

advent of lasers and improvement in spectroscopic instrumentation, it became possible to 

selectively produce, investigate and detect specific energy levels of atomic, ionic and 

isotopic species. Lasers coupled with improved time-gated detectors not only made 
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measurements of atomic parameters possible but also made the multi-elemental analysis 

possible. It became possible even without generating calibration curves and utilizing 

calibration free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy techniques.  

In this thesis, various laser spectroscopic techniques, methodologies and related 

instrumentation have been developed for the measurements of atomic parameters and 

quantitative elemental analysis. In this work, laser spectroscopic studies have been 

reported for samarium and uranium employing laser-based photoionization, fluorescence 

and optogalvanic spectroscopic techniques. The multi-color resonant excitations have 

been used to explore the high-lying energy levels by employing fluorescence, ionization 

or optogalvanic spectroscopic techniques. These high-lying energy levels have also been 

explored by simultaneously using laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization 

techniques. These studies led us to identify new energy levels, both in the explored and 

unexplored energy regions. It also led us to measure many other important atomic 

parameters. These results have been presented in this thesis.  The fluorescence from the 

excited state has been temporally and spectrally resolved, to measure radiative lifetimes 

and branching fractions, which in combination helped in deducing excited-state-to-

ground-state and excited-state-to-excited-state absolute transition probabilities. For the 

first time, laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization techniques have been used 

simultaneously to study high-lying energy regions. It has been established that both 

techniques should be used in a complimentary way for identification of atomic energy 

levels. 

The results obtained using simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and 

photoionization techniques have been analyzed using density matrix formalism. This has 
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led us to develop new methodologies for the measurements of important atomic 

parameters. A new calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy approach has 

been developed for multi-elemental composition analysis. This technique has been used 

to analyze elemental concentrations of a steel sample. The all above-mentioned results 

have been compared with the earlier works reported in the literature and also with the 

other known methods.  The description of other chapters in this thesis is as follows.  

Chapter 2 discusses laser-induced photoionization (LIP) including resonance 

ionization spectroscopy (RIS) and resonance ionization mass spectroscopy (RIMS) 

techniques in brief. It also briefly describes laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique. 

The experiments and experimental systems employed for atomic spectroscopy of uranium 

and samarium using these techniques has also been discussed. The methodology of the 

LIF and LIP experiments carried out in atomic uranium and samarium is presented. The 

results on measurements of many important atomic parameters including energy levels 

and their angular momentum values, radiative lifetimes, branching fractions, transition 

probabilities, photoexcitation/photoionization cross-sections, etc. have been presented in 

this chapter.   

This chapter describes simultaneous utilization of LIF and RIS techniques to 

generate full spectral information. The observation of features in the two spectra recorded 

simultaneously validates the complementary nature of these two techniques.  The RIS 

and LIF signals have also been studied as a function of the second-step laser power to 

investigate the behavior of both the signals under varying laser powers. To the best of our 

knowledge, simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization signals have 

been used here for the first time for studying high-lying even-parity energy levels.  
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  Chapter 3 describes the use of simultaneous LIF and RIS techniques for the 

development of new methodologies to deduce photoexcitation/ photoionization cross-

sections. The experimental results have been theoretically analyzed by using density 

matrix (DM) formalism. The DM formalism for two and three-level atomic systems has 

been discussed in detail in the present chapter. The experimental results have been 

compared with the DM calculations to deduce the photoionization cross-section for the 

33801.06-50701.59 cm-1 transition of atomic uranium.  Two-color laser-induced 

fluorescence was used to measure the second-step transition probability. The second-step 

transition probabilities obtained was used to infer the photoionization cross-sections. 

Thus, the methodology combining two-color, three-photon photoionization and two-color 

fluorescence signals in a single experiment has been established for the first time to 

measure the second-step transition probability as well as the photoionization cross-

section. Two important atomic parameters have been measured in a single experiment by 

simultaneously recording two-color, three-photon photoionization and two-color 

fluorescence signals of atomic samarium as a function of the second-step laser power. 

Chapter 4 deals with optogalvanic spectroscopy technique, which relies on its 

simplicity. The technique employs a simple device called hollow cathode discharge lamp 

(HCDL), which can be used as an atomic vapor source as well as ion detector. It is an 

attractive tool to extract useful spectral information. This technique is a boon, especially 

for studying the refractory elements where generation of atomic beam is difficult.  In this 

chapter, the plasma parameters have been investigated in see-through-type homemade 

uranium HCDL. The temperature of neutral species, the excitation temperature and the 

electron number density have been measured.   
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This chapter also describes the investigation of even-parity autoionization 

resonances of atomic uranium in the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1, using three-color 

optogalvanic spectroscopy technique in a U-Ne HCDL with three pulsed dye lasers. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of observation of even-parity 

autoionization states in atomic uranium lying at more than 2000 cm-1 above the ionization 

limit. Total 102 new even-parity autoionization resonances in atomic uranium have been 

identified. The probable total angular momentum (J) values to these resonances have also 

been assigned.   

Chapter 5 reviews the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy technique (LIBS), 

capable of remote, real-time multi-elemental analysis. The development of the LIBS 

system for multi-elemental analysis of samples consists of a high resolution and broad-

range Echelle spectrograph coupled to an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) to 

detect and quantify elements of interest. The details of the LIBS experimental setup and 

methodology adopted for the elemental analysis is discussed in this chapter.   

 The present chapter also describes the quantitative elemental analysis of a steel 

sample using calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS). A Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser (532 nm wavelength) is used to produce the plasma by focusing 

it onto a steel sample in air at atmospheric pressure. The time-resolved spectra of a steel 

sample consisting of atomic and ionic emission lines of the steel elements are used for the 

plasma characterization and the quantitative analysis of the sample. The time delay 

relative to the laser pulse where the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium as well 

as optically thin, necessary for the elemental analysis, is deduced. An algorithm for the 

CF-LIBS relating the experimentally measured spectral intensity values with the basic 
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physics of the plasma is developed and used for the determination of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mg and 

Si concentrations in a steel sample.  The analytical results obtained from the CF-LIBS 

technique agree well with the certified values of the elements in the sample with a 

relative uncertainty < 5%.   

Brief summary and future scope of work is given at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2  

Laser-induced photoionization and fluorescence techniques 

In the laser-induced photoionization (LIP) spectroscopy technique, neutral atoms 

of an element are selectively raised to an excited atomic state of the atoms by a laser 

resonantly tuned to the excitation energy of the transition. The excited atoms are further 

photoionized from their resonant state by an additional laser tuned to provide enough 

energy to raise the excited atoms over the ionization threshold of that element. This 

process of photoionization of atoms is called resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS). 

RIS, when coupled with a mass spectrometer, is known as resonance ionization mass 

spectrometry (RIMS). Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is another spectroscopic 

technique that excites atoms by precisely tuned lasers and detects the relaxation of an 

excited state by spontaneous emission of fluorescence radiation to lower states.  Both, 

RIS/RIMS and LIF are excellent tools for investigating high-lying energy levels. Very 

useful information on atomic structure as well as laser-atom interaction dynamics have 

been derived from these techniques. These techniques are discussed in detail in the 

following sections. 

2.1 Laser-induced photoionization 

As mentioned above, in laser-induced photoionization (LIP) technique, the atoms 

excited in one or two-steps are further excited above the continuum and subsequently 

ionized. Since the resonant excitation steps are involved in photoionization, the term 

resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) is often used for the process. This is also known 

as multi-step photoionization spectroscopy technique as multiple steps might be involved 

depending upon the ionization potential of the atom under investigation. So, single or 
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multi-step resonant excitation followed by ionization is carried out by irradiation with 

tunable laser light and resulting electrons or ions are detected by the detector.  RIS is a 

very sensitive technique. In principle, every absorbed laser photon gives rise to a detected 

ion or electron, with 100% efficiency.  As an extension to RIS, the ions generated by 

resonant excitations are further mass analyzed by a mass spectrometer, and this 

spectroscopy is known as resonance ionization mass spectroscopy (RIMS). The 

techniques of RIS and RIMS, because of their high sensitivity are widely used. Janes et 

al. [1] have reported the capability of RIS technique to study heavy atoms in 1975.  RIMS 

as a spectroscopic tool was reported by Carlson et al. [2] in 1976. Hurst et al [3] have 

reported the capability to detect single atom in the interaction zone in 1979. V. S. 

Letokhov [4] discussed key characteristics and applications of laser photoionization 

spectroscopy in 1985. Since then, these photoionization techniques have been developed 

as very sensitive techniques and the developments have been reviewed extensively in the 

literature [5-12]. It has been used by various researchers for studying atomic spectra of 

various atoms [2, 13-15], ultra-sensitive detection of trace elements [16, 17], studying 

nuclear structure [18, 19], nuclear research [20, 21], isotope production [22] and various 

other applications [23, 24]. 

2.1.1 Atomic spectroscopy of uranium 

 The natural uranium, a mixture of largely two isotopes, U238 accounting for about 

99.3% and U235 about 0.7%, is found in the earth’s crust. The isotope U235 is fissile. Its 

nucleus can split into two nuclei under certain conditions, yielding fission. The uranium 

fuel is assembled in such a way in a nuclear reactor that a controlled fission chain 

reaction can be achieved. The other uranium isotope U238 is a fertile material as it can 
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capture one of neutrons in the core of reactor to become (indirectly) Pu239, which is again 

a fissile material. Thus uranium is very important element for harnessing nuclear energy. 

Uranium is chosen as one of the actinide elements for spectroscopic studies. Uranium is 

the heaviest of all the naturally occurring elements. The elemental and isotopic 

composition of uranium in samples obtained from the uranium ore, nuclear waste and 

each step involved in nuclear fuel cycle needs to be monitored carefully for achieving 

nuclear as well as environmental safeguards. The efficient and selective multi-step laser 

photoionization pathways need to be identified for carrying out the elemental and isotopic 

composition analysis, trace analysis and isotope separation programs, Thus, highly 

efficient and selective photoionization schemes have to be formulated, which  require the 

complete knowledge of all the spectroscopic parameters of involved atomic energy levels 

and atomic transitions.  

 Uranium has very dense and complex atomic spectra. It has a radon core and six 

optical electrons. Uranium atomic transitions are used as wavelength references 

throughout the uv to near-ir spectral range. Precision interferrometric studies using 

optogalvanic spectroscopy, have yielded wavelength standards, with accuracy at the 

0.0003 cm-1 level.  

Using various techniques, a lot of spectroscopic data has been generated and 

reported on atomic parameters of uranium in the literature [2, 12-15, 25-35], but still the 

spectroscopic information available is far from complete. Thus, the primary interest for 

this study was to develop or setup techniques capable of measuring various atomic 

parameters.   
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2.1.2 Present work using laser-induced photoionization 

The knowledge of atomic parameters such as radiative lifetimes, 

photoexcitation/photoionization cross-sections, branching fractions, transition 

probabilities are crucial in many areas of basic science, such as atomic physics, plasma 

physics and atmospheric sciences. These parameters are used for determination of solar 

and stellar abundances of elements, for searching the new laser materials, etc. The 

accurate values of these parameter are also very important for choosing efficient 

photoionization schemes for atomic vapor laser isotope separation process and trace 

analysis as these parameters determine the laser fluences needed for the transition steps 

involved in the photoionization process.   

2.1.2.1 Measurement of radiative lifetime of atomic uranium by LIP 

The radiative lifetime of atomic energy levels is an important atomic parameter as 

it governs the dynamics of excitation and all the applications involving laser excitation 

look for this fundamental property of atomic level. The radiative properties of atoms and 

ions are of great importance in astrophysics, plasma physics and laser physics. The 

natural lifetime determines the fundamental limit of resolution in spectroscopic 

investigations. The measurements of radiative lifetimes of energy levels and branching 

fractions provide a reliable method for determining the absolute transition probabilities of 

atom and, therefore, are important in many fields of science and technology. It is also 

important in deciding the efficient photoionization schemes for trace analysis and isotope 

separation process. Radiative lifetime is crucial for searching the new laser materials. 

Measurements of radiative lifetimes are usually done by employing laser-induced 

fluorescence (LIF) or laser-induced photoionization (LIP) techniques. Using LIF 
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techniques Miron et al. [29] have carried out most extensive work on U I energy levels 

and radiative lifetimes. Carlson et al. [2], Hackel et al. [34] and Avril et al. [35] have 

measured radiative lifetimes using LIP. In this Section, the results on measurements of 

radiative lifetimes of high-lying odd-parity energy levels of atomic uranium using the 

pump probe technique have been discussed [31].   

2.1.2.1.1 Experimental setup for measurement of radiative lifetime 

 The experimental set-up is shown in Fig.2.1. It consists of Nd-YAG 

(Model YG 980) pumped dye lasers (Model TDL 90), indigenously developed reflectron 

type time-of-flight mass spectrometer, digital oscilloscope, homemade U-Ne hollow 

cathode discharge lamp and a fast photodiode. Uranium atomic beam was generated by 

resistive heating of uranium metal in tantalum crucible in a vacuum chamber evacuated 

to a pressure less than 10-7 Torr. Uranium atoms thus produced were excited and 

photoionized by three-color three-photon photo ionization scheme using Nd-YAG 

pumped dye laser system. Resulting photoion signal was detected using Micro-channel 

plate (MCP) in a reflectron type time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The delay can be 

varied using a delay generator. The detectors MCP1 and MCP2 are used in the axial 

(linear) and off-axis (reflected) positions respectively for ion signal detection. The signals 

from the MCP are recorded by the oscilloscope capable to transfer the data to the 

computer for subsequent processing and analysis. Each data is averaged over 128 pulses 

on a 500 MHz oscilloscope and recorded.  Here, the first and second lasers are used as 

the pump lasers to excite the uranium atoms to a highly excited odd-parity level through a 

two-step excitation process involving resonant first and second-step transitions. The third 

laser probes the population of the highly excited level by photoionizing the excited 
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uranium atoms. The photoionization signal is recorded as a function of the time delay 

between pump and probe lasers. The radiative lifetime of an energy level is obtained by 

fitting the data to an exponential decay curve. 

2.1.2.1.2 Results and discussion 

The typical decay curves of the energy level at 34,071.24 cm-1 is shown in Fig. 

2.2. The radiative lifetimes of nine high-lying odd-parity energy levels of atomic uranium 

have been measured [31]. The measured values match well with those reported in the 

literature for short lifetime values [29]. The measured lifetimes 1469 ns and 2099 ns for 

the energy levels 34,128.47 cm-1 and 34,048.45 cm-1, respectively, are substantially 

higher as compared to those reported by Miron et al [29] as 900 and 1080 ns. Mirron el 

al. [29] have carried out the measurements in the presence of argon as a buffer gas. So, 

the atomic collisions are likely to depopulate the excited atoms, resulting in reduction of 

the measured lifetime values. Although they have extrapolated their results to zero Argon 

pressure, there could be residual errors in the extrapolated values when compared with a 

collisionless atomic beam in a high vacuum environment, as in our experiment. In 

addition, they have not mentioned anything about the interaction volume. For the energy 

levels particularly with relatively long life-times, the atoms may move out of the 

interaction volume before being probed. In our experiments, this effect was negligible for 

those energy levels whose radiative lifetimes were much less than the transit time of 

atoms through the interaction zone, which was about 10 µs (atomic beam travelling 

through the pump beam diameter of 4 mm with an average velocity of 4 x102 m/s. The 

radiative lifetime values for the energy levels 34944.10, 34953.82, and 34999.5 cm-1 have 

been measured for the first time as 318±27, 47±2 and 647±44 ns respectively. 
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2.2 Laser-induced fluorescence 

In the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy technique, laser is used for 

inducing a resonant transition from a lower energy level to a higher energy level of atoms 

and subsequent emission of photons due to spontaneous de-excitation of the excited level 

to lower levels detected by photon detectors [36]. This spectroscopy technique can be 

used in two different ways by recording either the excitation or fluorescence spectrum. 

The excitation spectrum is obtained when the laser wavelength is scanned across the 

spectral range of the absorption lines, the total fluorescence intensity monitored as a 

function of the laser wavelength. It represents an image of the absorption spectrum, 

therefore directly reflects the absorption spectrum with respect to line positions. The 

fluorescence spectrum is obtained when the laser wavelength is tuned to one transition 

and the spectrum, which corresponds to the allowed transitions towards lower energy 

levels, is recorded. If collection of the emitted photons is integrated over whole 

interaction volume, time and frequency of emitted photons, it is called integrated 

fluorescence. By properly choosing the spectroscopic instrumentation and optics, the 

integrated fluorescence can be resolved either spectrally or temporally or spatially giving 

vital information in each case. 

The technique of fluorescence spectroscopy is a very sensitive technique in 

visible, ultraviolet and near infrared regions. LIF spectroscopy has been employed for a 

wide range of applications related to analytical sciences [37, 38], diagnostic processes 

[39, 40, 41], and atomic and molecular physics [29, 42-44].  In this work, atomic 

parameters of samarium have been measured using LIF technique. 
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2.2.1 Atomic spectroscopy of samarium 

Samarium (Sm) has many electrons in d and f shells, so it is well known for its 

large number of atomic transitions, with strong oscillator strengths in the visible region. 

Due to its rich energy level structure, Sm is one of the major dopants for optical 

amplifications such as laser amplifiers and communication devices, like other 

lanthanides, namely neodymium and erbium. It is also used in magnets and some metal 

alloys. Samarium when blended with cobalt for a stronger alloy resists demagnetization. 

Samarium is also used as an additive in glass to absorb infrared energy. Optical 

properties of Sm-doped material are of great interest in the field of photonics.  

The alkali atoms have been studied so far extensively for coherent population 

trapping, which is widely used in different applications, such as magnetometry, 

metrology, etc. The rare earth atoms have an advantage because their hyperfine structure 

energy levels are deeply shielded and, therefore, ground sub-levels have much higher 

energy splitting. Atomic samarium offers a versatile environment for studying the atomic 

coherence, or coherent atom-field interactions [45]. Samarium has an energy level 

structure, which is suitable for studying electromagnetically induced transparency 

experiments [46-48]. Samarium has pairs of narrowly separated opposite-parity energy 

levels. The mixing between these opposite-parity level pairs, which is caused by the 

neutral current interaction, is largely enhanced and, thus, it is the strong candidate for 

parity violation experiments [47, 48]. Moreover, Sm has a large number of stable 

isotopes, which also enable the measurements of atomic parity violation experiments with 

different isotopes. Samarium has usefulness in trace analysis [49]. The atomic vapor laser 

isotope separation (AVLIS) of samarium is finding attention as samarium is used as an 
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improved burnable poison for commercial nuclear power reactor [50].  In this study, 

samarium (Sm) has been chosen because of scarcity of spectroscopic information related 

to it in the literature. The LIF technique developed and used here has a general 

applicability. It can be applied to any of lanthanides and actinides.   

2.2.2 Present work using laser-induced fluorescence 

As mentioned in section 2.1.2.1, that radiative lifetime is very important atomic 

parameter. The radiative lifetime measurements are commonly done by monitoring time-

resolved LIF [29, 51-57] from an atomic beam with a fast detector like photomultiplier 

tube (PMT). Laser-based methods for measurement of absolute transition probability use 

either laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) or laser-induced photoionization (LIP) as 

mentioned in earlier sections. Carlson et al. [2] have described a branching-fraction-

lifetime (β - τ) method for determining absolute transition probabilities by independently 

measuring branching fractions (β) and radiative lifetimes (τ) using time-resolved optical 

pumping, probed by time-resolved laser-induced photoionization (LIP).  This method has 

a distinctive advantage of being independent to laser beam quality, such as temporal 

profile, intensity and linewidth, unlike most of the other methods. They have used this 

method to obtain accurate values of transition probability for atomic transitions in 

uranium. Hackel and Rushford [34] have refined this method and measured the branching 

fraction and the accurate absolute transition probability in atomic uranium. In the above 

works the β-τ method is applied for optical transitions between excited and ground states. 

The branching fractions are also measured by either monitoring the LIF spectrum in an 

atomic beam or the emission spectrum of a hollow cathode discharge lamp with a 

Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS) [32]. 
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Measurement of absolute transition probability for atomic transitions between 

excited-level-to-excited-level is difficult and complex. The β-τ method using time-

resolved LIP technique was used by Bisson et al. [58] for measurement of absolute 

transition probabilities of excited-level-to-excited-level optical transitions in atomic 

cerium and gadolinium. They have discussed advantages and limitations of their method. 

Petit et al. [32] and Avril et al. [35] have used LIP to measure the lifetimes and LIF to 

measure the branching fractions for determining the absolute transition probabilities of 

uranium atomic transitions originating from the 34659 cm-1 excited energy level.  

Total angular momentum value (J) is fundamentally important in choosing 

possible excitation schemes and, hence, assignment of its value to each energy level of 

the excitation pathways is of great significance. There are several experimental methods 

to determine J of a given atomic energy level, e.g., Zeeman effect, hyperfine splitting in 

absorption lines, spectrally resolved fluorescence from the level, excitation to same level 

via multiple excitation pathways and polarization combination methods. Zeeman Effect 

and hyperfine splitting in absorption lines [59] can be applied to ground or low-lying 

atomic energy levels, which can be populated by single excitation source. Multiple 

excitation pathways [60, 61] or spectrally resolved fluorescence technique [29, 62] can be 

successfully employed for assigning a unique J value to high-lying energy levels. 

Identification of J for autoionization energy levels uses polarization combination method 

[63].   

 The motivation for the substantial effort on the spectroscopic data of rare earth 

atoms and ions arises primarily from stellar elemental abundance studies. Komarovskii 

and Smirnov [64] have used electron beam for excitation and measured the branching 
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fractions of different decay channels in atomic samarium. Using these measurements and 

lifetimes reported earlier [51, 52], they have determined absolute transition probabilities 

for excited-state-to-ground-state Sm I atomic transitions in the wavelength range 350-650 

nm. To the best of our knowledge, there is no data reported in the literature on excited-

state-to-excited-state transition probability in atomic samarium.  

In this Section, development of LIF spectrometer for the measurement of atomic 

parameters of samarium is reported [65]. The LIF has been temporally resolved to 

measure the lifetimes of excited energy levels. It is spectrally resolved using a 

monochromator to determine the different decay channels, and thus branching fractions. 

The lifetime and branching fraction data has been combined to deduce ground-level-to-

excited-level and excited-level-to-excited-level absolute transition probabilities of several 

atomic transitions. The LIF technique has also been used to uniquely assign the total 

angular momentum values (J). 

2.2.2.1 Experimental setup and development of spectrometer 

  The lasers employed remain same, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel YG980) 

pumped dye lasers (Quantel TDL90), as mentioned in earlier Sections. For detection of 

temporally and spectrally resolved laser-induced fluorescence, intensified charge couple 

device camera (ICCD) camera of high temporal resolution (< 1 ns) and moderate gains (> 

104) has been used. ICCD camera when coupled with a monochromator has the capability 

of simultaneous temporal and spectral measurements. The experimental set-up used for 

this study is shown in Fig.2.3. This consists of Q-switched Nd:YAG pumped dye lasers, 

atomic beam chamber, fluorescence collection assembly, monochromator, PMT and 

gated ICCD camera coupled with a personal computer. The samarium atomic beam was 
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generated in a vacuum chamber maintained at a background pressure of ~ 10-5 torr by 

resistive heating of samarium metal kept in a tantalum crucible at ~ 1000 °C. The 

samarium vapors come out effusively from a 0.5 mm hole in the crucible lid. The Sm 

atoms of this low-density atomic beam in the interaction zone were resonantly excited by 

dye lasers at right angle to the atomic beam. The pulse duration, repetition rate and 

linewidth of the dye laser were was 7 ns, 20 Hz and 0.05 cm-1 (1.5 GHz) respectively.  

The fluorescence light emitted from excited upper levels was collected perpendicularly to 

both laser and atomic beams and focussed onto the entrance slit of the 0.5 m 

monochromator (Acton SpectraPro, 2500i) by a suitable lens assembly.  

 The monochromator consists of three interchangeable 500-nm blaze gratings 

having 300, 600 and 1200 lines/mm. The resolution of the spectrograph with 300 

lines/mm grating is roughly 0.1 nm. Most of the work was done using this grating. 

Spectral ranges with a higher line density were also scanned using the 1200 lines/mm 

grating, which has a  resolution of about 30 pm.   Wavelength/pixel calibration of the 

spectrograph was performed by using Hg/Ar lamp. This lamp was inserted in the atomic 

beam chamber along the beam path, before the experiment.  The Hg/Ar calibration lamp 

used produces sharp lines in the spectral range 253-1700 nm. Easily identifiable mercury 

and argon spectral emission lines are listed on the lamp housing, which are known in the 

literature. Camera parameters are adjusted in a manner that several peaks of lamp are 

displayed. By carefully positioning the cursor at one of the peaks, so that it is at the point 

of maximum intensity, which  gives the pixel number which is being displayed in status 

bar. This step is repeated for all the peaks displayed. These pixel and wavelength values 

are inserted in the in-built software program to perform linear regressions. It provides 
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linear dispersion scale in terms of wavelength. Now the calibration is checked with 

respect to temperature stabilized He –Ne laser. If it displays the exact wavelength, then 

calibration process is completed, otherwise all process requires to be repeated till it gives 

the exact wavelength of any stabilized wavelength source. Cross-checking of this 

wavelength calibration was also done by first and second excited step wavelengths of dye 

laser 1 and 2 and decay channel wavelengths which are previously observed transitions 

from that level. Dye laser wavelengths are also cross-checked by 1.5 m high resolution 

monochromator.  All the gratings were calibrated separately.  A NIST-certified 

Deuterium Tungsten Halogen lamp with well known continuous spectral distribution was 

also used to get the relative spectral transfer function of the detection system.  The 

uncertainty of calibration of lamp with the uncertainty of the response of spectrometer 

using this lamp is about 6%. For the grating having 300 lines/mm, the covered 

wavelength range was 130 nm for single coverage. So, multiple acquisitions have been 

carried out to cover the LIF spectrum in the wavelength range 300-900 nm. A sufficient 

amount of overlap was set between successive acquisitions to reconstruct the entire 

spectrum. In order to take into account the intensity fluctuations during the different steps 

of acquisition, relative corrections were made on the parts of spectrum by matching the 

spectral lines of the overlapped spectra. These parts of the spectrum were merged and the 

relative normalization was applied to the entire spectrum. The monochromator employed 

has two output slits, providing the possibility to detect fluorescence alternately either 

with a PMT or through a gated ICCD camera. LIF light from resonantly excited 

samarium atoms can be spectrally and temporally resolved using a monochromator and a 

gated ICCD camera (4 Quik E, Standard computer optics, Inc), respectively. Resonant 
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wavelength acquisition was performed using PMT-based detection system and 

wavelength was optimized for maximum LIF signal. The wavelengths chosen for the 

first- and second-step excitations were already used in our earlier work [60], where 

wavelength calibration was done using a U-Ne hollow cathode lamp and fabry perot 

etalon fringes. It was further cross-checked that the appropriate first energy level is 

excited by the laser by comparing the observed decay channels with the previously 

observed transitions from that level.  

 For observation and optimization of two-color LIF, single-color LIF signal was 

first optimized and the second laser was tuned for maximum two-color LIF signal. It was 

confirmed that the second laser excited atoms in the level populated by the first laser by 

blocking the first laser beam and checking that the signal disappeared. After optimization, 

LIF emission was directed towards the ICCD camera and it was pre-triggered by 40 ns 

for compensating its internal trigger propagation delay time. A fast photodiode was used 

to observe the laser pulse in the interaction zone with respect to trigger pulse.  Different 

neutral density filters, whenever required, were inserted in the exciting laser path to avoid 

the saturation effects and to ensure a linear response of the detection system. It displays 

all resonant and non-resonant decay channels within the spectral range of 

monochromator.  

For measurement of excited-level-to-ground-level transition probabilities, we 

have measured radiative lifetimes and branching fractions of low-lying odd-parity energy 

levels using single-color laser excitation. Laser was scanned in the wavelength region 

556 – 572 nm to resonantly excite Sm atoms to the excited odd-parity energy levels in the 

energy region 17769.71-19990.25 cm-1. We have confirmed that the right energy level is 
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populated by observing the known decay channels from that level. For measurement of 

excited-state-to-excited-state transition probabilities, we have used two-color two-step 

resonant excitation. For excited-level-to-excited-level transition probabilities 

measurements, the first-step excitation laser was tuned to 591.6 nm to excite the 

samarium atoms from 293 cm-1 to 17190 cm-1 and the second-step excitation laser was 

tuned from 558 – 568 nm to further excite Sm atoms from the first excited level to 

different second-excited high-lying even parity energy levels.  

2.2.2.2 Results and discussion 

 One of the resonant or non-resonant decay channels was chosen to measure the 

lifetime of the excited state. The fluorescence counts were recorded as a function of delay 

between the trigger pulse of ICCD and the opening of ICCD shutter for the exposure. 

Exposure time and delay of gate pulse with respect to trigger can be varied from 1 ns – 80 

sec and 0 ns – 80 sec, respectively with minimum step of 0.1 ns. For the lifetime 

measurements, delay between the trigger pulse of ICCD and the opening of ICCD shutter 

for the exposure was varied till signal falls to just above the noise level. Background of 

ICCD camera was suitably subtracted from the actual fluorescence counts. The plot of the 

corrected fluorescence counts versus this delay was fitted exponentially to get the 

radiative lifetime of the excited level. The ICCD gain is set such that the maximum 

intensity during predetermined gate exposure time after excitation laser pulse does not 

saturate the ICCD camera. We have used the exposure time of 10 ns. With these 

conditions we could get counts corresponding to an average of 25 laser pulses per data 

point. Experiment was repeated fifteen times for each excited level of interest under 

different experimental conditions of laser pulse energy, atomic beam number density, etc. 
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to overcome any systematic error. The average of these measurements was adopted as the 

final radiative lifetime of the excited upper level. The statistical uncertainty in the 

lifetime values is estimated from the spread in the fitted lifetime values. Radiative 

lifetime values were also checked with other decay channels but the values remained 

same within the experimental errors. 

Branching fractions of optical transitions from each excited level were determined 

from LIF light intensities of different decay channels to lower energy levels. Branching 

fraction was obtained for each decay channel from line intensities through βki = Iki / Σi Iki, 

where Iki is intensity of the spectral line and sum is taken over all lower levels (i) to 

which upper level (k) decays. The spectra showing the fluorescence decay channels were 

recorded after the delay of 25 - 30 ns with respect to laser trigger pulse in order to cut 

down the contribution of laser scattering to resonant fluorescence. Experiment was 

repeated fifteen times under different experimental conditions as in the case of lifetime 

measurements. The average of these measurements was used to determine the branching 

fractions.  

Transition probability Aki was obtained from the measured values of lifetime and 

branching fraction using the expression Aki = βki /τ, where τ is the radiative lifetime of 

the excited level and βki is the branching fraction for the k → i transition 

2.2.2.2.1 Radiative lifetimes of odd-parity and even-parity energy levels 

 Single-color laser excitation followed by time-resolved LIF was used to measure 

radiative lifetimes of seven odd-parity energy levels in the energy region 17769.71 - 

19990.25 cm-1. Fig. 2.4 shows spatially resolved LIF signal at different delays time with 

respect to laser pulse. Figure 2.5 shows a typical time-resolved single-color LIF decay 
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signal from the 18225.13 cm-1 energy level with an exponential fit.  The radiative 

lifetimes of seven odd-parity energy levels in atomic samarium have been measured, 

which agree well with the earlier reported values [52]. We have further extended the 

measurements of radiative lifetimes of stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels 

reported in Ref. [60] using time-resolved two-color LIF. The measured radiative lifetimes 

of the six stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels are new as no data for these levels 

are reported in the literature. 

2.2.2.2.2 Excited-level-to-ground-level transition probabilities 

The absolute transition probabilities of 21 excited-level-to-ground-level 

transitions of Sm I were determined from the measured lifetimes of the first-excited level 

as mentioned above and the measured branching fractions of the fluorescence decay 

channels terminating on one of the levels of the 4f66s2 7F ground septet. Figure 2.6 shows 

a typical single-color LIF spectrum form the excited level at 18475.28 cm-1. We could 

observe all three-decay channels from each of seven excited energy levels allowed by 

selection rules.  The values measured here are found to match well with those reported in 

the literature [64]. 

2.2.2.2.3 Excited-level-to-excited-level transition probabilities 

High-lying even-parity energy levels of samarium atoms were selectively 

populated by two-step laser excitation. Lower odd-parity energy levels to which a 

stepwise-excited even-parity level decays via fluorescence decay channels were 

identified using the energy level information available in the literature [67]. The decay 

channels from stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels 34814.4, 34924.0, 34935.5, 

34972.1, 35072.6, 35092.1 cm-1 have been observed. Table 2.1 list the observed decay 
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channels from stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels 34935.5 cm-1, measured 

branching fractions and absolute transition probabilities. Fluorescence decay channels, 

which are due to two-step resonant excitation (involving λ1 and λ2), are used for obtaining 

the values of branching fractions. With these sets of experiments absolute transition 

probabilities for 51 excited-state-to-excited-state transitions in atomic Sm have been 

determined for the first time, as they are not reported in the literature so far.   

2.2.2.2.4  Assignment of J-values 

Examination of J values of the lower energy levels to which the stepwise-excited 

even-parity energy level decays via fluorescence decay channels has led us to assign 

unique J values to the six stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels. Table 2.2 lists the 

stepwise-excited even-parity energy levels and their unique angular momentum values 

thus obtained. This technique of J identification is relatively simpler and does not require 

excitation to the same energy level by different excitation routes. 

2.2.2.3  Systematic uncertainties in the measurements 

The difficulty in measuring the absolute transition probabilities employing most 

of the conventional techniques is due to either the uncertainties in measurement of 

absolute number densities of the interacting atoms or the intensity of laser photons used 

for excitation. Lifetime-branching fraction method used in this paper is intrinsic in nature 

and the value of measured transition probability does not depend on accurate 

measurement of number density of atoms and photons but on the error in measurement of 

lifetimes of the excited levels and the branching fractions. The accuracy of the 

measurement of atomic transition probability using this method depends on how 

accurately the lifetime and branching fraction measurements are made.  
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 The statistical uncertainty in our measurements of lifetime is ~ ± 10 %, based on 

the spread in the fitted lifetime values to the time-dependent LIF signals. Apart from this 

statistical uncertainty, there could be various effects causing systematic uncertainties in 

the lifetime measurements, such as radiation trapping, collisional depopulation, atomic 

motion, cascade repopulation and depopulation, Zeeman and hyperfine quantum beats 

[54]. The radiation trapping is insignificant in our experiments carried out in a Sm atomic 

beam with number density in the laser-interaction zone ~ 1011 atoms/cm3. We have not 

observed any change in the measured values of lifetime even at higher permissible oven 

temperature or number density. The collisional depopulation of excited levels is also 

insignificant in the present work as it has been carried out in a vacuum chamber 

evacuated to a pressure of 10-5 torr.  We have not found the evidence of collisional 

quenching even at a pressure of 10-4 torr.  As far as the atomic motion effect is 

concerned, the lifetime can be shortened owing to the fact that the radiative atoms can 

move out into a region of lower collection efficiency. This effect is negligible in the case 

of short-lived levels with lifetime less than 200 ns as the transit time of atoms is few 

microseconds. Since our measured lifetime values are less than 200 ns, the systematic 

error due to this effect is negligible. The selective excitation of levels using lasers 

eliminates the possibility of cascade repopulation from higher-lying levels. There could 

be some modulations in the observed fluorescence intensity due to Zeeman and hyperfine 

quantum beats. The residual magnetic field in the interaction zone due to current flowing 

in the heater for generation of Sm atomic beam was very small (~ 60 mG). The natural 

abundance of odd Sm isotopes is about ~ 28%, so only 28% of the total fluorescent signal 

can be modulated due to hyperfine quantum beats. We have not observed any modulation 
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in the fluorescence decay curves due to these effects. Our values of the lifetimes are free 

from the common systematic errors. Thus, the systematic uncertainties have been 

neglected because any possible small contribution due to systematic errors would not 

change the uncertainty beyond the statistical value of 10%.  

 The accuracy of the branching fraction measurements requires very wide 

wavelength coverage to the maximum range possible for simultaneous measurements of 

all spectral decay channels and knowledge of the energy level spectrum, especially for 

complex atoms. Missing branches to unknown levels, unobserved decay channels due to 

low line-strengths or incomplete wavelength coverage can have significant effects on the 

branching fraction values obtained.   

 The statistical uncertainty in our β measurements estimated from the spread of β-

values measured under different experimental conditions is ≤ 10%. The spread is 

minimum ~5% for the strong transitions and maximum 10% for week transitions. The 

maximum value of 10% is taken for estimation of uncertainties. The uncertainty of 

calibration of the lamp with the uncertainty of the response of spectrometer using this 

lamp is about 6 %. These two uncertainties are combined in quadrature with the 

uncertainty in lifetime measurements to give the uncertainty of ~15 % in the 

measurement of transition probabilities. This estimate of uncertainty is without 

considering the infrared (IR) transitions. 

 The non-observation of allowed transitions in the IR region is a systematic 

uncertainty in the branching fraction measurement, limiting its accuracy. Biemont et al. 

[68] have observed in the spectrum of Sm III that the IR transitions are mostly weak 

transitions and do not give a significant contribution. But, if there are many transitions of 
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weak intensity - a distinct possibility that they could add up to as much as 20% or more 

of total decay as mentioned by Wickliffe et al. [69] in the nearby spectrum of Dy I.  

Although the contribution of IR transitions to uncertainty is dependent on element and 

transition, this could lead to a systematic uncertainty ranging from negligibly small value 

to 20 % or more in the branching fraction measurements of Sm transitions considered, in 

addition to the statistical uncertainties. Similarly overall uncertainties in transition 

probability measurements will increase due to contribution from IR transitions.       

2.3 Simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization signals 

 We have mentioned in our earlier work [60] that laser-induced photoionization 

(LIP) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) techniques can be used in a complementary 

manner for better understanding of atomic spectra. It was stated on the basis of 

comparison of resonances observed in our two-color fluorescence spectra with the two-

color, three-photon photoionization spectra observed by different authors [61, 70]. Since 

the experiments employing these techniques of LIF and RIS were performed under 

different experimental conditions, direct comparison of the results was difficult. 

However, simultaneous use of these techniques can help in better understanding of 

spectra. But simultaneous detection of LIP and LIF signals has been rarely used for 

studying these elements [39].   

In order to compare the results obtained in LIF with those obtained in RIS under 

similar experimental conditions (laser power, atom number density etc.), the two-color 

laser-induced fluorescence and two-color, three-photon photoionization signals have been 

simultaneously monitored in atomic samarium. This work is presented in this section 

[71]. The observation of features in the two spectra recorded simultaneously validates the 
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complementary nature of these two techniques.  To the best of our knowledge, 

simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization signals have been used for 

the first time to study high-lying even-parity energy levels. The LIP and LIF signals have 

also been studied as a function of the second-step laser power to investigate the behavior 

of both the signals under varying laser powers.  

2.3.1 Experimental details 

The detail of the experimental set up is already mentioned in section 2.2.2.1 of 

this Chapter. Modifications have been made to detect the photoion signal. The 

experimental setup for simultaneous detection of RIS and LIF signals is shown in Fig. 

2.7. The photoion signal was detected using a parallel-plate configuration and applying – 

1 kV to the plates across a load of 5 kΩ. The photoion detection system was in cross-

configuration with laser and atomic beams, like the fluorescence collection assembly. 

Because of the fluorescence assembly being in a straight line with the photoion system, 

one of the plates was made of fine wire mesh with light transmission efficiency of about 

80% so that the maximum of fluorescence light passed through it and reached the 

fluorescence collection assembly, consisting of a couple of plano-convex lenses.   

2.3.2 Methodology 

In the chosen photoionization pathway (Fig. 2.8), samarium atoms from one of 

the ground state septet at 1489.55 cm-1 (J=3) were excited to odd-parity energy level at 

19009.52 cm-1 (J=2) by the first laser. The first-step laser wavelength was fixed by 

observing the non-resonant fluorescence signal from the energy level at 19009.52 cm-1 

decaying to energy level at 811.92 cm-1. Once the first-step laser induced fluorescence is 

optimized, the second laser was scanned to further excite the atoms to the intermediate 
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even-parity levels between 36510-36875 cm-1. Another photon of the second laser was 

good enough to raise the atoms above continuum (ionization potential~45519 cm-1) 

leading to photoionization. The photoionization signal along with the fluorescence signal 

from the second-excited even-parity energy level was simultaneously recorded as a 

function of the second-step laser power. The monochromator was set in such a way that it 

cuts off the laser scattering from the first and second-step lasers. The sum of non-

resonant fluorescence falling in the band pass of the monochromator has been detected 

through PMT.  A portion of the two-color laser-induced fluorescence spectrum is shown 

as the top spectrum in Fig. 2.9. In the present work, the monochromator is used as a filter 

which cuts down the contributions from the first and second-step lasers. The 

monochromator central wavelength was kept at 520 nm and slits are set in such a way 

that it provides a band pass of 40 nm (±20 nm with respect to central wavelength). 

Reducing the band pass may also limit collection of decaying fluorescence channels.  So, 

the contributions from the lasers cannot be fully nullified as the monochromator does not 

sharply cuts off beyond the band pass and some contribution from the lasers still reaches 

the output slit of monochromator. So, the fluctuations in laser always provide noisy base 

line as shown in the top spectrum of Fig. 2.9. In this situation, the detection of weak 

signals becomes difficult. To improve the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, a notch filter, which 

cuts off sharply between 550-600 nm and pass the other wavelength has been introduced 

in the input slit of the monochromator. The notch filter cuts down the laser contributions 

completely and allows the monochromator to be used in higher band pass and throughput 

mode. The monochromator now is used not only as a second filter but it remains as an 

integral part of experimental setup as in our earlier work for acquiring the first-step laser 
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wavelength by optimizing the fluorescence from the first excited state [60].  The notch 

filter is placed only after the first-step wavelength is acquired by optimizing single-color 

fluorescence. The background noise for LIF signals was about 5% of maximum signal 

without filter. The noise was reduced to 1%, when a notch filter is used. The 

improvement in the S/N ratio is evident from the middle spectrum of Fig. 2.9. For 

filtering out the single color features, the spectrum is repeated with first-step laser 

blocked as shown in the bottom spectrum of Fig. 2.9. For absolute wavelength 

calibration, an optogalvanic signal from U-Ne hollow-cathode discharge lamp, induced 

by scanning dye laser, was recorded. Interference fringes, produced by a part of the dye 

laser beam in an air-spaced etalon (free spectral range = 0.5 cm-1) and detected by a 

photodiode, were simultaneously recorded, to provide dispersion scale. At one of the 

strong two-color fluorescence features, we attempted to observe the two-color, three-

photon photoionization signal simultaneously.  To ensure the sequential absorption of 

photons from two dye lasers, temporal pulse of second-step dye laser was delayed to an 

extent that both the dye-laser pulses were separated in time domain, i.e., temporally non-

overlapping. So, the second-step laser is delayed with respect to the first-step laser by 7 

ns (FWHM of laser pulse duration). Both the laser beams were then spatially aligned with 

respect to each other and with the atomic beam. For maximum excitation efficiency, both 

the dye lasers were ensured to be spatially overlapping. 

Two-color fluorescence and two-color, three-photon photoionization signals of 

Sm along with uranium optogalvanic signal and Fabry-Perot etalon fringes have been 

processed through four different boxcar averagers for spectrum recording. Figure 2.10 

shows various signals and Fabry-Perot etalon fringes recorded using a photodiode. The 
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spectra from top to bottom represent Fabry-Perot etalon fringes (free spectral range 0.5 

cm-1), uranium optogalvanic signal, two-color laser-induced fluorescence and two-color, 

three photon photoionization signals respectively. The experiments were repeated and 

spectra between 36510-36875 cm-1 were recorded several times.  

2.3.3 Results and discussion 

The two-color fluorescence and two-color, three photon photoionization signals 

have been analyzed. The results have been compared with those reported in the literature. 

Although most of the features were observed in both the spectra , we observed that some 

of the resonant features in two-color fluorescence spectra were non-observable in two-

color, three-photon photoionization spectra and vice versa. Similar situation was reported 

in our earlier paper, where a plausible explanation was given regarding the origin of both 

the signals [60]. The two-color laser-induced fluorescence signal is proportional to the 

product of σ1I1 and σ2I2. Here, σ1 and σ2 are the first and second-step transition cross-

sections and I1 and I2 are the first and second-step laser intensities respectively. The two-

color, three-photon photoionization signal is proportional to the product of σ1I1, σ2I2 and 

σ3I2, where σ3 is the photoionization cross-section for the third-step transition as another 

photon of the second-step laser is used to ionize the atom from the second-excited energy 

level. In that work, we have compared our two-color fluorescence results with the two-

color, three-photon photoionization results of other researchers [61, 70]. Since in our 

earlier work [60], the comparison of LIF and RIS signals were based on different 

experimental conditions (laser power, atom number density etc.), in this work, we 

recorded both the signals together under the similar experimental conditions. The missing 

features in two-color fluorescence in comparison to two-color, three-photon 
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photoionization signal can be due to the weak second-step cross-section, however a 

strong autoionization connection can make it observable in two-color, three-photon 

photoionization signal. The other reasons like improper optical alignment between 

fluorescence collection optics, monochromator, PMT, poor S/N ratio and fluorescence 

falling outside the band pass of filter can also lead to non-detection of fluorescence 

signal. As we have mentioned earlier, by introducing an additional filter in the 

fluorescence collection path, which cuts down completely the scattering contribution 

from the lasers, helped us to improve the signal-to-noise-ratio. By carefully aligning the 

optical components to improve fluorescence collection efficiency, we could observe all 

the features in the two-color laser-induced fluorescence spectra, which were observed in 

the two-color, three-photon photoionization spectra. The missing features in two-color, 

three-photon photoionization spectra in comparison to two-color fluorescence can arise 

due to weak second-step cross-section and absence of strong autoionization for 

termination in the final step through another photon of the second laser.  To confirm the 

given explanation, we have recorded the two-color fluorescence and two-color, three-

photon photoionization signals as a function of second-step laser (λ2) power.  The 

second-step laser power was attenuated by introducing neutral density filters in the path 

of second-step dye laser keeping the first laser power same throughout the experiments. 

A portion of the two-color fluorescence and two-color, three-photon photoionization 

signals at 10%, 30%, 100% powers of second-step laser is shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 

respectively. The first-step laser energy was about 30 µJ/cm2. The second laser was tuned 

within the available dye tuning range from 558 nm to 572 nm. The maximum pulse 

energy at 565 nm was about 400 µJ/cm2, which represents the 100% power in Figs. 2.11 
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and 2.12.  The background noise of less than 1% of maximum signal was attained in all 

the spectra (Figs. 2.10-2.12). Total maximum of five features are visible in the 

representative scan of Figs 2.11 and 2.12. At 10% power level of the second laser, only 

four and two features out of five are visible in the respective fluorescence and 

photoionization spectra. As the power was increased, all the five features appeared in 

both the spectra. But if one would have recorded the two-color, three photon 

photoionization spectra at 10% laser power, only two features could have been obtained, 

whereas the resultant fluorescence spectra could have provided four features in the same 

region. All the spectra shown in the Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 are recorded using the same 

sensitivity except the top spectra (signals at 10% power) of Figs 2.11 and 2.12. These 

spectra are recorded at higher sensitivity by a factor of 2. So, the signals should be treated 

as half in the relative scale.  However, good S/N ratio is necessary for the detection of 

weak signals in both the spectra. Hence, the two-color, three-photon photoionization 

spectroscopy technique, which is the most sensitive technique, can result in incomplete 

spectral information unless the power requirement to saturate the final ionization step 

terminating to continuum is fulfilled. However, in the two-color fluorescence, the laser 

pulse energy requirement to saturate the second-step transition necessary to be fulfilled, 

is much less (from few µJ/cm2 to few hundred µJ/cm2) than the pulse energy requirement 

to saturate the third or final ionization step transition terminating in continuum or weak 

autoionization state (from few hundred µJ/cm2 to few thousand µJ/cm2). It is also evident 

from the top spectra of Figures 2.11 and 2.12 respectively, where the fluorescence spectra 

provided more number of features. We could observe all the high-lying even-parity 

energy levels possible by angular momentum selection rule (∆J=0, ±1), which are 
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reported in the literature [61, 71-78] except the one at 36536.8 cm-1 [73, 75, 78]. The 

plausible reason for the non-observance of this level may be the weak transition 

probability for the 19009.52-36536.8 cm-1 transition. Moreover, this transition also falls 

at the end the dye tuning curve in the present study. The Table 2.3 compares our results 

with those reported in the literature. Only those features are considered for energy level 

assignment, which have the signal-to-noise-ratio better than five. The minimization of 

experimental errors is crucial in order to ensure the accuracy of experiment data, has been 

done in the current work. The possible errors could arise from absolute calibration of 

spectrum and nonlinearity in the dye laser scan. As mentioned above, the wavelength of 

the dye laser is absolutely calibrated with optogalvanic spectra of uranium neon hollow-

cathode lamp whose spectral lines are known accurately. It is also relatively calibrated by 

the transmission spectrum of a Fabry–Perot etalon to correct the nonlinearity in each 

scan. The uranium provides rich spectra so many uranium lines are used as the reference 

lines along with Febry Perot etalon fringes for energy value assignment of even-parity 

energy levels of atomic samarium. Furthermore, every spectrum has been repeated 

several times to reduce the statistical errors. The energy values (wavenumbers) listed in 

the Table 2.3 is an average of measurements on several spectra recorded. The results are 

reproducible to within ±0.20 cm-1.  We have also obtained resonances at 36741.44 and 

36848.43 cm-1, which are not reported in the literature. The plausible reason for the 

observance of these levels may be the moderate or strong transition probability for the 

19009.52-36741.44 and 19009.52-36848.43 cm-1 transition.  So, two new even-parity 

energy levels based on these resonances are reported here with probable angular 

momentum (J) values 1-3, as the intermediate odd-parity energy level (19009.52 cm-1) 
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has the J value of 2. For all other energy levels, unambiguous J- values are taken from the 

literature. All the energy levels reported in Table 2.3 have been observed by both the 

techniques except the energy level at 36848.43 cm-1, which was observed only with LIF.   

Using the above mentioned experimental setup, radiative lifetime of atomic 

samarium for the energy level 19009.52 cm-1 has been measured using both LIP and LIF 

techniques [78]. The two-color fluorescence and two-color, three photon photoionization 

signals were recorded on a digital oscilloscope as a function of delay between pump and 

probe lasers. The resultant decay curves provide the lifetime values of 19009.52 cm -1 

level using the both techniques. The results were found to be same within the 

experimental errors by both the techniques and match well with those reported in the 

literature [52,65].  The measured lifetime value for the energy level of samarium at  

19009.52 cm-1 was found to be 47±4 ns. It is established from this that the lifetime can be 

measured by employing any of these techniques. For the lifetime measurement of first-

excited state energy levels using photoionization technique, the energy of first laser and 

twice the energy of second laser should be more than the ionization potential of material. 

But, these conditions need not to be fulfilled using fluorescence technique. On the other 

hand, for the measurements of lifetime for the second-excited state energy levels, if the 

sum  of first, second and third laser energy is more than ionization potential of material, 

fluorescence technique cannot be used but the photoionization technique can be used. So, 

using laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization techniques simultaneously, lifetime 

of all energy levels can be measured, irrespective of lasers energies and ionization 

potential of material.   
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In this work, the two-color laser-induced fluorescence and two-color, three-

photon photoionization spectra of atomic samarium in the energy region 36510-36875 

cm-1 have been recorded simultaneously. Total 21 resonances have been obtained in this 

energy region. By comparing our results with those reported in the literature, two new 

energy levels at 36741.44 and 36848.43 cm-1 have been obtained.  Although, the 

resonance ionization spectroscopy is most sensitive spectroscopy technique, but in some 

cases the spectra obtained using two-color, three-photon photoionization technique can 

provide the incomplete energy level information unless the stringent pulse energy 

requirement to saturate the ionization step, which is terminating in continuum or weak 

autoionization state, is fulfilled. As the energy requirement to saturate the second-step 

transition is much less than the third-step transition, the two-color fluorescence can 

provide more useful energy level information. In some cases, the weak second-step 

transition may be difficult to be observed in two-color fluorescence, but if the ionization-

step is terminating in strong autoionization resonance, then it can be observed using two-

color, three-photon photoionization technique easily. These facts were experimentally 

observed, when both the signals were recorded at different second-step laser (λ2) energies 

and the given explanation was authenticated experimentally. If the pulse energy is good 

enough to saturate the respective transitions, signals can be obtained by any technique. 

But, the energy requirements cannot always be fulfilled due to limited pulse energy 

available and some of the weak transitions can fall at the edge of the dye tuning range. 

So, the complete energy level information can be obtained when both the two-color laser-

induced fluorescence and two-color, three-photon photoionization techniques are used 

simultaneously to investigate the high-lying energy levels of atoms.  
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The radiative lifetime of the odd-parity energy level 19009.52 cm−1 of Sm I has 

been measured using simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization 

signals by employing the pump–probe technique. The emphasis was not to generate 

volume of new data but to compare laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization 

techniques for such measurements. The lifetime values obtained using laser-induced 

fluorescence and photoionization techniques match well with each other and with those 

reported in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is for the first that laser-

induced fluorescence and photoionization techniques are used simultaneously to measure 

lifetime and the results are compared with each other as well as with other reported 

values. The technique used here can be universally applicable for other energy levels of 

interest as well as for other materials. 
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Fig. 2.1: Experimental setup for measurement of radiative lifetime 
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Fig. 2.2: Exponential fit of photoionization signal of high lying odd-parity energy 

level of uranium at 34071.24 cm-1(τ=157±11 ns) 
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                     Fig 2.3: Experimental setup for laser-induced fluorescence experiments 
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Fig. 2.4: Spatially-resolved LIF signal at different delays time with respect to 

laser pulse 
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Fig. 2.5: Experimental time-resolved single-color LIF decay signal with an 

exponential fit. The lifetime for this level (18225.13 cm-1) is measured to be 143 ±±±± 10 

ns 
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Fig. 2.6: Spectrally resolved LIF showing three different decay channels form the 

excited energy level at 18475.28 cm-1. In the inset, the solid line represents laser-

induced excitation and the dotted lines represent the observed fluorescence 
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Fig. 2.7: Experimental setup for simultaneous observation of two-color laser-

induced fluorescence and two-color three-photon photoionization signals    
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Laser2                              

Laser2                              

Laser1                              

Fig. 2.8: Energy level diagram for two-color, three-photon photoionization and 

two-color laser-induced fluorescence. The second laser was scanned to access the 

energy levels between 36500 and 36875 cm-1    
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Fig. 2.9: Signal-to- noise ratio improvement using wavelength filter in laser-induced fluorescence signal    
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Fig. 2.10: Simultaneous recording of two-color laser-induced fluorescence and two-

color, three-photon photoionization signal along with uranium optogalvanic signal   

and Fabry-Perot etalon fringes for wavelength calibration of spectra 
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Fig. 2.11: Two-color laser-induced fluorescence spectra as a function of second-

step laser power 
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Fig. 2.12: Two-color, three-photon photoionization spectra as a function of second-step 

laser power 
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Table 2.1  Measured branching fractions and transition probabilities of the 

transitions from the  stepwise-excited even-parity energy level at 34935.5 cm-1 to 

various lower odd-parity levels using  two-colour laser-induced fluorescence with   

λλλλ1 = 591.64 nm and λλλλ2 = 563.36 nm. 

 

Energy of 

lower level  

(cm-1) 

J-value of 

lower 

level 

Fluorescence 

wavelength 

(nm) 

Intensity 

(arb. units) 

Branching 

fraction 

Transition 

probability 

(106 s-1) 

14380.50 2 486.3 315 0.084 1.1 

14863.85 1 498.1 101 0.027 0.3 

14915.83 3 514.6 177 0.047 0.6 

15567.32 2 516.1 1302 0.346 4.4 

16116.42 2 531.2 321 0.085 1.1 

16748.30 3 549.7 326 0.087 1.1 

17769.71 1 582.4 265 0.071 0.9 

17830.80 3 584.4 315 0.084 1.1 

18209.04 3 597.7 281 0.075 1.0 

18328.64 3 602.0 361 0.096 1.2 
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Table 2.2 Assigned values of the total angular momentum J to each of the stepwise-

excited even-parity energy levels in atomic samarium based on examination of J-

values of the lower odd-parity levels to which a stepwise-excited even-parity level 

decays, removing the ambiguity from the proposed J-values in Ref [60]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even-parity energy level 

(cm-1) 
 J -value  

34814.4 2 

34924.0 2 

34935.5 2 

34972.1 3 

35072.6 1 

35092.1 3 
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Table 2.3 High-lying even-parity energy levels of atomic samarium 

S 

No 

Energy value from our 

measurements (cm-1) 

Reported values 

         (cm-1) 

Reported  J-values 

1 36515.19 36515.18b 

36515.40c 

36515.39d 

36515.18e 

36515.40g 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2  36535.44 36535.13b 

36535.30c 

36535.30g 

3  

3 

3 

3 36565.29 36565.62b 

36565.50c 

36565.28d 

36565.02e 

36565.50g 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 36571.94 36572.90b 

36572.00c 

36572.09d 

36572.00g 

3 

3 

3 

3 

5 36587.29 36587.50b 3 
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36587.40c 

36587.27d 

36587.40g 

3 

3 

3 

6 36592.74 36593.53b 

36592.80c 

36592.71d 

36592.65e 

36592.80g 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

7 36618.94 36619.00b 

36618.10c 

36618.88d 

36618.80g 

2 

2 

2 

2 

8 36628.14 36628.70b 

36628.40c 

36228.64d 

36628.09e 

36628.40g 

1 

1 

1 

1,2 

1 

9 36644.56 36644.41b 

36644.60c 

36644.59d 

36644.28e 

36644.60g 

1 

1 

1 

1,2 

1 
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10 36682.46 36682.46b 

36682.50c 

36682.57d 

36682.16f 

36682.50g 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

11 36701.54 36701.64b 

36701.80c 

36701.40e 

36701.80g 

2 

2 

1,2 

2 

12  36741.44 - 1-3 

13  36759.84 36760.30b 

36760.10c 

36759.84e 

36760.10g 

2 

2 

1,2 

2 

14 36763.19 36763.20b 

36763.20c 

36762.99f 

36763.20g 

3 

3 

3 

3 

15 36776.58 36776.80b 

36776.50c 

36776.39f 

36776.50g 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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a-[Ref 72], b-[Ref 75], c-[Ref 78], d-[Ref 74], e-[Ref 76], f-[Ref 77], g-[Ref 78] 

 

16 36777.93 36778.73b 

36778.20c 

36778.20g 

2 

2 

2 

17 36812.43 36812.80b 

36812.80c 

36812.63f 

36812.80g 

3 

3 

3 

3 

18 36834.18 36834.70b 

36834.90c 

36834.55e 

36834.60g 

1 

1 

1,2 

1 

19 36848.43 - 1-3 

20 36855.53 36855.41a  

36855.40b 

36855.60c 

36855.17f 

36855.60g 

2,3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

21 36873.33 36873.60b 

36873.50c 

36873.50g 

2 

2 

2 
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Chapter 3 

Theoretical analysis of simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and 

photoionization signals using density matrix formalism 

The density matrix (DM) formalism [1-5] is well known to be the most accurate 

method to describe multi-step photoionization and photoionization of atoms by 

narrowband lasers as it incorporates the coherences induced between the atomic energy 

levels by the narrowband laser fields. It is an elaborate method involving detailed 

computational procedure. In order to derive the relevant equations of the DM formalism 

for the three-step photoionization process, we first consider a two-level atom system 

interacting with a pulsed narrowband laser and then generalize the formalism for a three-

level atom system interacting with two pulsed narrowband lasers. The semi-classical 

approach is utilized to study laser-atom interaction [1]. In this approach, the laser 

radiation incident upon an atom is described by a classical electromagnetic (EM) plane 

wave, t)-(kzcos0 ωEE
rr

= , whereas the atom is treated quantum-mechanically. Since the 

wavelength (λ) of light of our interest is much larger than the diameter of atom (d~0.5 

nm), the phase of the EM wave reamains practically the same within the volume of the 

atom owing to the fact that 
λ
πz

kz
2= << 1 for z ≤ d. Hence, one can omit  spatial 

derivatives of the field amplitude. This is called the dipole approximation. In a cordianate 

system with its origin in the centre of the atom, one can assume kz ≈ 0 within the atomic 

volume. Thus, the EM wave in the dipole approximation reduces to 

..t) -(kzcos 02
1

0 cceEEE ti +== − ωω
rrr

, where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate.  
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 In quantum mechanics, a state of maximum knowledge is called a pure state. A 

wave function denoted by |Ψ> is utilized in the description of information of a pure state. 

The probability of finding the system in a specific state is obtained from |Ψ|2. The wave 

function |Ψ> is expressed in terms of eigen functions φi, which are orthogonal to each 

other, i.e. 

                         mn mn δφφ =       (3.1) 

                                      ∑
=

=Ψ
n

i
iic

1

ϕ       (3.2) 

where |ci|
2 is the probability of the system being in a state with an eigen function φi .  

1δ mn = , if m = n and 0δmn = if m ≠ n. 

For instance, if one consider a two-level atom system, the wave function |Ψ> is written as  

                                2211| ϕϕ cc +>=Ψ       (3.3) 

where φ1 and  φ2 are the eigen functions of the two levels ‘1’ and ‘2’.  

The density matrix operator “ρ” is the product of two state vectors 

                                        ρ = ΨΨ    

                                   ( )21
2

1 ϕϕ
ϕ
ϕ








=       (3.4) 

which form a 2 x 2 matrix, 

                                          ρ = 








2221

1211

ρρ

ρρ
      (3.5) 

For an n level atom, the density matrix is thus a n x n matrix.  
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The density matrix elements are related to observable quantities. The diagonal 

matrix elements ρ11 and ρ22 represent the probabilities of finding the atoms of the system 

in the levels |1> and |2>, respectively. The non-diagonal matrix elements describe the 

coherences induced by the laser fields causing transition between the atomic levels.   

3.1 Density matrix equations for interaction of laser light with a two-level atom 

system  

The simplest problem involving laser-atom interaction is the coupling of a two-

level atomic system with a laser light. Let us consider two energy levels |1> and |2> with 

energies E1 and E2 respectively of a two-level atom system (Fig. 3.1), interacting with an 

external monochromatic laser field [1]. Laser frequency ω is close to the transition 

frequency ω21 ≡ (E2-E1)/ћ with ∆ = ω21 - ω as the laser detuning from the transition 

frequency. Here ћ=h/2π, h being the Planck constant. If ∆ = 0, the transition induced by 

the laser field between the two-levels is in exact resonance with the laser frequency.  

Time-independent atomic Hamiltonian (H0) of a free atom without the laser field 

is written as 

                )(V
2

2
2

0 r
m

+∇=Η h
      (3.6) 

where the first term incorporates kinetic energy 
m

p

2

2

 and V(r) represents the static 

binding potential. Energy can be imparted to or taken from a quantum system only if 

system can jump from one state |1> to another state |2>. A change from one state to 

another is induced if an external time-dependent field Fext acts on this two-level atom 

system. The total Hamiltonian in the presence of the time-dependent field is expressed as  
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    t)(r,Vext0 +=Η H       (3.7) 

where Vext is some external (time varying) potential, which describes the interaction of 

the atom with the field and which reduces in the dipole approximation to . 

t)(cos.. 0 ωEpEpV
rrrr ==      (3.8) 

where V is the scalar product of the dipole operator rep
rr −= and the electric field E

r
. The 

time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the laser-atom system can be written as  

    ( )
t

itrr
m ∂

Ψ∂=Ψ







++∇− h

h
,t)(r,V)(V

2 ext
2

2

   (3.9) 

The general solution ψ (r,t) of this equation can be expressed as a linear superposition of 

φn’s  

( ) ∑
∞

=

=Ψ
1

nn (r))(c,
n

ttr ϕ      (3.10) 

Since Ψ(r,t) is time dependent, the specific sets of coefficients cn which are used to write 

Ψ out of φn’s must also change in time, i.e. cn’s are time dependent. 

Applying this to the Schrodinger equation, one obtain 

                         [ ] ( ) ( )
∑∑

∞

=

∞

=

=+
1

nn
n

1
ext0n t

rc
irVHc

nn d

d ϕϕ h    (3.11) 

Using the fact that the φn (r) is the solution set for time-independent Schrodinger 

equation, we have  

      nnn0 EH ϕϕ =        (3.12) 

[ ] ( ) ( )
∑∑

∞

=

∞

=

=+
1

nn
n

1
extnn t

rc
irVEc

nn d

d ϕϕ h    (3.13) 
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Members of the set of functions [φn(r)] that represents all possible solutions of the time-

independent Schrodinger equation are complete, orthogonal and normalized. One uses the 

term orthonormal to express combination of orthogonality and unit normalization. 

( ) ( ) 0rrd n
*

m

space all

3
nm == ∫ ϕϕϕϕ r    (for m ≠ n) 

( ) ( ) 1rrd n
*

m

space all

3
nn == ∫ ϕϕϕϕ r       (for m = n)                      (3.14) 

The functions φn(r) have unit self projections and one uses Kronecker delta symbol. 

                   ( ) ( ) mnr δϕϕϕϕ == ∫ rrd n
*

m

space all

3
nm  

                     1=mnδ                if m = n  

0=mnδ                if m ≠ n               (3.15) 

Taking projection of both sides of the equation onto one of the basic functions φm(r), one 

obtains 

  ( ) ( ) rdrVrccE
t

i 3
next

*
m

n
nmm

m ϕϕ∫∑+=
d

dc
h    

               ( ) nmn
n

mm ctVcE ∑+=     (3.16) 

where ( ) ( ) ( ) rd 3
next

*
mmn rVrtV ϕϕ∫=  is the matrix element of Vext between states m and 

n. This equation is called the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and knowledge of c’s 

can be used to reconstitute the exact time-dependent wave function Ψ(r,t).  

The orthogonality relation yeilds 

                           ( ) 1rdtr,),( 3*

allspace

=∫ nm tr ϕϕ  for m = n    (3.17) 

This implies 
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∑∫ ∑

m
mm

m
mm cc ϕϕ

*

rd 3 =1 

1* =∑ ∑
m m

mmmm cc ϕϕ  

        1=∑ ∗
mmm

m
mcc ϕϕ  

                                 1=∑ ∗
m

m
mcc  

   1
2 =∑

m
mc        (3.18) 

Each term in this equation is identified as the state probability. The squared 

amplitude
2

mc  is the probability that the quantum system is in its mth state at time t. The 

sum of the probabilities of the system in all the states is unity at time t. 

Let the electron of an atom interact with an external laser field to create the externally 

induced potential, 

 ( ) ( )tEretrVext

rr
., −=       (3.19) 

where r
r

is electron-nuclear distance. The integral Vmn is written as 

rd.E V 3
n

*
mmn ∫−= ϕϕ re
rr

     (3.20) 

Since r
r

has odd-parity, the integrals Vmm and Vnn vanish when integrating over all 

coordinates from -∞ to +∞. The quantity rd DD 3
n

*
mnmmn ∫−== ϕϕ re
r

is called the atomic 

dipole matrix element.  As mentioned earlier, The EM wave in the dipole approximation 

is written as                 

( ) ..
2

1
cceEtE ti

o += − ω
     (3.21) 
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The externally induced potential is responsible for the coupling of the two states, 

inducing transition between the energy levels in the atom that are separated by ∆E ≈ ћω 

due to laser radiation at frequency ω. Here, ∆E = E2-E1. 

For a two-level system, 

      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rtcrtctr 2211, ϕϕ +=Ψ       

and the Schrodinger equation reduces to  

                 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tVtVcE
t

c
i 21211111

1 cct
d

td ++=h  

                    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tVtVcE
t

c
i 22212122

2 cct
d

td ++=h    (3.22) 

Since the diagonal matrix elements V11and V22 of the interaction is zero owing to the fact 

that r
r

has odd-parity, Eq. (3.22) reduces to  

              
( ) ( ) ( )tVcE
t

c
i 21211

1 ct
d

td +=h  

     
( ) ( ) ( )tVcE
t

c
i 12122

2 ct
d

td +=h      (3.23) 

These equations give the time-dependent probability amplitudes ( )t1c and ( )t2c of the 

atomic states |1> and |2>.  This means that the value ( ) 2

1 tc gives the probability of 

finding the system in level 1 at time t. 

The probability that the system is found in one or the other of these two states is unity at   

time t, i.e.  

   ( ) ( ) 1
2

2

2

1 =+ tctc  

The integrals V12(t) and V21(t) can be written as  
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   ( )












 −−= +
∧

..02

1
.12 cceE tiretV ωrr

 

   ( )












 −−= +
∧

..02

1
.21 cceE tiretV ωrr

    (3.24) 

The matrix elements of the electron displacement are defined as  

                    ( ) rdr)( 3
2112 ϕϕ rrr

∗

∫=  

   ( ) rdr)( 3
1221 ϕϕ rrr

∗

∫=  

Before inserting the integrals V12 and V21 in the Schrodinger equation, certain 

conventions are adopted and one works with frequencies, rather than energies, 

   
h

12
21

EE −=ω        (3.25)  

    ∆= ωω −21         (3.26) 

   ( )
h

0
1212

E
re=Ω       (3.27) 

   ( )
h

0
2121

E
re=Ω       (3.28)  

Ω12 or Ω21 is field-atom interaction energy in frequency units and is known as “Rabi 

frequency”. Even though *
1221 rr = but one cannot write Ω21 = Ω12

*since 0E may be 

complex (e.g. for circularly polarized light). Ω21 = Ω12
* only when 0E is real for a 

linearly polarized light which is the case of our interest. 
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With these conventions, by inserting matrix elements in the Schrodinger equation, one 

obtains 

     ( ) 2
*

2112
1 )

2

1

t

c
i cee

d

d titi ωω +− Ω+Ω−=   

   ( ) 1
*

1221221
2 )

2

1

t

c
i ceec

d

d titi ωωω +− Ω+Ω−=       (3.29)  

In the absence of any radiation field, Ω12 =0 and, hence, these differential equations 

reduce to  

   0
t

c
i 1 =

d

d
 

   221
2

t

c
i c

d

d ω=  

which have the solution 

   ( ) ( )011 ctc =  

       and ( ) ( ) tiectc 21022
ω−=       (3.30)  

From these one can form the trial solutions for the case when the laser field is present. 

   ( )tcc 11 =  

   ( ) ti
etcc

ω−= 22        (3.31) 

One can then find the equations of motion for the coefficients c1 and c2 as 

   ( ) 2
*

21
2

12
1

2

1

t

c
i ce

d

d ti Ω+Ω−= − ω
 

( ) ( ) 1
2*

1221221
2

2

1

t

c
i cec

d

d tiωωω +Ω+Ω−−=   (3.32)  
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The terms containing tie ω2± oscillate so rapidly as compared to any other time variation in 

the equations so that they can be assumed to average out to zero over any realistic time 

interval. Thus, these terms can be discarded. This is known as “Rotating wave 

approximation”. Thus, the equations of motion in the rotating wave approximation 

reduces to 

( ) 2
*

21
1

2

1

t

c
i c

d

d Ω−=  

( ) 121221
2

2
1

t
c

i cc
d

d Ω−−= ωω     (3.33)  

The density matrix elements for a two-level atom system are defined as  

  

                          
2

1
*

1111 ccc ==ρ  

 

 

*
2112 cc=ρ  

*
1221 cc=ρ        (3.34)  

11ρ and 22ρ  define the level occupation probabilities while 21ρ  and 12ρ  describe the 

coherences between the two states induced by the laser field. The equations of motion for 

the density matrix elements for an ideal closed two-level atom are obtained from the 

above equations of motion for coefficients c1 and c2 as 

)(
2 122111 ρρρ −

Ω
= i

dt

d
)(

2 211222 ρρρ −
Ω

= i
dt

d
 

2

2
*

2222 ccc ==ρ
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21221121 )(
2

ρρρρ ∆−−
Ω

= ii
dt

d
 

12112212 )(
2

ρρρρ ∆+−
Ω

= ii
dt

d
    (3.35)  

The above equations are set of coupled differential equations describing the oscillation of 

the population between the two levels of a closed two-level atom considered. In the case 

where ∆ = 0, the population oscillates between the two-levels with the frequency known 

as Rabi frequency. With increase in the field strength of the electromagnetic field, the 

amplitude of the oscillation increases. With increased detuning ∆, the amplitude of the 

oscillation decreases.  In reality, there is no closed two-level atom system. There are 

various damping processes that will cause these oscillations to die out with time. These 

are:  

1. Elastic collisions: The elastic collisions among atoms do not change state 

populations but do cause dephasing (loss of coherence). 

2. Inelastic collisions:  The inelastic atom-atom collisions change state populations 

and also cause dephasing.  

3. Photoionization/Photoexcitation of atoms from the upper level to higher levels 

4. Radiative decay due to  

  (i) Spontaneous emission within the excitation ladder of a two-level system 

        (ii) Spontaneous emission outside the excitation ladder of a two-level system  

 Since laser-based spectroscopic experiments are commonly done in a collision-

free atomic beam environment, the radiative decay processes and 

photoionization/photoexcitation from the upper level are only considered for further 

discussion.   
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 The equations of motion for the density matrix element for a two-level atom with 

these damping processes, called as an open two-level atom  are  phenomenologically 

written using the following two principles [1-3]: 

1. For the diagonal elements, the damping terms are added corresponding to 

what is expected from rate equations i.e. the rate of change is increased or 

decreased by the sum of rates for all possible channels of populations that 

flow into or out from that state. 

2. The off-diagonal elements are decreased by sum of all half rates for decay out 

of either of the two coupled states.   

Using these principles, one can write the density matrix equations for an open two-level 

system with radiative decays and photoionization.  

Fig. 3.2 shows an open two-level atom consisting of the energy states |1> (ground 

state), and |2> (first excited state) coupled by a monochromatic lasers of frequency ω, 

nearly resonant with the |1> - |2> transition of frequency ω21. The detuning of the laser is 

denoted by ∆ = ω21-ω. The Rabi frequency for the transition is denoted by ΩR, describing 

the laser field coupling strength for the transition. The parameter Γ equal to the half of the 

Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission denotes the radiative relaxation rates within 

the excitation ladder whereas γ denotes the radiative relaxation rate out of the excitation 

ladder. The parameter γ denotes the half rate of photoionization from the upper level 

having a radiative lifetime T2. The DM equations are thus obtained for an open two-level 

atom as 

   2221122111 )(
2

ρρρρ Ai
dt

d R +−Ω=  
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22
2

211222 )
1

2()(
2

ργρρρ
T

i
dt

d
I

R +−−
Ω

=  

21
21

221121 )
2

()(
2

ργρρρ I
R A

ii
dt

d ++∆−−Ω=  

12
21

112212 )
2

()(
2

ργρρρ I
R A

ii
dt

d ++∆−−−Ω=    (3.36)  

 

Here, A21 is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission from state |2> to state |1>.  

and 
ω

σ
γ

h2

Ii
I =  is the photoionization rate from the state |2> with I as laser intensity and 

iσ as the cross-section for photoionization from the state |2>. In the above equation, laser 

is considered as a monochromatic light source. In reality the laser has a finite line-width, 

which is assumed to arise from phase fluctuations of the laser field. It is thus necessary to 

have allowance of the finite laser line-width in the above equation. The effect of finite 

laser line-width is incorporated in the DM equation through the term Lγ by use of the 

phase-diffusion model [6-10]. In this model the laser spectrum is assumed to be 

Lorentzian near the centre with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∆ lasω  and has a 

cutoff at ≈ frequency β (>∆ lasω /2). The term Lγ is expressed as [10] 

    
22

2

 2
∆+

∆=
β

βωγ lasL      (3.37) 

Considering the finite laser line-width, the relevant DM equations are obtained as 

2221122111 )(
2

ρρρρ Ai
dt

d R +−Ω=  
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22
2

211222 )
1

2()(
2

ργρρρ
T

i
dt

d
I

R +−−
Ω

=  

21
21

221121 )
2

()(
2

ργρρρ I
R A

ii
dt

d ++∆−−Ω=  

12
21

112212 )
2

()(
2

ργρρρ I
R A

ii
dt

d ++∆−−−Ω=    (3.38) 

A normalized frequency cutoff parameter βc (= β/∆ωlas) having a value greater than 0.5 is 

thus introduced into the laser spectrum for correction of the ideal Lorentzian laser shape, 

which leads to nonphysical results. For a monochromatic excitation laser (laser linewidth 

<< atomic natural linewidth), Lγ is set to zero in the DM equations.  

3.2 Density matrix equations for interaction of laser light with an open three-level 

atom system  

The parameters relevant to the DM formalism of three-step photoionization 

scheme are shown in Fig.3.3. Consider an open three-level atom consisting of the energy 

states |1> (ground state), |2> (first excited state) and |3> (second excited state) coupled by 

two monochromatic lasers. Laser 1 of frequency ω1 is nearly resonant with the |1> - |2> 

transition of frequency ω21. Laser 2 of frequency ω2 is nearly resonant with the |2> - |3> 

transition of frequency ω32.The detuning of laser 1 is denoted by ∆1 = ω21 - ω1 whereas 

that of laser 2 is denoted by ∆2 = ω32 - ω2.   

The Rabi frequency for the first-step transition is denoted by Ω1 and describes the 

laser field coupling strength for the corresponding transition. Similarly, the Rabi 

frequency for the second-step transition is denoted by Ω2. It describes the laser field 

coupling strength for the corresponding transition. The parameters Γ1 and Γ2 equal to half 
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of the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission denote the radiative relaxation rates 

within the excitation ladder and γ1 and γ2 denote the radiative relaxation rates out of the 

excitation ladder. The parameter γI describes the rate of photoionization from the upper 

excited state |3> to the ion state |4>. The photoionization process in the third-step is 

incoherent. This assumption makes it possible to use the DM formalism for an open 

three-level atom for atomic excitation and treat photoionization as one of the relaxation 

mechanisms in the formalism for describing the three-step photoionization. 

Extending the procedure discussed for an open two-level atom to an open three-

level atom, one can derive the equations of motions for the time evolution of the DM 

elements for three-step photoionization of atoms, which are obtained as follows: 
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The terms γL1 and γL2, accounting for the finite line width of the lasers causing 

incoherence damping of the Rabi oscillations in the first-step and second-step transitions, 

respectively are expressed as [10] 
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Here 1lasω∆  ( 2lasω∆ ) is the full-width-half-maximum (FHWM) linewidth of the first-step 

(second-step) laser andβ  is a cut-off frequency introduced into the laser spectrum to 

obtain realistic values from the Lorentzian laser line profile assumed in deriving Eqs 

(3.40) and (3.41).  

3.3 Density matrix equations for interaction of laser light with a real atomic beam 

system              

 The density matrix formalism developed in the previous section is applicable only 

to an ideal atomic system where all the atoms have the same interaction times and the 

same resonant detuning. In laser spectroscopic experiments the atomic beam is generated 

through a thermal atomic beam source. In such situations the atoms have velocity 

distributions and finite angular divergence resulting in a distribution of Doppler-shifted 

laser detunings. Thus, to obtain the ionization yield of a real atomic beam system, or for 
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modeling of a real atomic beam system, it is necessary to integrate the DM equations 

over the angle-velocity distribution. This is handled by considering the position as a 

transformation of velocity and time, with an appropriately chosen common zero-time at a 

position before the atoms enter the laser beams. The resulting density matrix equations of 

motion are integrated over the interaction time and over the angle-velocity distribution to 

obtain the resulting ion signal. Bushaw et al. [4] have carried out extensive DM 

calculations for two-step excitation in real calcium atomic beam irradiated by CW lasers. 

They have taken into account a distribution of Doppler-shifted laser detunings and 

interaction times. For interaction of atoms with pulsed lasers, as is the case in our 

experiments, all atoms have the same interaction time equal to the pulse duration.  Hence, 

one has to account only for the distribution of the Doppler-shifted laser detunings, which 

are functions of the angle and velocity.  

The Doppler broadening is characterized by the velocity distribution function of 

the atoms moving along the laser propagation direction. When the atom is moving with a 

velocity component vy in the laser propagation direction, the laser detuning ∆ with 

respect to the transition frequency gets modified as the effective laser detuning frequency 

eff∆  expressed as y
eff v

c
21ω−∆=∆ , where c is the speed of light. 

3.4 Simultaneous observation of laser-induced photoionization and fluorescence 

signals in atomic uranium 

Resonance ionization spectroscopy and laser-induced fluorescence techniques can 

be used in a complementary manner for better understanding of atomic spectra [11]. 

Simultaneous use of two techniques is very rare. Yi et al. [12] have detected both RIS and 
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LIF signals simultaneously for monitoring the efficiency of the photoionization process 

in atomic gadolinium. Broglia et al. [13] have carried out simultaneous detection of 

optogalvanic (OG) and fluorescence signals in a uranium hollow cathode discharge lamp 

(HCDL) to investigate the possibility of the application of OG detection to study the 

saturation of atomic transitions. As mentioned earlier, we [14] have recently investigated 

high-lying even-parity energy levels of atomic samarium using simultaneous RIS and LIF 

techniques.  

The RIS technique deals with laser photo-excitation of atoms from ground or low-

lying energy levels to an ionic state through multi-step resonant excitations depending 

upon the ionization potential (IP) of atoms. The multiple photons of same wavelength 

from one laser or different wavelengths from different lasers in a time sequence can be 

used in the process. The probability of photoexcitation and photoionization depends on 

various atomic parameters, such as energy levels, angular momenta, lifetimes, branching 

ratios and transition probabilities or cross-sections. Many laser parameters, such as laser 

wavelength, intensity, pulse width and line width also affect photoionization efficiency. 

The atoms left in the intermediate excited states after irradiation by excitation and 

ionization lasers decay back to lower energy levels, emitting the fluorescence radiation. 

The LIF signal strength is directly proportional to the atomic population left in the 

excited state. Thus, the observation of LIF signals along with RIS signals indicates 

incomplete ionization of atoms present before laser irradiation. Using LIF, the 

photoionization efficiency of every step involved in excitation and ionization process can 

be monitored. Hence, the simultaneous detection of LIF and RIS signals plays an 

important role for monitoring the photoionization process. The study of the 
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photoionization of the excited states of atoms offers an opportunity to investigate the 

photoionization process, which requires the knowledge of the photoionization cross-

section. The experimental methods for the measurement of photoionization cross-section 

from highly excited states of atoms are based on the observation of saturation in RIS 

signals and depletion in LIF signals resulting from photoionization [15, 16].   

In the present chapter, the results of simultaneous observation of RIS and LIF 

signals in atomic uranium have been presented [17]. Both the signals were monitored for 

two specific cases. In the first case, the dye laser was made resonant to the first-step 

transition (0-16900.38 cm-1) and in the second case, the laser was slightly detuned by 

0.15 cm-1 from the first-step transition so that it became two-photon resonant at 33801.06 

cm-1. The atoms in the 33801.06 cm-1 energy level were further excited by the absorption 

of a third photon from the same laser to the autoionization state at 50701.59 cm-1. 

Manohar et al. [18] have reported this autoionization state at 50701.6 cm-1, which is the 

same state as mentioned above within the measurement accuracy of ±0.1 cm-1. However, 

they have not mentioned the width of this autoionization state.  

The DM equations mentioned in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 of this chapter have been 

utilized to analyze the RIS and LIF signals observed in the two specific experimental 

cases. From the DM calculations, the ratios of photoionization as well as fluorescence 

signals in the two specific cases, considering several values of the photoionization cross-

section have been obtained. By comparing these theoretical ratios with the experimentally 

measured ratios, the photoionization cross-section for the 33801.06-50701.59 cm-1 

transition has been obtained. 
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3.4.1 Experimental details 

The experimental setup for simultaneous detection of RIS and LIF signals is 

shown in Fig. 3.4. It consists of a high temperature atomic vapor source in a vacuum 

chamber, a dye laser (Quantel TDL 90) pumped by a Q-swiched Nd:YAG (Quantel YG 

980) laser, a U-Ne HCDL, a photo-multiplier tube (PMT), a 0.5 m monochromator, a 1.5 

m high-resolution monochromator, a pyrometer, a high voltage power supply and an 

oscilloscope. The vacuum chamber is maintained at a pressure of ~ 5 × 10-6 mbar.  A 

pencil-type electron gun of 8 kW power (32 kV, 250 mA) is mounted in the vacuum 

chamber at an angle of 450 relative to the horizontal axis. The electron beam is turned 

through another 450 by an external magnetic field so as to ensure normal incidence of 

electron beam on the surface of the material to be evaporated. In the study reported here, 

uranium block has been used as a target material. At the electron beam impact point with 

a spot diameter of ~ 7mm on the target, high temperature (~ 2600 K) as a result of the 

electron beam heating process is generated giving rise to copious evaporation of the 

target material from the surface. Uranium vapor was allowed to expand freely up to a 

distance of ~ 30 cm. The atoms coming from the source were collimated  to a relatively 

small full angular divergence of 120 through two slits (1 cm × 10 cm) located at heights ~ 

10cm and ~ 25 cm from the source to create a collimated atomic beam in which 

spectroscopic investigations were carried out. The pulse duration, repetition rate and line 

width of the dye laser were 7 ns, 20 Hz and 0.05 cm-1 (1.5 GHz), respectively.  The laser 

pulse energy in the interaction zone was 2.5 mJ.  The laser beam diameter in the 

interaction zone was 5 mm. The laser beam passed through the atomic beam of uranium 

in cross-configuration. The laser wavelength was monitored using the 1.5 m high-
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resolution monochromator. Resonance and near-resonance excitation was ensured with 

the help of OG signal which was monitored by passing the laser beam through the HCDL 

during the experiments. The fluorescence light emitted from the first-excited level was 

collected in a direction perpendicular to both laser and atomic beams and focussed onto 

the entrance slit of the 0.5 m monochromator (Acton SpectraPro, 2500i) by a suitable lens 

assembly. The photoion signal was detected using a parallel-plate configuration and 

applying – 2 kV to the plates across a load of 5 kΩ. The photoion detection system was in 

cross-configuration with laser and atomic beams, like the fluorescence collection 

assembly. Because of the fluorescence assembly being in a straight line with the photoion 

system, one of the plates was made of fine wire mesh with light transmission efficiency 

of about 80% so that the maximum of fluorescence light passed through it and reached 

the fluorescence collection assembly, which consists of a couple of plano-convex lenses. 

The first lens collimated the fluorescence light and the second lens focused it on to the 

entrance slit of the 0.5 m monochromator, which consists of three interchangeable 500 

nm blazed gratings having 300, 600 and 1200 lines/mm. The resolution of the 

spectrograph with 300 lines/mm grating is roughly 0.1 nm, which has been used in this 

study.  The monochromator here is used as a filter. The output slit of the monochromator 

was coupled with a PMT (gain of 107).  

3.4.2 Theoretical analysis using density matrix (DM) formalism 

The basic processes involved in our single-color, three-photon photoionization 

experiments are described by DM formalism, considering single-color, three-step and 

three-photon photoionization scheme as shown in Fig. 3.5. As mentioned earlier, the DM 

formalism gives the most accurate description of multi-step photoionization process by 
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narrowband lasers as it incorporates the coherences induced between the atomic levels by 

narrowband laser excitations as is the case for the experimental result being analyzed 

here. We consider that the photoionization process occurs in a level scheme consisting of 

ground state 1, first excited state 2, second excited state 3 and autoionization state 4. A 

rigorous description of the three-step photoionization scheme requires a DM of 4×4 

dimension. However, the description is reduced to a DM of 3×3 dimension if the 

autoionization state is incoherently coupled to the upper excited state, which is justified 

because generally the spontaneous decay rate from the autoionization state is much larger 

than the photoexcitation rate between the second excited state and the autoionization 

state. We have assumed that the width of the autoionization state is broad enough to take 

care of laser detuning in both the excitation schemes considered in Fig. 3.5.  If it is not 

the case, then the signal in case A of Fig. 3.5 would be very difficult to be observed as 

photoionization through continuum increases the laser energy requirement by orders of 

magnitude in comparison to autoionization state. As the signals could easily be observed 

in both the cases, one can say that the autoionization width is broad enough to take care 

of laser detuning of 0.45 cm-1 considered here in the two excitation schemes. In this case 

the three-step photoionization process is described by a three-level open system where 

the laser radiation producing photoionization introduces only damping in the three- level 

system with a half-rate of Iγ  (= )23 laslasI ωσ h , where lasI is the laser pulse intensity with 

frequency lasω , 3σ is the photoionization cross-section from the second-excited state and 

h = h/2π with h as the Planck constant. The DM equations of motion for the time 

evolution of the DM elements ρnm for a three-level open atom interacting with a pulsed 
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narrowband laser, relevant to the single-color three-photon photoionization experiment of 

interest, as discussed in sections 3.2-3.3 are:  
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Here 0E  is the amplitude of the electric field considered to vary in time as exp (-i tlasω ),  

Ω1 (Ω2) is the Rabi frequency of the first-step (second-step) transition caused by laser, d1 

(d2) is the dipole moment of the first-step (second-step) transition, )( 21
effeff ∆∆  is the 

effective laser detuning frequency of the first-step (second-step) transition when the atom 

is moving with a velocity component vy in the laser propagation direction, 

( )lasωω −=∆ 211  is the rest frame laser detuning frequency of the first-step transition, 

( )lasωω −=∆ 322  is the rest frame laser detuning frequency of the second-step transition, 

ωjk is the frequency of the j-k transition, Amn is the Einstein coefficient for the 

spontaneous emission from the level m to the level n, Tk is the radiative lifetime of the 

level k and c is the speed of light. The Doppler broadening is characterized by the 

velocity distribution function of the atoms moving along the laser propagation direction. 

The diagonal matrix elements ρnm with n = m represent the atomic population of the level 

n and the off-diagonal matrix elements ρnm with n ≠ m represent the coherences between 

the levels induced by the laser fields. The two-photon resonance is fulfilled when ∆1 + ∆2 

= 0. The terms γL1 and γL2, accounting for the finite line width of the laser causing 

incoherence damping of Rabi oscillations in the first-step and second-step transitions, 

expressed in Eqs 3.40 and 3.41 respectively as 
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Here lasω∆  is the full-width-half-maximum line width of the laser andβ  is a cut-off 

frequency introduced into the laser spectrum to obtain realistic values from the 

Lorentzian laser line profile assumed in deriving above equations. The value of the 

normalized cut-off frequency ( )lasC ωββ ∆=  equal to 2 is considered here as used by 

Gupta et al. [5,19]. 

 The ionization yield P at the end of the laser pulse with duration Tlas is obtained as 

                      ( )laslaslaslas TTTTP 332211 )()(1)( ρρρ −−−= .                              (3.42)           

The Rabi frequency Ωm of the m-n transition (n = m+1) is related to the Einstein 

coefficient Anm and the applied laser intensity Ilas coupling the levels m and n as [5,19,20] 
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where λcm is the transition wavelength in cm, 2/ cmW
I  is the value of Ilas in W/cm2 and gm 

(gn) is the statistical weight of the level m (n). The dipole moment dm of the m-n 

transition (n = m+1) is related to Anm as [20] 
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The dipole moment d1 of the 1-2 transition is related to the dipole moment d2 of the 2-3 

transition as [3] 
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Using Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) , one obtains 
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The Doppler width (FWHM), ∆νD, of the atomic transition line at a vapor source of 

temperature T (K) is given as [5] 

                                   ( ) 2/1
0

71016.7 MTD νν −×=∆ ,                                                  (3.47) 

Here, M is the atomic mass number of the vapor source material and 0ν is the transition 

frequency. The DM equations are solved numerically using the initial condition where 

ρ11 is set equal to unity and all other DM elements are set equal to zero at the time t = 0. 

To obtain the effective values of the DM elements for real atomic beams generated from 

a vapor source [5,19], these equations are integrated over the velocity and angular 

distribution of the atoms, resulting in a distribution of Doppler-shifted laser detuning. We 

have used a Maxwellian velocity distribution for the uranium atoms generated by electron 

beam evaporation of uranium metal with a measured evaporating surface temperature of 

2600 K. Normally, at low evaporation rate, the uranium atoms evaporated in the electron 

beam heating process possess a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Asano et al. [21] have 

observed that, at evaporating surface temperatures lower than 2700 K, the velocity of 

uranium atoms is equal to the thermal mean velocity at the evaporating surface 

temperature, showing that the atomic velocity distribution at such temperatures is 

Maxwellian. 

 For the analysis of our single-color three-photon photoionization experimental 

results using the DM formalism, we consider the excitation scheme shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The experimentally measured T = 2600 K, T2 = 250 ns [22], T3 = 1120 ns [23] and other 

experimental conditions mentioned earlier are taken into account in the calculations. The 

value of A21 (≈ 1/T2) is  4×106 s-1 as there is only one significant decay path of the first-
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excited state at 16900.38 cm-1 and that is back to the ground state. The value of A21/A32 = 

4.978 is estimated from Eq. (3.46), which gives rise to A32 = 0.8×106 s-1. Following the 

procedure discussed and employed by Bushaw et al. [4],  the integration of the DM 

equations have been carried out to obtain the numerical results.              

3.4.3 Results obtained after analysis of experiments 

The 0-16900.38 cm-1 transition at 591.5 nm in atomic uranium is well studied as it 

is one of the strongest atomic transitions in uranium in the visible region [18, 24, 25]. 

This transition also serves as a first-step transition in the RIS of ground-state atoms of 

uranium using single-color three-photon photoionization pathway to the autoionization 

state at 50701.59 cm-1. Considering this transition, we have conducted the experiments 

for simultaneous observation of LIF and RIS signals in atomic uranium in two specific 

cases. In the first case, the laser was resonantly tuned to this first-step transition, which 

excited the uranium atoms in the ground state to the 16900.38 cm-1 energy level. Two 

photons of the same laser further photoionized the excited uranium atoms via a near-

resonant intermediate state at 33801.06 cm-1. The excitation scheme for this case is 

shown in Fig. 3.5A. Both the three-photon photoionization signal and the resonant 

fluorescence signal have been observed using an oscilloscope. Typical RIS and LIF 

signals recorded in this case are shown in Fig. 3.6A. In the second case, the laser was 

slightly detuned from the first-step transition by 0.15 cm-1 so that it became two-photon 

resonant at 33801.06 cm-1. The excitation scheme in this case is shown in Fig. 3.5B. 

Typical RIS and LIF signals recorded in this case are shown in Fig. 3.6B. As evident 

from the figure, the RIS signal increased relative to the first case owing to the two-photon 

resonance transition and its connection to autoionization resonance at 50701.59 cm-1 [18, 
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24]. However, the LIF signal decreased relative to the first case, owing to detuning of the 

laser from the first-step resonance. In order to detect the resonant fluorescence signal, the 

monochromator was kept at 591.5 nm with a band pass of 1 nm. The laser scattering 

signal was monitored in the absence of the atomic beam in the beginning of the 

experiment when no electron beam heating of uranium metal was done. Typical laser 

scattering signal is shown in Fig. 3.6C. The scattering signal was also checked at the end 

of the experiment to monitor any changes in the laser power or in the detection system. 

The scattering signal was subtracted from the total fluorescence signals of Figs. 3.6A and 

3.6B to get the actual fluorescence signal. All the experiments were done by taking an 

average of 64 laser pulses. The experimental ratios of RIS and LIF signals were 

determined by dividing the signal value measured in the first case to that in the second 

case. These experimental ratios were obtained by repeating the experiments six times for 

both the cases. The arithmetic mean of the six values of the ratios is represented as the 

average value of the ratio. We have taken these average values as the measured ratios. 

We have found the uncertainty in the signal ratios within ± 20% from the spread in the 

data obtained in the six experiments. This can be attributed to the change in the 

experimental conditions such as fluctuations in pulse-to-pulse laser power, atomic 

number density and the optimization of signals for both cases. The measured ratios of 

LIF and RIS signals are thus deduced as 3.0 ± 0.6 and 0.5 ± 0.1, respectively.  

 Using the DM formalism, we have calculated the photoionization efficiency of 

RIS signal and the fluorescence efficiency of LIF signal in the two specific cases of laser 

detuning for several values of the photoionization cross-section and the results are shown 

in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. The values of laser detuning from the first- and second-step 
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transitions respectively are ∆1 = 0 cm-1 and ∆2 = 0.30 cm-1 (9000 MHz) in the first case 

and ∆1 = - 0.15 cm-1 (- 4500 MHz) and ∆2 = 0.15 cm-1 (4500 MHz) in the second case. 

The values of laser detuning in the figures are given in units of MHz. As seen from Fig. 

3.7, the photoionization efficiency increases with increase in the photoionization cross-

section in both the cases. It is much higher in the second case in comparison to the first 

case at any particular value of the photoionization cross-section considered, which is also 

evident in the experiments. As seen from Fig. 3.8, the fluorescence efficiency decreases 

with increase in the photoionization cross-section in both the cases. It is much higher in 

the first case in comparison to the second case at any particular value of the 

photoionization cross-section considered, which is also evident in the experiments.  From 

these calculations, we have obtained the ratios of LIF and RIS signals in the two specific 

cases for several values of the photoionization cross-section and have shown those in 

Table 3.1. As noted from the table, the theoretical LIF ratio increases significantly with 

increase in the photoionization cross-section whereas the theoretical RIS ratio initially 

decreases slowly and becomes constant afterwards with increase in the photoionization 

cross-section. This is owing to the fact that the LIF signal involves a resonant transition 

in one case and a near-resonant transition in the other case whereas the RIS signal 

involves near-resonant transitions in both the cases. By comparing the theoretically 

calculated LIF and RIS ratios with the experimentally measured values, it is observed that 

the theoretical LIF ratio (2.9) corresponding to the photoionization cross-section of 5×10-

16 cm2 matches well with the measured ratio (3.0 ± 0.6) within the experimental error 

whereas the theoretical RIS ratio (0.6) reasonably matches with the measured ratio (0.5 ± 

0.1) within the experimental error for many values of the photoionization cross-section 
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including 5×10-16 cm2. Considering the uncertainties in the measured signal ratios, the 

value of the measured LIF ratio can vary from 2.4 to 3.6. The corresponding values of the 

photoionization cross-section vary from 4×10-16 cm2 to 6×10-16 cm2. Hence, the 

uncertainty of the photoionization cross-section is inferred to be ± 1×10-16 cm2. The value 

of the photoionization cross-section for the transition 33801.06-50701.59 cm-1 is thus 

determined as (5 ± 1) ×10-16 cm2 from the comparison of the theoretical and experimental 

ratio of LIF signals.  

3.5 Simultaneous observation of laser-induced photoionization and fluorescence 

signals in atomic samarium 

In the two-color, three-photon photoionization process, the first laser excites the 

atoms to a first-excited low-lying energy level. The second laser excites it to a second-

excited high lying energy level followed by a photoionization through continuum or 

autoionization state by the second photon of the same laser. The photoionization of the 

atoms in the second-excited state due to the another photon of second-step laser can be 

ensured by delaying the second-step laser with respect to the first-step laser by at least the 

laser pulse duration.  

In this section, the results of simultaneous two-color RIS and LIF signals in 

atomic samarium for two photoionization pathways, presented in the literature [26], are 

discussed in this section. Laser-induced two-color, three-photon photoionization and two-

color fluorescence signals have been monitored simultaneously as a function of the 

second-step laser pulse energy while keeping the energy of the first-step laser as constant. 

The two-color laser-induced fluorescence signal is proportional to the product of A21 

(λ1)I1  and  A32(λ2) I2. Here, A21, λ1, I1, A32, λ2, I2 are first and second step transition 
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probability, wavelength and laser intensity respectively. The two-color, three-photon 

photoionization signal is proportional to the product of A21(λ1)I1, A32 (λ2)I2 and σ3(λ2)I2, 

where σ3(λ2) is the photoionization cross-section on second-step laser wavelength for the 

third-step transition as another photon of  the second- step laser is used to ionize the atom 

from intermediate level. Because of the dependence of two-color, three-photon 

photoionization signal on photoionization cross-section, its saturation curve is expected 

to be different from the two-color fluorescence saturation curve. We have analyzed these 

signals by applying the density matrix (DM) formalism to a three-step photoionization. 

The value of the second-step transition probability is directly obtained from two-color 

fluorescence. The value of the second-step transition probability thus obtained is used to 

infer the value of photoionization   cross-section for the third-step transition from the 

two-color, three-photon photoionization signal. In this way, the transition probability for 

the second-step and photoionization cross-section for the third-step are measured for the 

two photoionization pathways from simultaneous monitoring of laser-induced 

fluorescence and photoionization signals. To the best of our knowledge, we have used for 

the first time the simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization signals for 

the measurement of the second-step transition probability and the photoionization cross-

section for the third-step transition.     

3.5.1 Experimental details 

The experimental setup for simultaneous detection of RIS and LIF signals is 

shown in Fig. 3.9. Most of the instruments used in section 3.4.1 remain the same except 

the vapor generation. The samarium atomic vapor was generated in a vacuum chamber 

maintained at a background pressure of ~ 10-5 torr by resistive heating of samarium metal 
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kept in a tantalum crucible at ~ 1000 °C. The samarium vapors came out effusively from 

a 0.5 mm hole in the crucible lid of 4 mm depth. The atoms coming out from the crucible 

hole provided a collimated atomic beam to a full angular divergence of ~400, and a 

reduced Doppler-width of ~350 MHz in the laser-atom interaction zone. The Doppler 

width can be reduced by a factor, which is equal to the collimation ratio of the beam.  The 

pulse duration, repetition rate and line width of the dye laser were 7 ns, 20 Hz and 0.05 

cm-1 (1.5 GHz), respectively. The laser beam with a diameter of 1.5 cm crossed the 

atomic beam of samarium at right angles. The second laser which further photoexcited 

and photoionized the atoms was delayed by 7 ns with respect to the first laser in order to 

discriminate against photoionization of atoms by another photon of the first laser.  The 

fluorescence light emitted was collected in a direction perpendicular to both laser and 

atomic beams and focused onto the entrance slit of the 0.5 m monochromator (Acton 

SpectraPro, 2500i) by a suitable lens assembly. The photoion signal was detected using a 

parallel-plate configuration and applying – 1 kV to the plates across a load of 5 kΩ.   

3.5.2 Theoretical analysis using density matrix (DM) formalism 

The basic processes involved in our two-color, three-photon photoionization 

experiment are described by the DM formalism, considering two-color, three-step and 

three-photon photoionization scheme as shown in Fig. 3.10. For the analysis of our two-

color three-photon photoionization experimental results using the DM formalism, which 

has been discussed above, we have considered two excitation pathways as shown in Fig. 

3.10. The experimentally measured T = 1000 0C, T2 = 46 ns [27], A21 = is 6.8×106 s-1 [27] 

and other experimental conditions mentioned earlier are taken into account in the 

calculations.  Following our work on the measurements of lifetimes of energy levels [27], 
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we have measured the lifetimes of the second-excited state in the photoionization 

pathways by recording the fluorescence at different delays after the laser pulse by 

employing intensified charge couple device camera (ICCD) in conjunction with a 

monochromator. The excited state lifetime values (T3) are obtained as (87±8) ns and 

(117±11) ns for the even-parity energy levels of atomic samarium at 36572.0 and 

36682.5 cm-1 respectively.  Following the procedure discussed in previous section, the 

integration of the DM equations has been carried out and the numerical results have been 

obtained.              

3.5.3 Results obtained after analysis of experiments 

In both the photoionization pathways (Fig. 3.10), samarium atoms from the 

ground state septet at 1489.5 cm-1 (J=3) were excited to odd-parity energy level at 

19009.5 cm-1 (J=2) by the first laser. The second laser delayed by 7 ns with respect to the 

first laser further excited the atoms to the intermediate even-parity level at 36572.0 cm-1 

(J=3)  [28] in photoionization pathway (a) and at 36682.5 cm-1 (J=3) [28] in 

photoionization pathway (b). A second photon of the second laser had sufficient energy 

to raise the atoms into the continuum (ionization potential~45519 cm-1) at 54134.5cm-1 

and 54355.5 cm-1 respectively in the first and the second path way, leading to 

photoionization. The intensity of the first laser was kept constant just above the saturation 

at ~7×103 W/cm2 and that of the second laser was varied by inserting the neutral density 

filters in its path and the power was measured by a power meter (OPHIR 3A-P-V1) on 

each insertion. The spot size of the second laser overlapping with first laser was 

measured to calculate the second-step laser intensity. The photoionization signal along 

with the fluorescence signal from the second-excited even-parity level was 
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simultaneously monitored as a function of intensity of the second-step laser. The 

monochromator was set in such a way that it cut off the laser reflections arising from 

atomic beam chamber walls for the first and second-step lasers. The sum of second- step 

non-resonant fluorescence falling in the band pass of the monochromator has been 

detected through PMT.  For the present work monochromator was set at 522 nm with a 

pass band of 20 nm (±10 nm with respect to central wavelength), which completely cuts 

off the first and second-step laser reflections from the atomic vapor chamber walls as 

well as first-step laser-induced fluorescence. So the non-resonant second-step 

fluorescence from state 3 of Fig. 3.10 is only passed by monochromator, which provides 

a high signal-to-noise-ratio. From the integration of the DM equations, we have obtained 

the normalized population of different states 1, 2, 3 and 4. at the end of the laser pulse for 

two photoionization pathways shown in Fig. 3.10 (a) and (b). The theoretical normalized 

population of state 3 is represented as the two-color fluorescence efficiency as this LIF 

signal is proportional to the atomic population left in the state 3. Similarly, the theoretical 

photoionization efficiency refers to the normalized population in the ionized state 4 

determined from the numerical solutions of the DM equations. The experimental 

fluorescence and photoionization efficiencies are obtained from the corresponding signals 

by equating the highest signal equal to the highest normalized population in the state 3 in 

case of fluorescence and equal to the highest normalized population in state 4 in the case 

of photoionization. For equalizing the highest value of the experimentally measured 

signal, the highest normalized population from the theoretical calculation is chosen in 

such a way that the nature of the experimental curve resembles closely with that of the 

theoretical curve. We have compared thus obtained theoretical and experimental 
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efficiencies. Fig. 3.11 shows the variation of two-color LIF efficiency with intensity of 

second-step laser for three values of A32, using σ3   equal to 1×10-16 cm2 for the 

photoionization pathway of Fig. 3.10 (a).  The value of the photoionization cross-section 

from the second-excited level is taken equal to 1 x10-16 cm2 as the value is not known in 

the literature. The uncertainty introduced due to scatter in data from run to run was about 

5%. From the comparison of the numerical results with the experimental results, the 

value of A32=3×105 s-1 is noted to match well these two results. In order to find out the 

effect of the value of unknown photoionization cross-section on the transition probability, 

the numerical results corresponding to Fig. 3.11 were again obtained using the 

photoionization cross-section value of 1 x10-17 cm2 as shown in Fig. 3.12.  As evident 

from figures 3.11 and 3.12, the transition probability value remains almost same even by 

changing the value of photoionization cross-section by an order of magnitude. The 

transition probability of the 19009.5 - 36572.0 cm-1 transition is, thus, obtained as 3x105 

s-1.  This inferred value of A32 equal to 3x105 s-1 for the 19009.5 – 36572.0 cm-1 transition 

was used to obtain the photoionization cross-section for the transition starting from even-

parity energy level at 36572.0 cm-1, which can terminate in continuum or at 

autoionization resonance at 54134.5 cm-1. The photoionization cross-section for this 

transition was found to be 1.2 x 10-17 cm2 as shown in Fig. 3.13.    

In order to deduce the value of A32 for the transition 19009.5 – 36682.5 cm-1, the 

numerical results of the fluorescence efficiency for this transition of the photoionization 

pathway of Fig. 3.10 (b) are obtained and compared with the experimental results using 

the same procedure as mentioned above. From the good match of the experimental results 

with those obtained by the DM formalism, the transition probability of the 19009.5 – 
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36682.5 cm-1 transition is inferred as 2x105 s-1.  This value of A32 for the 19009.5 – 

36682.5 cm-1 transition was used to obtain the cross-section for the transition starting 

from even-parity energy level at 36682.5 cm-1, which can terminate at continuum or at 

autoionization resonance at 54355.5 cm-1. The photoionization cross-section for this 

transition was found to be 1.2 x 10-17 cm2.   

The value of the photoionization cross-section is found to be same and weak in 

both the photoionization pathways through the second-excited even parity energy levels 

at 36572.0 cm-1 and 36682.5 cm-1, so it seems more likely that the final step is 

terminating in continuum. Moreover, the autoionization states at 54134.5 and 54355.5 

cm-1 are not reported in the literature [29-31]. However, it is sure that even if these states 

happen to be autoionization states, they can only be the broad autoionization states with 

weak photoionization cross-section. 

To reduce the pulse to pulse laser energy fluctuations, an average of 128 laser pulses 

were taken to generate the data points.  Several measurements were taken to obtain the 

transition probability and cross-section values. The average of these values is taken as the 

final value. We found variation of about 20% in these values. This can be due to 

inaccuracy in the measurement of laser power, spot size, spectral overlap between the 

laser and atomic absorption line width. The results are summarized in Table 3.2 and to 

the best of our knowledge, these values are reported for the first time. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The DM formalism has been developed for real atomic systems and experimental 

data obtained from the simultaneous RIS and LIF signals has been analyzed using DM 

formalism. Simultaneous observation of RIS and LIF signals in atomic uranium has been 
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recorded under two specific experimental cases. The photoionization cross-section for the 

33801.06-50701.59 cm-1 transition of atomic uranium has been measured as (5 ± 1) ×10-

16 cm2 by comparing the experimental results with density matrix calculations. The 

photoionization cross-section value has been determined from the match of the 

theoretical ratio with the experimentally measured ratio of LIF signals.  

The second-step transition probabilities for the two transitions starting from odd 

parity level at 19009.5 cm-1 in atomic samarium have been measured using two-color LIF 

technique. The transition probability of the 19009.5-36572.0 cm-1 transition is deduced as 

(3±0.6)×105 s-1 and that of the 19009.5-36682.5 cm-1 transition is deduced as (2±0.4)×105 

s-1. The second-step transition probabilities obtained were used to infer the 

photoionization cross-sections from these second-excited even-parity energy levels, 

which can terminate in continuum or at autoionization states, using two-color, three-

photon photoionization technique. The value of the photoionization cross-section from 

the second-excited state is found to be (1.2±0.24)×10-17 cm2 in both the photoionization 

pathways. The method employed here for the measurement of the second-step transition 

probabilities and photoionization cross-sections by simultaneously monitoring and 

analyzing LIF/RIS signals is used for the first time and enabled us to measure two 

important atomic parameters in a single experiment. Moreover, we have used only one 

laser in the case of atomic uranium and two lasers in the case of atomic samarium, but 

usually the measurement of photoionization cross-section requires three lasers. The 

simultaneous observation of LIF and RIS signals can facilitate investigation of 

photoionization dynamics.   
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Fig.3.1: Energy level diagram for an ideal two-level atom   
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     Fig. 3.3: Energy level diagram for an open three-level atom with decays and photoionization  
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Fig. 3.4: Experimental setup for simultaneous observation of LIF and RIS signals   
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Fig. 3.5: Energy level diagram for single-color, three-photon photoionization 

and single-color laser-induced fluorescence when                                                                                        

(A)  The laser is tuned to resonance in first step transition (0-16900.38 cm-1),                                     

(B)  The laser is detuned  from resonance in  first step transition by 0.15 cm-1,  

so that it became two-photon resonant at 33801.06 cm-1 
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Fig. 3.6: Simultaneously observed LIF and RIS signals for the two specific cases                                                                  
(A)  The laser was resonant to the first-step transition (0 - 16900.38 cm-1),                                             
(B) The laser was near-resonant to the first step transition with a slight detuning (0.15 cm-1),              
so that it became two-photon resonant at 33801.06 cm-1,                                                                                            
(C) Laser-induced background scattering signal in the absence of atomic beam 
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Fig. 3.9: Experimental setup for simultaneous observation of two-color laser-

induced fluorescence and two-color three-photon photoionization signals    
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Fig. 3.10: Energy level diagrams for two-color, three-photon photoionization and 

two-color laser-induced fluorescence for two photoionization pathways (a) and (b)                                                                                                         
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Fig. 3.11: Variation of two-color laser-induced fluorescence efficiency with intensity of the 

second-step laser for three values of A32, using the photoionization cross-section σ3 =1×10-16 cm2. 

Photoionization pathway of Fig. 2(a) is considered for the results in this figure 
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Fig. 3.12: Variation of two-color laser-induced fluorescence efficiency with intensity of the second-

step laser for three values of A32, using the photoionization cross-section σ3 =1×10-17cm2. 

Photoionization pathway of Fig. 2(a) is considered for the results in this figure 
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Table 3.1 Theoretical Ratios of LIF and RIS Signals for Several Values of the 

Photoionization Cross-Section σ3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

σ3 ( 10-16 cm2) Theoretical ratio 

 

LIF RIS 

1 1.2 0.7 

2 1.5 0.6 

3 1.9 0.6 

4 2.3 0.6 

5 

6 

7 

2.9 

3.6 

4.6 

0.6 

0.6 

0.6 

8 

9 

5.8 

7.2 

0.6 

0.6 

10 9.0 0.6 
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Table 3.2 Measured atomic parameters using simultaneous photoionization and 

fluorescence signals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr No Atomic parameter Measured value 

1 Transition probability for 

19009.5-36572.0 cm-1 transition 

(3±0.6)×105 s-1 

2 Transition probability for 

19009.5-36682.5 cm-1 transition 

(2±0.4)×105 s-1 

3 Photoionization cross-section 

for 36682.5-Continuum (or at 

54134.5 cm-1)    

(1.2±0.24)×10-17 cm2 

4 Photoionization cross-section 

for 36572.0-Continuum (or at 

54355.5  cm-1) 

(1.2±0.24)×10-17 cm2 
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Chapter 4 

 Laser optogalvanic spectroscopy technique 

The change in the electrical conductivity of a self-sustained gaseous discharge, 

when illuminated by radiation resonant with an atomic or molecular transition of the 

elements within it, is known as the optogalvanic effect. The optogalvanic effect was first 

observed by Penning in 1928. Since then, the optogalvanic effect is used as an important 

spectroscopy tool. The development of optogalvanic spectroscopy technique and its 

applications are reviewed by Barbaire et al. [1]. The high-sensitivity spectra of the 

species present in a gas discharge can be obtained by irradiating the discharge using a 

tunable dye laser. The use of a hollow-cathode discharge (HCD) lamp has made it 

possible to perform spectroscopy on a gas-phase sample of refractory elements produced 

by ionic sputtering of cathode of the lamp. The main characteristic of hollow-cathode 

discharge, which is a particular kind of glow discharge, is enlargement of the negative 

glow region. If the cathode is formed by two flat electrodes, parallel to each other and the 

distance between the two electrodes is quite small with respect to their typical 

dimensions, the two negative glows coalesce into a single negative glow displaying high 

radiation intensity. Usually, instead of two parallel electrodes, a cylindrical cathode is 

used. The strong electric field in the dark region near the cathode strongly accelerates 

ions against the cathode surface, producing very effective sputtering at current values of 

the order of 100 mA. In this way the discharge can be used as a source of free atoms of 

refractory elements as well as a photoion detector. Hence, optogalvanic spectroscopy 

technique can be used as an alternative to photoionization or fluorescence technique with 

much simpler experimental setup.   
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Commercial hollow-cathode lamps were extensively used for the first OG 

applications. In this chapter, investigations of the plasma parameters in a see-through 

type, home-made uranium HCD lamp with neon as a buffer gas using optical emission 

spectroscopic techniques have been discussed [2].  Identification of new even-parity 

autoionization levels of atomic uranium using this HCD lamp has also been discussed in 

this chapter [3]. 

4.1 Spectroscopic measurements of plasma temperatures and electron number 

density in a uranium hollow cathode discharge lamp 

 During the past several decades, the hollow cathode discharge (HCD) has been 

studied by both physicists and chemists. It is a particular type of glow discharge with an 

enlargement of the negative glow region as one of its main characteristics. With a 

cylindrical cathode in a HCD lamp which can be thought of as a sealed cell with a very 

pure buffer gas, large currents up to a few amperes are handled in the glow regime of the 

discharge. Because of the effective sputtering process, HCD lamp is capable of producing 

an atomic vapor of almost every metal of the cathode. In this way, the HCD lamps have 

been used as a source of free atoms of any metal, controllable by direct current in the 

lamp. Weakly ionized plasma produced in a low-pressure HCD lamp is stable, emitting 

highly-reproducible narrow spectral lines. The HCD lamps have several potential 

applications in plasma spectroscopy [4]. Some of the potential applications of HCD 

lamps include laser spectroscopy [5], optogalvanic spectroscopy [6], control and 

calibration of laser wavelengths [7] etc. Initially, HCD lamps have widely been used in 

absorption and emission spectroscopy. A detailed review of the theory and application of 

the HCD in the area of analytical emission spectroscopy has been carried out by Caroli 
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[8]. The HCD lamp has been used in our laboratory for various spectroscopic 

applications. Vas Dev et al. [9], Shah et al. [3] and Mandal et al. [10] have used it as a 

source of uranium atoms as well as detector for studying high-lying and autoionization 

states in atomic uranium. In our other laser spectroscopy experiments, it has been used as 

a tool to facilitate the wavelength acquisition and spectrum calibration [11-14].  

 Understanding of the plasma behaviour in the HCD lamp is important for the 

optimization of its applications. It requires the knowledge of plasma parameters such as 

the plasma temperature and the electron number density inside the HCD. The temperature 

parameters are neutral species temperature To, atomic excitation temperature Texc, 

electron temperature Te and ion temperature Ti [15]. The electron number density ne in 

the HCD is another important plasma parameter [16,17]. When the plasma, such as the 

low-pressure HCD lamp plasma, is not in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), all the 

temperatures are different from each other. The atomic excitation temperature, which 

describes the distribution of atoms in various energy levels as per the Boltzmann law, is 

higher than the neutral species temperature in the HCD lamp plasma since the atomic 

excitation results from the electron energy gained in the electric field applied to the lamp. 

The electron temperature Te which describes the Saha ionization equilibrium and also the 

Maxwell distribution for the velocities of the plasma electrons is somewhat higher than 

the atomic excitation temperature Texc. The Saha equation relates the electron number 

density ne with the densities of the neutral species at a given electron temperature Te. 

 Optical emission spectroscopy is a powerful tool for measurements of these 

plasma parameters. The atomic excitation temperature of the HCD lamp plasma is 

commonly determined by employing two spectroscopic methods, namely, the two-line 
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method and the Boltzmann plot method [16-21]. The gas temperature in a HCD lamp 

plasma is determined from the Doppler broadening of light-atom lines [18].  The electron 

number density is commonly determined using the Stark broadening of spectral lines [16, 

19, 20] provided the line broadening is primarily due to the Stark effect. It can also be 

determined from the Saha-Boltzmann equation if the electron temperature is known 

[16,22,23]. Henrion et al. [18] have reported the measurements of Texc and To in a U-Kr 

HCD lamp plasma. Nabavi and Koohian [21] have measured Texc in a Gd-Ne HCD lamp 

plasma. Mahmood et al. [19] have reported the measurements of Texc using the two-line 

and the Boltzmann plot methods and ne using the Stark broadening of neon spectral lines 

in a commercial HCD lamp. They have not mentioned the material of the hollow cathode.    

 In this Section, measurement of the plasma parameters in a see-through type, 

home-made uranium HCD lamps have been discussed. The optical emission 

spectroscopic technique has been used for these measurements. Three plasma parameters, 

To, Texc and ne have been simultaneously measured for the first time in a moderately-low 

pressure hollow cathode discharge lamp [2].  

4.1.1. Experimental details 

 We have constructed a HCD lamp as shown in Fig.4.1. The hollow cathode open 

at both ends is made up of uranium cylinder of 30 mm length and 8 mm inner diameter. It 

is supported on two tungsten rods of 2 mm thickness, which are fused with a uranium 

glass pinch. A tungsten ring anode of 8 mm outer diameter is mounted with the centre of 

the ring and the hollow cathode lying on one line, the distance between them being 3 mm. 

The cathode and anode are fixed in a glass envelope. 
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 The HCD lamp was evacuated to a pressure of 10-5 torr and then filled with neon 

as a buffer gas at a pressure of about 2 torr. Using a regulated DC power supply between 

the electrodes, a discharge was initiated in the HDC lamp for cleaning the cathode 

surface by sputtering. The lamp was run for an hour and re-evacuated again. Neon gas 

was filled again at a pressure of about 2 torr and this process was repeated several times. 

This procedure served the dual purpose of baking the HCD lamp and making the cathode 

surface ready for efficient sputtering. After several such evacuations and refillings the 

HCD lamp was used for plasma characterization. The optimum running conditions of the 

discharge corresponded to 600 V, 100 mA and 2 torr. 

 The experimental set-up for recording the emission radiated from the HCD lamp 

plasma is shown in Fig. 4.2. The HCD lamp was mounted on a XYZ translation stage for 

alignment with the monochromator. The emitted light from the HCD lamp was focused 

by a plano-convex lens onto the input slit of a high resolution monochromator (SOPRA 

UHRS 1500) functioning in a double-pass configuration. The input and output slit widths 

of the monochromator were 12 micrometer each. The output of the monochromator was 

coupled to a cooled photo-multiplier tube (PMT) in a photon counting mode. The 

monochromator was calibrated using a stabilized He-Ne laser. A NIST-certified 

deuterium tungsten halogen lamp with a well-known continuous spectral distribution was 

used to obtain the relative spectral transfer function of the detection system. We have 

carried out multiple acquisitions to cover the emission spectrum in the wavelength range 

490-650 nm. A sufficient amount of overlap was set between successive acquisitions to 

reconstruct the entire spectrum. In order to take into account intensity fluctuations during 

the different steps of acquisition, relative corrections were made on the parts of spectrum 
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by matching the spectral lines of the overlapped spectra. These parts of the spectrum 

were merged and the relative normalization was applied to the entire spectrum. To obtain 

sufficient counts, an integration time of 1 second was used. A linear response of the 

detection system was verified by inserting neutral density filters between the HCD lamp 

and the input slit of the monochromator.   

4.1.2 Theory 

4.1.2.1 Temperature of neutral species 

 The temperature To of neutral species is obtained from the Doppler broadening of 

emission lines in cases where the Doppler broadening is the dominant broadening 

mechanism. This is the case in gas discharge plasmas where the electron number density 

is low (~ 1011 cm-3). The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a Doppler-broadened 

spectral line is [18]: 

                                   
M

T
D

0
0

71017.7 λλ −×=∆ ,                                                          (4.1)    

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the spectral line, M is the atomic mass of the 

element in atomic mass units and T0 is in K. The Doppler width Dλ∆ is in the same units 

as λ0. Aside from the gas conditions, the line broadening includes instrumental 

broadening, which is almost always essential. We have incorporated this to infer the 

Doppler width of a spectral line. 

4.1.2.2 Atomic excitation temperature 

 As mentioned earlier, the two-line method and the Boltzmann plot method are the 

two spectroscopic methods for determining the atomic excitation temperature of the HCD 

lamp plasma. In the two-line method, the Boltzmann relation is applied to the ratio of the 
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population of two excited levels, which is determined from integrated intensities of two 

spectral lines belonging to the same atomic species, having a common lower state and a  

large energy separation between the excited states. The atomic excitation temperature 

Texc (eV) in this method is obtained using the relation [16,19] 
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two spectral lines of the same atomic species, 

respectively. Here Ii, λi, Ai, Ei, and gi (i = 1, 2) represent the intensity, wavelength, 

transition probability, excitation energy, and statistical weight of the corresponding 

spectral line. The energies Ei are in the same units as Texc.  

 In the Boltzmann plot method, the atomic excitation temperature Texc (eV) is 

obtained from the graphical spectral analysis of many emission lines belonging to the 

same atomic species using the following equation [16,19,23] : 
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where I  is the integrated intensity of a spectral line occurring between an upper energy 

level k and a lower energy level i, kiA  is the transition probability, kiλ  is the transition  

wavelength, kE  and kg  are the energy in eV and degeneracy of the upper energy level k 

respectively, n is the total number density of the neutral species, h is the Planck constant, 

c is the speed of light, L is the characteristic length of the plasma and P  is the partition 

function. The plot of the left-hand side of Eq. (4.3) versus kE  for several transitions is 

called the Boltzmann plot which yields a straight line with slope of excT1− . Thus, the 
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value of Texc in eV can be determined from the slope of the Boltzmann plot. As the 

Boltzmann plot method utilizes several transition lines, it is more accurate than the two-

line method. Hence, we have employed only the Boltzmann plot method for deducing 

Texc. 

4.1.2.3 Electron number density 

 Using the spectral line intensities of a species in two consecutive charge states Z 

and Z+1 of a particular element, the plasma electron number density is determined from 

the Saha-Boltzmann equation expressed as [16,20,23] 
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where
ZkiZk

ZkiZ
Z Ag

I
I

,,

,* λ
=  and Zχ  is the ionization energy. Here, the subscript Z is used to 

denote the ionization stage of the species (Z = 0 for neutral atoms, Z=1 for singly ionized 

atoms, etc.). All the energies and Te are in eV. 

4.1.2.4 Condition for Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) Plasma 

The validity of the LTE condition can be verified using the McWhirter criterion 

[23],  

                                      ( ) ( ) ,)]([106.1 32/1123 eVEKTcmne ∆×≥−                                   (4.5) 

which provides the lowest limit of the electron number density for homogeneous plasma 

to be in LTE. Here ∆E is the largest energy gap of the transition lines. 
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4.1.3. Results and discussions 

4.1.3.1 Emission spectrum 

 We have recorded the optical emission in the wavelength range 490-650 nm 

radiated from the U-Ne HCD lamp operated in the glow regime of the discharge with a 

direct current of 2 mA and Ne gas pressure of 2 torr in the lamp. A part of a typical 

emission spectrum is shown in Figure 4.3. In order to obtain sufficient reproducibility of 

the results, we have recorded three sets of emission spectra. The line intensities averaged 

over the three recorded spectra are used in the present work for the plasma 

characterization. We have chosen seven well-resolved and non-resonant U I, one U II and 

one Ne I spectral lines for the analysis. The uranium lines with their intensities and other 

spectroscopic parameters are shown in Table 4.1. All the parameters except the transition 

probabilities are taken from the NIST atomic database [23]. As the transition probabilities 

are not available in the NIST database, we have deduced these from the oscillator 

strengths ikf  given in Ref. [18], using the relation kikkiiki Agfg 214104992.1 λ−×= [25], 

where kiλ  is in nm and kiA is in s-1. The emission lines originating from transitions 

terminating on the ground level, called resonance, are not considered here as they suffer 

from self-absorption in the plasma. The ionization energy of U atoms is 6.194 eV [24]. 

4.1.3. 2 Temperature of neutral species 

 The sputtered uranium atoms from the cathode in the HCD lamp are in 

equilibrium with the neon gas atoms. This is inferred from the equilibration time which is 

inverse of the collision frequency of uranium atoms with neon atoms. This collision 

frequency is obtained from the hard-sphere interaction that provides an approximate 

description of atom-atom collisions. It is expressed as Nvσ where N is the number 
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density of neon atoms, v is the average thermal velocity of neon atoms relative to 

uranium atoms and σ is the cross-section for hard-sphere interaction. The typical value of 

σ is ~ 10-15 cm2, considering atomic radius of the atoms. For neon at a pressure of 2 torr, 

N= 6.4×1016 cm-3. Considering the neutral gas temperature equal to 1310 K as determined 

below, the value of v is ~ 8.3×104 cm/s. Thus, the collision frequency for collisions 

between uranium and neon atoms is ~ 5.3×106 s-1 which yields the equilibration time of 

about 200 ns. Hence, with such fast equilibration, uranium is in equilibrium with neon in 

the HCD lamp.   

Since Dλ∆  is significant for light atoms as evident from Eq. (4.1), we have chosen 

the neon line at 0λ = 640.22 nm, which was well separated in the emission spectrum, to 

determine the temperature of the neutral species. The observed spectral profile of that line 

is shown in Figure 4.4. The atomic mass M of neon is 20.1797. The FWHM of this 

Gaussian profile is 0.0042 nm. The Doppler and instrumental contribution give a 

Gaussian shape line profile with full width at half maximum given by [20] 

                                      2/122 )(. IDG λλλ ∆+∆=∆                                                              (4.6) 

Here, Gλ∆ , Dλ∆ and Iλ∆  are Gaussian, Doppler and instrumental FWHM, respectively. 

The instrumental line width is 0.002 nm. The data fitted to Gaussian profile give the 

Gaussian width of 0.0042 nm. Thus, the Doppler width calculated using Eq. (4.6) gives 

the value of 0.0037 nm. The temperature of neutral neon species employing Eq. (4.1) is 

thus .obtained as 1310 K at 100 mA current in our HCD lamp. From the error analysis of 

Eq. (4.1), the relative error in the measurement of T0 is related to the relative error in the 

measurement of Dλ∆  as  
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As the relative error in Dλ∆  is about 3%, twice larger error results in the measurement of 

T0. Thus the value of T0 is (1310±80) K in our uranium HCD lamp at 100 mA current. 

Henrion et al. [18] have mentioned the neutral species temperature as 1170 K at 90 mA 

current in a uranium hollow cathode lamp. 

4.1.3.3 Atomic excitation temperature 

 The atomic excitation temperature has been determined using the Boltzmann plot 

method. All the seven lines of U I shown in Table 4.1 have been used to generate the 

Boltzmann plot, which is shown in Fig. 4.5. The excitation temperature using the 

Boltzmann plot was obtained from the slope of the curve as (0.284±0.014) eV or 

(3290±160) K. The relative error of ~ 5% in the measurement of Texc is obtained from the 

linear regression analysis of the plot and is the uncertainty of the slope of the linear fit in 

Figure 4.5.  

4.1.3.4 Electron number density 

All the seven uranium atomic U I lines, which were used earlier for generating the 

Boltzmann plot and the uranium ionic line U II  at 605.17 nm  are used to determine  the 

electron number density using the Saha-Boltzmann equation given in Eq. (4.4). The 

electron number densities using different U I lines with the uranium ionic line at 605.17 

nm are given in Table 4.2. The electron number density ne is determined as an average 

value of all values given in Table 4.2 to be (3.0±0.4) ×1011 cm-3, where the uncertainty is 

a sum in quadrature of the statistical uncertainty of the mean and the systematic 

uncertainty (10%) stemming from the uncertainty of the intensity of the U II line 
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common to all determinations in Table 2. In these calculations, we have taken the 

electron temperature equal to the excitation temperature. As the value of Te is expected to 

be somewhat higher than Texc, the value of ne thus obtained is somewhat underestimated.                 

4.1.3.5 LTE condition 

The energy gap equal to 20126 cm-1 for the transition 23926- 3800 cm-1 is the 

largest, which corresponds to ∆E equal to 2.5 eV. Considering the electron temperature 

equal to the excitation temperature, Eq. (4.5) yields that for HCD lamp plasma to be in 

LTE, the electron number density ne should be greater than 1.4×1015 cm-3. Although the 

value of ne in our HCD lamp is underestimated to be about 3×1011 cm-3, the actual value 

of ne which is somewhat higher than the underestimated one is still a few orders of 

magnitude lower than that required for the plasma to be in LTE. Hence, the plasma in the 

HCD lamp is not in LTE. However, if we consider that all the upper levels of U I 

transitions included in Table 4.1 are in partial LTE, we obtain from Eq. (4.5) by setting 

the energy difference (0.55 eV) in the equation to equal the difference between the 

highest and lowest energies of the excited states considered that ne must be greater than 

1013 cm-3. The linearity of the Boltzmann plot in Fig. 4.5 indicates that indeed the partial 

LTE is in effect, so ne must be greater than 1013 cm-3 in our HCD lamp. 

4.1.4 Conclusions 

The plasma parameters in a see-through type, homemade uranium HCD lamp 

have been investigated.   The temperature of neutral species has been measured from the 

Doppler broadening of the atomic spectral line of neon. The atomic excitation 

temperature has been measured using the Boltzmann plot method utilizing uranium 

atomic lines. Since the generated Boltzmann plot is a straight line, the existence of partial 
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LTE involving high lying atomic levels is inferred.  The electron number density has 

been determined from the Saha-Boltzmann equation assuming the electron temperature 

being same as the atomic excitation temperature. For this equation, uranium atomic and 

ionic lines have been utilized. Thus, three plasma parameters have been measured 

simultaneously for the first time in a HCD lamp with neon as a buffer gas.   

4.2 Study of even-parity autoionization resonances of atomic uranium by three-color 

optogalvanic spectroscopy 

The HCD lamp described and characterized above is used for laser spectroscopy 

applications. The advantage of doing spectroscopy in HCD lamp lies in its simplicity. 

The lamp itself works as a source of atomic beam as well as photoion detector and makes 

the experimental setup quite simple. In this Section, the investigation on the even-parity 

autoionization resonances of atomic uranium in the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1, 

using three-color optogalvanic spectroscopy technique in U-Ne HCD lamp with three 

pulsed dye lasers have been described. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

report of observation of even-parity autoionization states in atomic uranium lying more 

than 2000 cm-1 above the ionization limit.   

4.2.1 Introduction 

The knowledge of autoionization (AI) states, which are the quasi-bound states  of  

atom lying above the  ionization limit,  is important  to get insight in the basic atomic 

physics and also to identify efficient photoionization pathways for ultra-trace elemental 

analysis and isotope-selective photoionization of atoms using resonance ionization 

spectroscopy (RIS).  Multistep RIS, in general, is an excellent tool to study the complex 

atomic structure especially high-lying autoionization states of atoms, which are not 
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accessible with the conventional spectroscopic techniques. With the presence of six 

optically active electrons in the outer shell the electronic structure of uranium is quite 

complicated. Over last three decades, the uranium atom, , has been a subject of intense 

multistep excitation and photoionization spectroscopic investigations which resulted in 

identification of large number of even and odd-parity autoionization states in atomic 

uranium. By employing time-resolved stepwise excitation, Solarz et al. [26] have 

investigated high-lying atomic states of uranium within 1000 cm-1 of its first ionization 

limit I 1 (ie f3ds2 4I0
9/2 at 49958.4±0.5 cm-1) and reported the first observation of Rydberg 

progression whose convergence has yielded the value of I1 which is in fair agreement 

with the value reported by other photoionization studies. Using similar technique, Coste 

et al. [27] have extended this work much beyond the first ionization limit. Their 

observations of Rydberg progressions near I1 and in between I1 and I2 have led to accurate 

determination of second ionization limit I2 (ie f3ds 6L0
11/2 at 50247.3±0.5 cm-1) of 

uranium. Manohar et al. [28] have studied even-parity autoionization states of uranium 

using two-step three-photon excitation scheme in the energy region 51224-51555 cm-1 

and reported the observation of large number of narrow autoionization levels. Employing 

two-color, two-step excitation schemes, Mago et al. [29] have reported the observation of 

odd-parity autoionization states of uranium in the energy region 49960-50170 cm-1. 

Using three-step resonance ionization mass spectroscopy (RIMS), Miyabe et al. [30] have 

observed over 200 even-parity autoionization states of uranium in the energy region 

49930-51200 cm-1 and assigned their total angular momentum (J) values by polarization 

method.  Bushaw et al. [31,32] and Schumann et al. [33] investigated the even-parity 

autoionization states in atomic uranium near ionization threshold using three-color three-
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step excitation schemes. Recently, we have measured photoionization cross-section of 

atomic uranium for the transition between the second-excited state at 33801.06 cm-1 and 

the autoionization state at 50701.59 cm-1 by simultaneously observing laser-induced 

fluorescence and photoionization signals [14]. In spite of the voluminous work the 

detailed information on the autoionization states of uranium lying much above the 

ionization limit is scanty.  

Most of this information on autoionization states of uranium mentioned above is 

acquired by employing the multistep RIMS in a complex atomic beam setup consisting of 

vacuum chamber, high temperature oven, detector, etc. required for refractory elements 

like uranium. Broglia et al. [34,35] have investigated the high-lying states of uranium 

using multistep optogalvanic spectroscopy in a much simpler system, namely, 

commercial hollow cathode discharge lamp (HCDL), where HCDL is used as a source of 

atomic vapours and resulting photoionization produced by multistep RIS is detected as a 

variation in the discharge current. They have shown that results obtained by this simple 

technique are comparable to those obtained by conventional and complex detection 

methods that use atomic beams. Using two-color, two-step optogalvanic spectroscopy, 

Kujirai et al. [36-38] have studied extensively the autoionization states of rare earth 

elements such as Lu, Pr, Sm, etc.  Vas Dev et al.[9] have reported the investigations on 

the high-lying odd- parity atomic states and even-parity autoionization states of uranium 

in the energy regions 34500-34813cm-1 and 51400-51703 cm-1 respectively using two-

color, three-photon photoionization optogalvanic (PIOG) spectroscopy in a U-Ne HCDL. 

By employing similar two-color, three-photon photoionization technique, Asawari et al. 

[39] have reported the observation of even parity autoionization levels of uranium in the 
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energy region 51425-51760cm-1  and defined the  J-values of about twenty autoionization 

levels.                                         .  

In this Section, the results of investigation on the even-parity AI states of uranium 

in the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1 explored by using three-color optogalvanic 

spectroscopy technique in U-Ne HCDL with three pulsed dye lasers have been described 

[3]. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report of observation of even-parity 

autoionization states of uranium lying above more than 2000 cm-1 relative to the 

ionization limit of atomic uranium. This region has been studied using four different 

excitation pathways starting from the lowest metastable state of uranium at 620 cm-

1(5K5
0). The investigations have resulted in the identification of 102 new even parity 

autoionization states and the probable assignment of total angular momentum values.   

Twenty five out of these 102 autoionization states have been observed through more than 

one excitation pathway, reducing  considerably  the ambiguity in their J-values. 

4.2.2 Experimental details 

The experimental setup used for three-color optogalvanic spectroscopy is shown 

in Fig. 4.6. It consists of three Nd-YAG pumped dye lasers (as already described in 

previous chapters), a see- through-type homemade U-Ne HCDL (cathode length 30 mm, 

inner diameter 8 mm as described in the previous Section),  a digital oscilloscope for 

signal monitoring  and a boxcar averager for further signal processing. HCDL was 

operated at ~50 mA current. The spatial overlap of three dye laser beams (~ 5mm 

diameter) was achieved by proper steering optics. The spatially overlapped laser beams 

were made to pass through the centre of the HCDL and optogalvanic signal had been 

detected across a 2.5 kΩ  ballast resistance. In order to maintain sequential excitation in 
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different excitation steps, temporal delay between successive lasers  was kept more than 

laser pulse duration. The typical optogalvanic signal waveform when one laser was tuned 

to first-step resonant transition is shown in Fig. 4.7 a. The enhancement in the single-

color optogalvanic signal is quite evident in Fig. 4.7 b, when the second laser was tuned 

to known second-step resonant transition. The further enhancement in two-color signal is 

seen, when the third laser is tuned in resonance to autoionization transition as shown in 

Fig. 4.7 c.  The signal amplitudes mentioned here are just illustrative and enhancement 

depends on laser powers and the particular scheme chosen. The first and second- step dye 

laser powers were needed to be attenuated significantly in order to obtain high signal to 

background ratio. The typical signal shown here is for the autoionization resonance 

53125.69 cm-1 using scheme A as   mentioned at Sr No 48 in Table 4.3. Typical laser 

pulse energies used for first, second and third step transitions were about 50, 250 and 500 

µJ respectively.  The optimized three-color optogalvanic signal was further processed 

using a boxcar averager and resulting spectra along with Fabry-Perot etalon fringes (FSR 

0.5 cm-1) were recorded by scanning the third laser wavelength (λ3) in the energy region 

of interest. During recording the three-color optogalvanic spectra, the third laser energy 

was varied from 100 µJ to 1 mJ depending upon the dye tuning curve. The scanning 

speed was 0.002 nm/sec. The energy values of autoionization peaks were calibrated by 

interpolation using known single-color optogalvanic peaks of uranium and the Fabry-

Perot etalon fringes.  

4.2.3 Results and discussions 

Three-color optogalvanic spectrum has been recorded using the following four 

different excitation schemes as also shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Scheme A 

Scheme B 

  

620 cm-1(J=5)                      18382.94(J=4)                         35498.38 (J=3,4,5)  

 

 Scheme C 

 

620 cm-1(J=5)                     18382.94(J=4)                           35504.71 (J=5)        

 

Scheme D 

 

 

After fixing the wavelengths of the first and second lasers for the first and the second-

step resonant transitions of  a particular excitation scheme, the third laser was scanned 

from 560-570 nm corresponding to the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1 using all the 

excitation schemes put together. Three-color, three-photon autoionization spectrum 

 

620 cm-1(J=5)                       18253.54(J=6)                        35319.21 (J=6,7) 

 

 

620 cm-1(J=5)                      18382.94(J=4)                           35492.38 (J=3,4,5)      

 

AI    

λ3 scanned    

λ3 scanned    λ1=562.81nm λ2=584.1 nm 

λ1=562.81nm λ2=583.9 nm 

AI    

AI    

λ2=585.85 nm λ1=566.98 nm λ3 scanned    

AI    

λ3 scanned    
λ1=562.81nm λ2=584.3 nm 
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recorded by this technique consists of resonant single-color (λ3), two-color (λ1+λ3), and 

three-color (λ1+λ2+λ3) optogalvanic features. To extract the three-color autoionization 

features from this composite spectrum, the experiment was repeated with second laser  

(λ2) blocked. The resultant optogalvanic spectrum consists of single-color (due to λ3) and 

two-color (due to λ1+λ3) optogalvanic features, which were filtered out from the three-

color spectra to give the genuine autoionization resonances of uranium. Fig.4.9 b shows a 

portion of typical three-color, three photon autoionization spectra of uranium using 

scheme D in the energy region 53295-53327 cm-1. Fabry-Perot etalon fringes and two-

color optogalvanic spectrum with second laser (λ2) blocked are shown in Fig. 4.9 a and c 

respectively. The traces of Fig. 4.9 b and c have been recorded at different sensitivities. 

The autoionization peaks are marked with the asterisk (*).  

On comparison of three-color spectrum with the two-color spectrum, we have 

identified 102 autoionization resonances in the energy range 52850-53350 cm-1 after 

removing the overlapping autoionization resonances from different excitation schemes.  

Since there is no data on autoionization resonances of uranium in this energy region 

reported in the literature, all these resonances are new. A list of these resonances with 

their energy values, probable J-values and the respective excitation schemes used are 

given in Table 4.3. The relative intensity of the autoionization peak is shown as strong 

(S), Medium (M) and weak (W) for qualitative comparison, however signal strength is 

not normalized against the scanned third-step dye laser power. In these experiments, the 

intensities of the first and the second-step dye lasers were adjusted to obtain two-color 

optogalvanic signal of same magnitude for all the excitation schemes.  Autoionization 

states with varying widths were observed in the autoionization spectra and accordingly 
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they were marked in two categories as narrow (N) and broad (B) in Table 4.3. The 

autoionization peaks, which are marked with asterisk (*) are also marked with S, W, N 

and B in Fig. 4b for the illustration purpose. 

All the autoionization peaks having signal-to-background ratio less than five have 

been ignored. By repeating the experiments several times under different discharge 

conditions, the accuracy in the measurements better than ±0.5 cm-1 was obtained, but it 

can be slightly worse for a few broad and/or weak lines, where defining the exact peak is 

relatively difficult. The broadest signal width obtained was more than 5 cm-1. The values 

of new autoionization resonances in Table 4.3 are obtained by adding the third laser 

energy values to the second step transition energies which are mentioned in the literature 

upto second decimal point of wavenumber [30].   

 Twenty-five out of these 102 autoionization states were populated through more 

than one excitation routes, so ambiguity in their J value assignment was also reduced, 

using electric dipole selection rules ∆J=0,±1. The number of  autoionization states, which 

were observed using more than one excitation schemes, is ten through the intermediate 

level 35319.21cm-1 (scheme A), fourteen through the intermediate level 35498.38 cm-1 

(scheme B), thirteen through the intermediate level 35504.71 cm-1 (scheme C) and 

thirteen through the intermediate level 35492.38 cm-1 (scheme D).  The autoionization 

states which were obtained through scheme A has probable J values from 5 to 8 as the 

intermediate level at 35319.21 cm-1 has J-values 6 and 7. The J- value ambiguity for 

those resonances is reduced from 5 to 8 to 5 and 6, which are also observed through any 

of other different routes (scheme B,C or D).   The probable J-values for autoionization 

states identified through scheme B are 2 to 6 as proposed J-values of intermediate level 
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are 3-5. The J value ambiguity for the autoionization states, which were observed through 

excitation scheme B as well as A or C, is reduced from 2 to 6 to 5 and 6 and 4-6 

respectively. The probable J- values for autoionization states identified through the 

scheme C are 4-6 as the J value of intermediate level is 5.  The J value ambiguity for the 

autoionization states, which are obtained through scheme C and A is reduced from 4 to 6 

to 5 and 6. The probable J- values for autoionization states identified through scheme D 

have been 2-6 as the proposed J values of intermediate level are 3-5. The J-value 

ambiguity for the autoionization states also obtained through scheme A or C is reduced 

from 2 to 6 to 5 and 6 and 4-6 respectively. 

4.3 Conclusions 

The three-color laser optogalvanic spectroscopy has been established as a simple 

and sensitive technique for studying autoionization states of uranium. The even parity 

autoionization states of uranium have been studied by using three-color optogalvanic 

spectroscopy technique in the energy region 52850-53350 cm-1. Four different excitation 

schemes have been used to identify 102 new autoionization resonances of uranium. The 

probable J-values of these newly identified states have also been assigned. Twenty five 

out of these 102 autoionization resonances have been populated through more than one 

excitation schemes, so ambiguity in their J-value assignment has been reduced. Thus, the 

three-color optogalvanic spectroscopy technique can be employed for studying 

autoionization resonances of any other element of interest.  
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 Fig. 4.1: Schematic of the uranium hollow cathode discharge lamp 
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Fig. 4.2: Experimental setup for recording the emission from the HCD lamp 
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                        Fig. 4.3: A part of a typical spectrum from the U-Ne HCD lamp   
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Fig. 4.4: A typical recorded profile of the Ne I spectral line at 640.22 nm 
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Fig.4. 5: Boltzmann plot made using seven U I transitions. The solid line is a linear 

fit. The slope gives the temperature equal to (0.284±0.014) eV  
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FPE- Fabry perot etalon, PD- Photodiode, MOSC- Master oscillator,   MC-Monochromator,  

DL- Dye laser, BD-Beam dump, HCDT-Hollow cathode discharge tube, FL-Focusing lens, 

Nd-YAG 
PUMPED 
DL 1 
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Fig 4.6:  Experimental setup used for three-color optogalvanic spectroscopy 
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Fig 4.7 a: Typical temporal wave form of resonant single-color optogalvanic signal.                                        

b. Two-color optogalvanic signal.                                                                                

c.Three-color optogalvanic signal  
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Fig. 4.8: Schematic of the different excitation schemes used 

for observation of autoionization states of uranium atoms 
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Fig. 4.9: A portion of typical three-color, three-photon autoionization spectra using scheme D 

in the energy region 53295–53327 cm-1                                                                                  

 a.  Fabry-perot etalon fringes                                                                                               

 b.  Autoionization spectra with autoionization resonances marked with asterisk ( *)         

 c.  Two color spectra recorded by blocking second laser (λ2) 
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Table 4.1 Spectroscopic data for uranium atomic (U I) and ionic (U II) lines used in 

the analysis (see text for references). 

 

 

 

 

Wavelength 

of lines 

(nm)/ Ionic 

state 

Lower 

level 

energy 

(cm-1) 

Lower  

level 

degeneracy  

(gi) 

Upper 

level 

energy 

(cm-1) 

Upper  

level 

degeneracy 

(gk) 

gif ik Aki 

(s-1) 

Upper 

level 

energy 

(eV) 

Signal 

Intensity 

(au) 

496.73 (U I) 3800 15 23926 17 0.16 2.54×106 2.97 1110 

530.85(U I) 3800 15 22633 15 0.093 1.47×106 2.81 830 

562.15(U I) 3800 15 21584 13 0.092 1.49×106 2.68 1404 

597.63(U I) 3800 15 20529 17 0.22 2.41×106 2.55 3636 

599.94(U I) 3800 15 20464 15 0.088 1.09×106 2.54 1590 

621.53(U I) 3800 15 19885 15 0.14 1.61×106 2.47 4090 

637.24(U I) 3800 15 19489 17 0.30 2.90×106 2.42 6524 

605.17(U II) 914 10 17434 12 0.013 1.97×105 2.16 836 
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 Table 4.2 Electron number density measurement using several uranium atomic           

(U I) lines and uranium ionic line (U II) at 605.17 nm. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wavelength of U I  line 
(nm)  

Electron number density 

(cm-3) 

496.73  2.97×1011 

530.85 2.64×1011 

562.15 3.40×1011 

597.63 2.98×1011 

599.94 2.97×1011 

621.53 3.50×1011 

637.24 2.83×1011 
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Sr No Energy Levels 

(cm-1) 

Observed by 

Scheme 

Probable J 

Values 

Signal strength/ 

Signal width 

1 52870.75 A 5-8 M 

2 52888.75 A 5-8 S 

3 52894.25 A 5-8 M 

4 52915.25 A 5-8 W 

5 52924.00 A 5-8 M/N 

6 52937.25 A 5-8 M/B 

7 52946.75 A 5-8 M 

8 52958.25 A 5-8 W 

9 52958.75 A 5-8 W 

10 52960.25 A 5-8 W 

11 52961.75 A 5-8 M 

12 52982.75 A 5-8 M/B 

13 52988.75 A 5-8 M 

14 53009.19 A 5-8 W 

15 53011.19 A 5-8 M 

16 53012.69 A 5-8 M 

17 53015.69 A 5-8 W 

18 53019.19 A 5-8 W 

Table 4.3 New autoionization resonances using three-color, three-photon 

photoionization spectroscopy in a hollow cathode discharge tube. 
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19 53021.19 A 5-8 S/N 

20 53033.19 A 5-8 W 

21 53037.59 A,D 5,6 M 

22 53041.82 D 2-6 M/B 

23 53044.44 D 2-6 S/N 

24 53047.15 B 2-6 S/N 

25 53048.19 A 2-6 M/B 

26 53049.65 B,C 4-6 M 

27 53054.15 B 2-6 M 

28 53055.65 C 4-6 S 

29 53059.19 A,C 5,6  M/B 

30 53060.69 A,D 5,6   S 

31 53064.44 A 5-8 M 

32 53070.17 B 2-6 M 

33 53074.15 C 4-6 W/B 

34 53079.69 A 5-8 S 

35 53082.69 A,C 5,6 S 

36 53084.32 B,D 2-6 M 

37 53088.69 A 5-8 S 

38 53095.67 B 2-6 W 

39 53098.19 A,B 5,6 S 

40 53100.94 A,B 5,6 S 
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41 53107.07 D 2-6 S/N  

42 53108.32 C,D 4-6 M 

      43 53112.19 A 5-8 S 

44 53114.19 A 5-8 S 

45 53115.32 D 2-6 M/B 

46 53117.19 A 5-8 W 

47 53123.82 D 2-6 S/N 

48 53125.69 A 5-8 S/N 

49 53129.82 C,D 4-6 M/B 

50 53133.15 C 4-6 S 

51 53134.69 A,C 5,6 S 

52 53138.15 C 4-6 S 

53 53139.82 B,C 4-6 M 

54 53140.65 B 2-6 W 

55 53142.92 B 2-6 W 

56 53143.32 D 2-6 S/N 

57 53144.15 C 4-6 S/B 

58 53146.15 C 4-6 S 

59 53148.65 C 4-6 S 

60 53153.90 B 2-6 S/N 

61 53155.19 A 5-8 S 

62 53160.19 A,C 5,6 S 
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63 53161.82 B,D 2-6 S/N 

64 53164.69 A,D 5,6 S 

65 53167.15 C 4-6 M 

66 53170.69 A 5-8 S 

67 53173.07 D 2-6 W/B 

68 53177.69 A,C 5,6 M 

69 53180.32 D 2-6 S/B 

70 53187.57 B,D 2-6 S/N 

71 53190.57 C,D 4-6 S/N 

72 53198.82 D 2-6 S/B 

73 53201.42 B 2-6 M 

74 53207.57 D 2-6 M 

75 53208.90 C 4-6 W 

76 53214.15 C 4-6 S 

77 53224.32 B,D 2-6 S/N 

78 53238.65 B 2-6 M 

79 53245.07 D 2-6 S/B 

80 53251.07 D 2-6 M 

81 53257.07 B,D 2-6 S 

82 53259.07 B 2-6 M/B 

83 53267.32 B 2-6 W 

84 53268.15 B,C 4-6 S/B 
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85         53268.9 D 2-6 M 

86 53272.15 C 4-6 S/B 

87 53276.32 D 2-6 S 

88 53282.90 C 4-6 M/B 

89 53288.57 D 2-6 S 

90 53294.65 C 4-6 S/B 

91 53303.90 C 4-6 S/B 

92 53307.57 B,D 2-6 W 

93 53309.57 D 2-6 S 

94 53311.57 D 2-6 S/N 

95 53313.65 C 4-6 M/B 

96 53317.32 B 2-6 S 

97 53321.57 B,D 2-6 S/B 

98 53328.65 C 4-6 M/B 

99 53335.15 B,C 4-6 W 

100 53339.07 B,C 4-6 M/B 

101 53340.65 C 4-6 W 

102 53347.65 C 4-6 S/B 

 

   S- Strong, M- Medium, W- Weak, N- Narrow, B- Broad, S/N- Strong and Narrow etc. 
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Chapter 5 

 Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy 

5.1. Introduction 

  The laser-induced fluorescence, photoionization and optogalvanic spectroscopy 

techniques are very sensitive elemental analysis techniques. When online, remote and 

multi-elemental analysis is the concern, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy found to 

be superior to any other technique.  Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is 

also called as laser-induced plasma spectroscopy (LIPS), laser spark spectroscopy (LSS) 

and laser optical emission spectroscopy (LOES). Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy 

(LIBS) has been evolving since last five decades [1]. It has become very popular in the 

last decade owing to its numerous advantages, such as rapidity, multi-elemental analysis, 

minimal sample preparation, minimal sample destruction, low cost, versatility of being 

applied to a wide range of materials without any pre-processing and flexibility of the 

experimental set-up. It has a strong potential for in situ and real time analysis. LIBS 

plasma is generated when a high-power pulsed laser is focussed on a solid, liquid or 

gaseous sample with irradiance > 1×108 Wcm-2 and the light emitted from the plasma is 

used to determine the elemental composition of the sample.  

The LIBS experimental setup usually employs a pulsed laser (typically tens to 

hundreds of mJ per pulse) and a focusing lens to vaporize a small amount of a sample and 

generate plasma over the sample surface. The plasma light is collected and a spectrometer 

disperses the light emitted by excited atomic and ionic species present in the plasma. A 

detector records the emission signals followed by digitization and displaying the results. 
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The spectral data analysis provides the chemical species composition and relative species 

of the sample abundance. Thus setting up LIBS apparatus to perform a LIBS 

measurement is simple. One focuses a laser pulse on a sample, which can be a gas, liquid, 

aerosol or solid, to form plasma and the spectra emitted are used to determine the 

sample’s elemental constituents. LIBS can be used in any sample like, metals, rocks, 

glasses, sand, teeth, bones, weapons, powders, hazardous materials, liquids, plants, 

biological materials, polymers, etc. Moreover, LIBS can be performed at various 

scenarios like atmospheric pressure, in a vacuum, at the depths of the ocean, or at extra-

terrestrial sites. LIBS can respond in less than a second, using a single laser shot, 

remotely, to indicate if a spilled white powder is innocuous or hazardous. Samples need 

not be fluoresce, or infrared (IR) active for performing LIBS, which is a unique 

characteristic of this method. Because a pulsed laser beam initiates the LIBS plasma, 

there is no physical contact with the sample; laboratory and open-path standoff 

applications are readily employed. The LIBS phenomenon represents a well organized 

engine to convert the chemical information of the target material to light information that 

can be captured efficiently and analyzed thoroughly by modern spectroscopic 

instrumentation and data analysis software. The LIBS spectrum reveals immediate 

qualitative information about sample constituent. Quantitative information of elemental 

composition of a sample can be obtained either through calibration based LIBS analysis 

or calibration free analysis of LIBS experiments. In the recent past, it has been 

extensively used for multi-element analysis of metals and alloys [2,3], art works [4], 

cultural heritage targets [5], environmental samples [6], and geological [7], biomedical 

[8] and nuclear materials [9]. 
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In this Chapter, the quantitative elemental analysis of a steel sample using 

calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) has been discussed 

[2].  The time-resolved spectra from atomic and ionic emission lines of the steel elements 

are recorded by an Echelle grating spectrograph coupled with a gated intensified charge-

coupled device camera (ICCD), which are used for the plasma characterization and the 

quantitative analysis of the sample. The time delay with respect to the laser pulse where 

the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium as well as optically thin, necessary for 

the elemental analysis, is deduced.  

 Quantitative analysis of unknown samples is conventionally performed using 

calibration-based LIBS (CB-LIBS) method in which the composition of an unknown 

sample is determined by comparing the analyte line signals with spectral intensities from 

the calibration curves [10-16] of emission line intensity ratios versus elemental 

concentrations using many matrix-matched reference samples with known compositions. 

This method requires reference samples with a matrix having composition similar to the 

unknown sample.  Ciucci et al. [17] have developed an alternative method, calibration-

free LIBS (CF-LIBS) method, for quantitative elemental analysis of a given sample. In 

this method, the elemental composition of a sample is determined from the LIBS 

spectrum using computational methods in analyzing the basic physics of the plasma 

process through the estimation of the plasma temperature and electron number density, 

assuming that the plasma composition represents exactly the composition of the sample, 

i.e. stoichiometric ablation and the plasma is optically thin and is in local thermodynamic 

equilibrium (LTE). They [17] have carried out the quantitative analysis of seven elements 

in a Al sample. The relative uncertainties in elemental concentration for Al (97.25 wt%) 
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and Zn (0.1%) was 0.36% and 26% respectively.  All the elements in the alloy were 

detected and quantitatively determined in a wide dynamic range from 250 ppm to 96%. 

Since its inception, the CF-LIBS method has been applied by several research groups 

across the world to the analysis of metallic alloys, such as Al-based [17-20], Fe-based 

[18,20,21], Cu-based [20,22-26] and Au-based [20,25,27] alloys as well as non-metallic 

samples, such as soils, rocks and glasses [20,25,28-30], human hair [31], coral skeletons 

[32] and environment samples [33]. Several CF-LIBS techniques have been developed 

and reported in the literature in the past.  

Tognoni et al. [34] have focused on the applications of CF-LIBS method in their 

review article. They have nicely summarized qualitative results reported in the literature, 

which are obtained in the analysis of various materials and in the wide range of 

experimental conditions. They have emphasized on the departure from the nominal 

compositional values by defining a parameter “distance” and calculated the distance for 

most of the cited articles in their review article.  The distance is being defined as [34],                                       

                                 distance =∑
=

N

i

abs
1

|Mi-Ci|,  

where the index i runs over all the N elements present in a sample. Mi and Ci represent 

the measured and certified elemental concentrations respectively. They have used the 

distance as a monitor of global quality of the CF-LIBS results. The global performance of 

this analytical method in sketched in a table. The available literature suggests that the CF-

LIBS method is more accurate in analyzing metallic alloys rather than rocks or dielectric. 

The calculated distances vary from 0.9 in metal alloy samples to 73 for rock and soil 

samples. 
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Hann and Omenetto [35] have discussed the topic like ablation efficiency, LTE, 

measurements of temperature and electron number density in their review article. 

Considerations on the use of Stark broadening and laser-induced fluorescence and 

absorption are also discussed along with detector calibration and plasma-particle 

interaction.     

The advantage of the CF-LIBS method developed by Ciucci et al. [17], which is 

used in the above mentioned works, is that it can be applied to any samples without the 

matrix problem. But, this method requires detecting at least one line of each element in 

the plasma with known atomic data. Gomba et al. [36] have developed a CF-LIBS 

procedure different from that of Ciucci et al. [17] to quantify the contents of the elements 

through the estimation of plasma temperature, electron number density and relative 

number densities of the neutral and singly ionized ionic species in the LIBS plasma by 

making use of the experimental spectral line intensities in the time window where the 

plasma is optically thin and is in LTE.  CF-LIBS may be a very important tool for many 

analytical problems, especially in rapid screening of unknown samples. It can only 

provide a qualitative estimation of the trace components. This is an intrinsic limit of CF-

LIBS because even a small uncertainty in major component is translated into a huge 

relative error affecting the minor component. However, this limit can be bypassed if the 

internal standard is available. 

    Owing to the economic and technical importance of steel in a wide field of 

industrial applications, home appliances and medical technology, the steel manufacturers 

are bound to provide customers the chemical composition of steel. Because of the 

growing demand for real-time, in-situ analytical results in steel industry, LIBS has 
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received increasing attention of several research groups for compositional analysis of 

steel [10-12,18,20,21,37-42]. Sattmann et al. [10] have investigated LIBS of steel 

samples using multiple Q switch Nd:YAG laser pulses and carried out the quantitative 

analysis using the CF-LIBS. Aragon et al. [11] have studied the experimental conditions 

and procedure for quantitative analysis of steel in argon at atmospheric pressure using an 

infrared Nd:YAG laser (1060 nm)  and obtained satisfactory analytical results using CB-

LIBS with  the limit of detection (LOD) in the range of 6-80 ppm. They have carried out 

elemental analysis of C, Si, Cr and Ni. For Ni, the concentration range of 0.0025% to 

2.3% was studied. The relative uncertainty of the CB-LIBS determined values of this 

element was in the range of 1.2 to 24%. Similar results were obtained for other elements 

present in the sample. Bassiotis et al. [12] have carried out CB-LIBS analysis in steel 

samples in air at atmospheric pressure. They have performed measurements with a Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength) and optimized experimental parameters to 

improve the linearity of the calibration curves for LIBS analysis. They have obtained 

LOD for Mn as 113 ppm. Togoni et al. [18] have studied the effect of experimental 

aberrations and accuracy of spectral data using CF-LIBS, assuming that the analytical 

plasma is ideal. They have studied iron-based and aluminum-based metallic alloys. For a 

binary iron alloy (Fe-75%, Mn-25%) sample, the relative uncertainty was 1.9% and 5.6% 

respectively. The distance calculated by Tognoni et al. [34] for this iron and aluminum 

alloy based samples was 2.8 and 1.8 respectively. Their simulation showed that an 

acceptable uncertainty of 1% in major component corresponds to very large uncertainty 

values in minor component affecting the results of this component. Herrera et al. [20] 

have analyzed Al, Zn, Cu-Ni, Ti, Ni, Cu-Zn alloys and soils using CF-LIBS. Their results 
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showed that the best accuracy (5% relative uncertainty) is achieved for the matrix 

elements, while for the remaining components in the sample (major, miner or trace 

composition), results were considered semi quantitative with < 200% relative uncertainty.  

Bullajic et al. [21] have developed a model for automatic correction of self-absoption 

effect in the CF algorithm. The self-absorption corrected CF-LIBS improved the 

precision and accuracy. Quantitative results in steel samples showed distance 2.5-5.3 as 

mentioned by Tognoni et al. [34]. Davies et al. [37] have carried out quantitative analysis 

of steel samples in air at atmospheric pressure using CB-LIBS method with a Q-switched 

Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength) at an irradiance of about 109 Wcm-2 and  detected 

the traces of Cr, Cu, Mn, Mo, Ni, Si and V down to relative concentrations of about 200 

ppm. This remote analytical technique has been implemented succefully for 

measurements in the hostile environment of nuclear reactor building. Aguilera et al. [38] 

have measured line intensities of neutral atom and ion emission from LIBS plasma 

produced with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength) at irradiances in the 

range 7.1×109 – 7.1×1011 Wcm-2 when the laser beam was focussed on steel samples in 

air at atmospheric pressure and in the range 3×108 – 3×109 Wcm-2 when the laser beam 

was defocussed on the steel samples with the lens focal plane behind the samples.  They 

have used the Saha-Boltzman plot to estimate plasma temperature as well as electron 

number density from the corresponding intercept values, hence provided a variant in the 

original CF-LIBS quantitative analysis. Palanco and Laserna [39] have developed an 

instrument for quantitative analysis of steel samples using LIBS and evaluated capability 

for a fast quality assessment in steel factories. They have used a Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser (1064 nm wavelength) at an irradiance of 5.7×109 Wcm-2 on steel samples and 
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carried out elemental analysis of Fe, Cr, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ti and Mn with relative uncertainty 

of 0.15, 1.0, 1.6, 2.5, 5.3, 7.5 and 6.3 % respectively. Ismail et al. [40] have performed a 

detailed study of the plasma parameters in LIBS experiments on aluminium and steel 

alloys using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength). Lopez-Moreno et al. 

[41] have studied the quantification of elemental compositions of steel samples using CB-

LIBS with a higher-power microchip Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm wavelength) for enhancing 

the applicability of the LIBS technique to process monitoring in the steelmaking industry. 

They have considered non-gated operation of the signal detector and obtained LOD 

below 100 ppm in most cases. 

Vrenegor et al. [42] have analyzed high-alloy steel samples containing nine 

elements using the CB-LIBS method with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm 

wavelength) irradiating the  samples. They have compared the results under the influence 

of two different laser burst modes and two different burst energies using CB-LIBS.   

They have achieved mean residual deviations values lower than 1 wt%   for most of the 

analytes. For the Ni  mean residual deviation was 0.13 wt% which gave a relative 

uncertainty of 1.2%  relative to mean Ni concentration value of 11.1 wt%.   They could 

improve LIBS analysis on high alloy steel samples by a factor of two for matrix and 

minor elements using interelement correlation.   

  We have employed a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (532 nm wavelength) on a steel 

sample placed in air at atmospheric pressure. We have extended the procedure developed 

by Gomba et al. [36] for quantitative analysis of two-element Li-Al alloy to multi-

element steel (Fe, Cr, Ni, Mg and Si) sample. For the quantification of elemental contents 

in the steel sample, we have developed an algorithm relating the experimentally 
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measured spectral intensity values at a time delay where the LIBS plasma is optically thin 

and in LTE with the basic physics parameters of the plasma. Using the algorithm we have 

determined the concentrations of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mg and Si in the steel sample. The analytical 

results obtained from the CF-LIBS method agree well with the certified values of the 

elements in the sample with a relative uncertainty < 5 % .   

5.2. Experimental setup 

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used for LIBS study is shown in 

Fig. 5.1.  An Echelle grating spectrometer coupled with a gateable ICCD camera (Andor 

Mechelle ME 5000) was used to record the emission spectrum. The spectrometer covers a 

wide wavelength range 200-975 nm in a single spectrum with a good wavelength 

resolution (0.05 nm). Low-pressure Hg-Ar lamps which give narrow emission lines from 

200-1000nm with accurately known wavelengths has been used for wavelength 

calibration. Since our spectrograph-detector system is provided with its own data 

processing software, all calibrations have been done using this software. Mechelle and 

calibration source has been connected using optical fiber. It was insured that the detector 

is not saturated. Detector exposure time and gain can be reduced, if detector is saturated. 

The procedures given in user guide from the manufacturer have been followed. Fig.5.2 

shows the wavelength calibrated spectra of Hg-Ar lamp. This figure shows sharp-well 

resolved lines (the 577-579 nm doublet, for example) of mercury and argon spread over a 

selected wavelength range of 250-800 nm, which clearly indicates the resolution and 

range of the system.   

Once the wavelength calibration is done, the spectrograph was intensity calibrated 

using the NIST certified Deuterium-Quartz-Tungsten- Halogen lamp. The intensity 
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calibrations lamp is supplied with calibration data, which contains a list of irradiance 

outputs at different wavelengths at a specified distance from the lamp. The lamp has been 

connected to spectrograph by optical fiber. A background (with no light sources) has 

been recorded. Then the spectrums of lamps have been recorded by switching on 

Deuterium source and QTH source one by one. Once this is done, the configuration files 

have been saved for future usage. Once, the intensity calibration is done, intensity 

calibrated spectra of Hg-Ar lamp was taken once again. It is shown in Fig. 5.3. However, 

it can be seen from the both specta that the 254 nm mercury line, which should be very 

strong as in Fig. 5.3 (in fact the strongest mercury line) appears only slightly more 

intense than the 436 nm line in Fig 5.2. This happens because, Echelle gratings produce 

spectra in several orders, and the efficiency varies across diffraction orders. The relative 

intensities now more or less match the values given in the NIST Tables i.e. 253.7 

nm/436.8 nm ~75. Once, the spectra shown in Fig. 5.3 is obtained showing strong 254 

mercury line and maintaining the NIST provided intensity ratios, the intensity calibration 

procedure is complete and the instrument is supposed to be ready for future quantitative 

spectroscopic analysis. 

We have followed Noll [43] for the terms and notations, which are widely agreed 

upon in the LIBS community. A flash lamp pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel 

YG 980) at the second harmonic wavelength λ=532 nm with pulse duration τL=7 ns and  

repetition rate νrep=20 Hz  was focused normally onto a polished and cleaned steel 

sample, placed in air at atmospheric pressure using a planoconvex lens with a focal 

length f=100 mm. The focal spot of laser beam was always located on the surface of the 

sample so that the distance ∆s between the position of the beam waist and the surface of 
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the sample was always zero. We have used 532 nm visible laser radiation for the sake of 

ease in the alignment. The manufacturer certified elemental compositions of the steel 

sample used are: Fe (72.4%), Cr (18.3%), Ni (8.03%), Mn (0.82%) and Si (0.33%). The 

sample, mounted vertically on a X-Y-Z translation stage, was moved manually to 

perform each measurement on a new part of the sample surface. The laser beam with 

pulse energy EL=70 mJ was focussed to a focal spot diameter (beam waist width dσ0) of 

about 1 mm measured from the observed ablation spot size on the steel sample. This 

yields the average laser irradiance at the sample surface equal to ~ 1×109 Wcm-2, 

sufficient for inducing the plasma on the steel surface but insufficient for air breakdown 

in front of the sample. This laser irradiance, which is same as used by Davies et al. [37], 

is above the plasma ablation threshold since the line emission from the plasma formed 

during laser ablation of steel in air has been measured for laser irradiances  ≥ 3×108  

Wcm-2 by Aguilera et al. [38]. The spatially integrated plasma light emission was 

collected and imaged onto the spectrograph slit using an optical-fibre-based collection 

system.  This emission collection assembly (ECA) was positioned at a distance of about 

20 cm from the plasma, making an angle 45o to the laser beam. The spectrally dispersed 

light from the spectrograph was collected by a thermoelectrically cooled ICCD camera 

which is sensitive in the whole UV-VIS-NIR region, converting the spectral signal into 

digital signal.   The detector was gated in synchronization with the laser pulse to record 

time-resolved emission spectrum. The detector integration time was limited to 1000 ns to 

avoid saturation of the detector whereas four delay times of 800, 900, 1000 and 1200 ns 

were chosen for recording the plasma emission spectra, avoiding the high intensity 

continuum emission at the early times of the plasma formation. One LIBS spectrum at a 
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given delay time is derived from an integration of 120 laser pulses to minimize the effects 

of pulse-to-pulse variations from run to run and for improving the signal-to-noise ratio. In 

order to obtain enough reproducibility of the results, we have analyzed four sets of such 

emission spectra recorded at a given delay time. The average line intensity values are 

calculated as the mean of line intensities form the four spectra, which has been used in 

the present work for the LIBS analysis. 

5.3. Plasma characterization 

For quantitative elemental analysis from the LIBS spectral line intensities, it is 

essential to characterize the time-evolving LIBS plasma in terms of its temperature and 

electron number density and find out the time window where the LIBS plasma is 

optically thin and in LTE. Based on plasma spectroscopy, the Boltzmann plot method 

yields the temperature T and the Saha-Boltzmann equation method yields the electron 

number density ne of plasma, which is optically thin as well as in LTE [44]. We briefly 

present below the relevant equations for characterizing the LIBS plasma using line 

intensities of the LIBS spectrum.  

5.3.1 Determination of plasma temperature T  

The spatially integrated spectral line intensity of the k-i electronic transition of the 

species in charge state Z (Z = 0 for neutral atoms, Z = 1 for singly-ionized atoms, etc.) of 

element α in optically thin and LTE plasma is given as [44]  
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where 
π4

hcL
F = , L is the characteristic length of the plasma, h is the Planck constant, c is 

the speed of light, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant,  α ZkE ,  and α
Zkg ,  are the energy and 

degeneracy of the upper energy level k respectively, α
ZkiA ,  is the transition probability and 

αλ Zki ,  is the transition wavelength of the k-i transition, α
ZP  is the partition function and αZn  

is the  number density of the species in ionization stage Z. By taking the natural 

logarithm, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 
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If the term on the left-hand side is plotted against Ek for two or more transition lines, the 

linear plot obtained is called the Boltzmann plot where the integral intensity of each 

spectral line is represented by a point in the Boltzmann plane. This plot yields straight 

line with a slope of (-1/kBT). Thus, the slope of the Boltzmann plot yields the plasma 

temperature T. 

5.3.2 Determination of electron number density ne  

The electron number density using atom and ion spectral lines emitted from the 

plasma is determined employing the Saha-Boltzmann equation for the line intensities of 

the species in two consecutive charge states Z and Z+1of a particular element as [36]  
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where 
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 and Zχ  is the ionization energy of the species in the ionization 

stage Z.  TeV is the plasma temperature in eV. The electron number density is 

experimentally determined using Eq. (3). 

5.3.3 Determination of density ratio of the species of a particular element 

The Saha Equation relating the concentrations in the two consecutive charge 

states Z and Z+1 of a particular element α is written as [36] 
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 This equation determines the value of the density ratio of the species in two consecutive 

charge states of a particular element, using experimentally determined values of T and ne.   

5.3.4 Determination of density ratio of the species of different elements 

The density ratio of the species in different charge states of two elements is determined 

from the Saha-Boltzmann equation for the line intensities of the species in different 

charge states of two elements α and β as [36] 
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5.3.5 Criterion for optically thin and LTE plasma  

The condition for the validity of the LTE is often checked with the McWhirter’s 

[45,46] criterion,  

                                      ( ) ( ) ,)]([106.1 32/1123 eVEKTcmne ∆×≥−                                        (6) 

which provides the lowest limit of the electron number density  for  a homogeneous 

plasma to be in LTE. Here ∆E is the largest energy gap of the transition lines. There are 
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papers, which demonstrate the existence of regions of different temperatures and 

densities in the LIBS plasma [47]. The criterion whether the LIBS plasma is optically 

thin is obtained from the intensity ratio of two lines of a particular element in the same 

charge state Z which can be expressed using Eq. (1) as   
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where I1 is the line intensity from the k-i transition and I2 is that from the n-m transition. 

If we consider two emission lines having the same upper level or as close as possible, the 

temperature effect of the Boltzmann factor on the reproducibility of the line intensity 

ratio is minimized and at the same time the consideration of the efficiency factor of the 

collecting system is avoided. Neglecting the exponential factor in that condition, one can 

find out the theoretical value of the intensity ratio of the two lines by using the atomic 

parameters of the transitions. By matching this theoretical intensity ratio with the 

measured values at different delay times, one finds out the time window where the 

plasma is optically thin.  

5.4. Quantitative elemental analysis    

For quantitative elemental analysis using the CF-LIBS method, we have followed 

the CF-LIBS procedure developed by Gomba et al. [36] where the concentrations of the 

elements are determined by matching theoretically obtained values of ne and relative 

number densities of the neutral and singly ionized ionic species of a particular element as 

well as different elements in the plasma with those experimentally determined from Eqs. 

(3), (4) and (5) using the spectral line intensities in a time window where the LIBS 
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plasma is optically thin and in LTE. The used CF- LIBS procedure is mentioned in the 

following.   

 The total number density of element α is written as 
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where α
Zn  is the number density of the species of element α in charge state Z (Z = 0 for 

neutral atoms, Z=1 for singly-ionized atoms, etc.). The element α contributes to the total 

en with α
en  electrons from the atoms in different charge states, equal to the sum of all 

ionic state contributions, i.e. 
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Let us define the functions αZS  and α
ZR as  
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The function α
ZR  can be rewritten as  
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  α
en , α

Zn and βα
1/ +ZZ nn can be expressed in terms of α

ZR  as 
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The total electron number density en  of the plasma is obtained by summing up of 

electron contributions from all the elements: 
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where M is the total number of elements in the sample. Using T obtained from the 

Boltzmann plot and a proposed (initial) set of α ′
totn  of all the elements, ne is calculated, 

incorporating electron contributions from all the elements, starting from its default value 

until convergence is reached. The convergence is accepted when the ratio of difference of 

the last and previous values is ≤ 10-4 %. The converged value is taken as the theoretical 

value of ne. Then, the values of α
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close (≤ 1%) to the experimentally measured values. These elemental concentrations are 

then stored.  The relative concentration of element α is then obtained as 
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in terms of molar fractions or as 
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in terms of mass abundance, where µα is the atomic weight of element α.   Based on the 

above procedure, we have developed a CF-LIBS algorithm for the quantification of 

elemental contents in a steel sample. A schematic diagram of the algorithm is shown in 

Fig. 5.4. 

5.5. Results and discussion 

5.5.1 Emission spectra 

In order to arrive at the proper time window for quantitative analysis, where the 

LIBS plasma is optically thin and in LTE, we have recorded four sets of LIBS spectra of 

the steel sample at each of the four delay times of 800, 900, 1000 and 1200 ns 

respectively relative to the laser pulse. The average line intensity values, calculated as the 

mean of line intensities form the four spectra, have been used for the LIBS analysis. Fig. 

5.5 shows typical experimental LIBS spectra of a steel sample at a delay time of 1000 ns. 

We have chosen the wavelength range from 250 to 550 nm in Fig. 5.5 A, covering the 

atomic lines of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn and Si chosen for the plasma characterization and the 

compositional analysis. In Fig. 5.5 B, we have chosen the wavelength range from 232 to 
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242 nm to show the ionic lines of Fe used in the analysis. Since Fe is a major element 

with a content of more than seventy percent, its rich atomic and ionic transitions make the 

spectrum much crowded, overlapping with lines of the other elements and making the 

spectral analysis much tedious. As mentioned in Fig. 5.5, eight Fe I and three Fe II 

emission lines, which are well resolved, non-resonant and have minimal spectral 

interference with other spectral lines in a complex steel spectrum, are chosen for the 

plasma characterization in the present work. Aydin et al. [48] have discussed line 

selection criterion in detail. These lines along with their spectroscopic parameters, taken 

from the NIST atomic database [49], are shown in Table 5.1. The non-resonant atomic 

emission lines of other elements (Cr, Ni, Mn and Si), which are used in the quantitative 

analysis, along with their spectroscopic parameters are also given in the table.     

5.5.2 Time delay for optically thin and LTE plasma  

To infer the time delay where the plasma is optically thin, we have considered 

two Fe I emission lines, one at 425.08 nm and the other at 432.58 nm.  The first emission 

line at 425.08 nm is chosen owing to its upper energy level (4.473 eV) and its degeneracy 

(7) being same as that of the second emission line. The transition probability of the first 

emission line is 1.02×107 s-1 and that of the second emission line is 5.16×107 s-1 as 

provided in NIST data [49,50]. The theoretical value of the intensity ratio for this couple 

of lines is calculated from Eq. (7) to be equal to 0.20. Since the values of the transition 

probabilities chosen are uncertain in range of 10% [50], the overall uncertainty in the 

theoretical line intensity ratio of two lines is in the range 20%, owing to two transition 

probabilities involved in Eq. (7). Thus, the theoretical intensity ratio of the two lines 

chosen is 0.20±0.04. From the measured average intensities of these Fe I lines with 
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relative error in the measurement of each of the line intensities in the range of 10%, the 

experimentally measured intensity ratios of this couple of lines are 0.17 ± 0.03, 0.23 ± 

0.05, 0.25 ± 0.05 and 0.13±0.03 at delay times of 800, 900, 1000 and 1200 ns 

respectively. Thus, the LIBS plasma produced in this work is optically thin (within the 

theoretical and experimental errors) at all the four delay times considered.   

We have applied the McWhirter’s criterion [Eq. (6)] to obtain the lowest limit of 

ne for which the plasma will be in LTE. In our case ∆E is ~ 5.0 eV (Table 5.1). Using T ~ 

103 K  (as mentioned in section 5.3) at 1000 ns delay time, the lowest limit of ne for the 

plasma to be in LTE, as obtained from Eq. (6), is ~2×1016 cm-3.  The measured value of 

ne equal to 9.8×1016 cm-3 (as mentioned in section 5.4) is more than the lowest limit, 

satisfying the assumption of LTE prevailing in the plasma at 1000 ns delay time. Thus, 

the LIBS plasma in the present work is optically thin as well as in LTE at 1000 ns delay 

time. Hence, we have carried out further LIBS analysis at a delay time of 1000 ns.     

5.5.3 Plasma temperature  

We have generated the Boltzmann plot (Fig. 5.6) at a  delay time of 1000 ns using 

seven Fe I lines mentioned in Table 5.1. The 425.08 nm line is not used because it has the 

same upper energy level as that of 432.58 nm line. The slope of the plot gives T = 0.875 

eV (10150 K). The relative error in the measurement of T corresponding to a relative 

error in the measurement of line intensities and a relative error in the measurement of the 

transition probabilities may be estimated form the error analysis of Eq. (2) as 
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The error in our measurement of line intensities is in the range of 10% and the reported 

errors in the transition probabilities are in the range 10%. Considering the lowest upper 

energy level used in the present work, for which E=3.7 eV and T= 0.875 eV (measured), 

the resultant relative error in the temperature measurement is about 5%.  Thus the value 

of T obtained from the Boltzmann plot is 0.875 ± 0.044 eV (10150  ± 510 K).                                   

5.5.4 Electron number density 

Using the measured intensity ratio of Fe I and Fe II lines at a given delay time, the 

electron number density ne is determined from Eq. (3). We have considered five intensity 

ratios, Fe I 346.59 nm and Fe II 233.28 nm, Fe I 355.49 nm and Fe II 233.28 nm, Fe I 

361.88 nm and Fe II 233.28 nm, Fe I 346.59 nm and Fe II 233.80 nm and Fe I 346.59 nm 

and Fe II 241.33 nm and determined five values of ne at a given delay time. The 

arithmetic mean of the five values of ne is taken as the average value of ne at that 

particular delay time. The average value of the electron number density at a delay time of 

1000 ns is thus determined to be 9.8×1016 cm-3. The spread in the five values of ne gives a 

relative uncertainty of ~10% in its measurement. Thus the value of ne is (9.8 ± 1.0)×1016 

cm-3. 

5.5.5 Density ratios of the species of particular and different elements 

  We have determined the density ratio nFe II/nFe I from Eq. (4) using the measured 

values of T and ne at a delay of 1000 ns and the corresponding partition function from the 

NIST atomic database [49]. Its value is determined as 6.7. Using Eq. (5), the intensities of 

Cr I, Ni I, Mn I, Si I and Fe II lines at a delay of 1000 ns and their spectroscopic 

parameters, taken from the NIST database [49], the density ratios nCr I/nFe II, nNi I/nFe II, nMn 
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I/nFe II and nSi I/nFe II are determined from Eq. (5). These experimental results are given in 

Table 5.2. The experimental values of T and ne determined are also given in the table.   

5.5.6 Quantitative elemental analysis 

Like many reported articles [34], we have studied one steel sample and applied 

the CF-LIBS algorithm developed in this work (Fig. 5.4) for its quantitative elemental 

analysis.  In the  CF-LIBS algorithm, we have varied the values of Fe
totn , Cr

totn , Ni
totn , Mn

totn  and 

Si
totn  each in the range 1014-1017 cm-3  and calculated the theoretical values of ne, nCr I/nFe II, 

nNi I/nFe II, nSi I/nFe II, nMn I/nFe II and nFe II/nFe I in the LIBS plasma, which match well (≤ 1%) 

with the experimental results when Fe
totn  = 8.7 x 1016 cm-3 , Cr

totn = 2.3 x 1016 cm-3, Ni
totn = 9.4 

x 1015 cm-3, Mn
totn = 1.1 x 1015 cm-3, and Si

totn  = 8.1 x 1014 cm-3 are considered. Using these 

density values we have determined the fractional molar concentrations of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn 

and Si in the steel sample. The values of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn and Si in the steel sample 

obtained from the CF-LIBS analysis along with their certified values are shown in Table 

5.3. The residual deviation (i.e. the deviation of CF-LIBS determined values from the 

certified values) for Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, Si in our measured values are 0.26, 0.42, 0.22, 0.04 

and 0.01 wt % respectively. The distance as defined by Tognoni et al. [34] for our 

measurements is 0.95. For the appraisal of LIBS performance, the relative uncertainty of 

the elemental content value is determined by dividing the residual deviation with the 

certified value. The relative uncertainties for all the elements are also given in the table. It 

is noted from the table that the analytical results obtained from the CF-LIBS method 

agree well with the certified values of the elements with a relative uncertainty < 5 %. The 
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relative uncertainties (or distance) for our measurements are comparable to those reported 

in the literature on steel samples [11,18,20,21,34,39,42] and other metallic alloys [34]. 

5.6. Conclusions      

  A CF-LIBS algorithm for a multi elemental steel relating the experimentally 

measured spectral intensity with the basic physics of the plasma for the quantitative 

analysis of materials has been developed. One steel sample has been used and  the CF-

LIBS algorithm developed in this work for its quantitative elemental analysis has been 

applied for analysis. The concentrations of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn and Si in the sample are 

determined. The LTE and optically thin plasma conditions, necessary for the quantitative 

elemental analysis, have been determined using the time-resolved spectral intensities of 

Fe I lines from the LIBS plasma.  The density ratio of the species in different charge 

states of the elements (Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn and Si) in the steel sample using the line intensities 

of the species in different charge states of the two elements have also been determined. 

The quantitative analysis of a certified steel sample using the CF-LIBS technique has 

been successfully carried out. The elemental concentrations obtained from the CF-LIBS 

technique are in good agreement (with a relative uncertainty < 5 % ) with the certified 

values as well as with those reported in the literature. It is concluded that accurate 

quantitative analysis can be achieved using the CF-LIBS technique by an appropriate 

choice of experimental conditions.   
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                Fig. 5.1:  Experimental set-up for LIBS studies  

                 BS - Beam splitter, DO - Digital oscilloscope, ECA - Emission collection  

                 assembly, FPD - Fast photo diode, M - Mirror 
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Fig. 5.2:  Spectrum of Hg-Ar lamp before intensity 
calibration 

Fig. 5.3: Spectrum of Hg-Ar lamp after intensity calibration 
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Fig. 5.4: Schematic diagram of the CF-LIBS algorithm 
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Fig. 5.5: LIBS spectra of a steel sample at a delay time of 1000 ns, covering (A) 

atomic lines of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, and Si ( B) ionic lines of Fe used in the analysis 
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Fig. 5.6: Boltzmann plot made using seven Fe I transitions, considering the 

intensities at a delay time of 1000 ns. The continuous line represents the results of a 

linear best fit. The slope gives the temperature equal to 0.875 ±±±± 0.044 eV 
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Table 5.1 Wavelength, lower and upper energy levels, upper level degeneracy, 

transition probability for the atomic and ionic emission lines used in the analysis. 

Atom/ion     Wavelength     Upper level    Lower level      Upper level           Transition 

                           (nm)          energy (eV)    energy (eV)     degeneracy        probability (s-1) 

Fe I                  346.59              3.686               0.110                  3                       1.19×107 

Fe I                  355.49              6.319               2.832                13                       1.40×108 

Fe I                  361.88              4.415               0.990                  7                        7.22×107 

Fe I                  396.93              4.608               1.485                  7                        2.26×107 

Fe I                  425.08              4.473               1.557                  7                        1.02×107 

Fe I                  426.05              5.308               2.399                 11                       3.99×107 

Fe I                  432.58              4.473               1.608                   7                       5.16×107 

Fe I                  492.05              5.352               2.832                   9                       3.58×107 

Fe II                 233.28              5.361               0.048                   6                       1.31×108  

Fe II                 233.80              5.408               0.107                   4                       1.13×108 

Fe II                 241.33              5.257               0.121                   4                       1.02x108 

Cr I                  520.84              3.321                0.941                   7                       5.06 x107   

Ni I                  352.45              3.542                0.025                   5                        1.0 x108 

Mn I                 404.14              5.181                2.114                  10                      7.87 x107  

Si I                   288.16              5.082                 0.781                   3                      2.17 x108 
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Table 5.2 Values of T, ne, nCr I /nFe II, nNi I /nFe II, nSi I/nFe II, nMn I /nFe II and nFe II/nFe I in 

the LIBS plasma determined from the LIBS spectral line intensities as experimental 

results at a delay time of 1000 ns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T (eV) ne (cm-3) nCr I/nFe II nNi I/nFe II nSi I/nFe II nMn I/nFe II nFe II/nFe I 

 

0.875 9.8×1016 3.24×10-2 3.01×10-2 4.67×10-3 5.80×10-3 6.7 
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Table 5.3 Comparison of the elemental contents of the steel sample obtained from 

the CF-LIBS analysis with their certified values and the corresponding relative 

uncertainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Element Certified 

concentration (wt %) 

LIBS determined 

concentration (wt %) 

Relative  

uncertainty (%) 

Fe 72.40 72.66 0.4 

Cr 18.30 17.88 2.3 

Ni 8.03 8.25 2.7 

Mn 0.82 0.86 4.9 

Si 0.33 0.34 3.0 
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Summary and future scope of work 

During the course of work on this thesis, various laser spectroscopic techniques 

including laser-induced fluorescence, laser-induced photoionization, laser optogalvanic 

and laser-induce breakdown spectroscopy, have been developed for the measurements of 

atomic parameters and quantitative elemental analysis. For the first time, laser-induced 

fluorescence and laser-induced photoionization techniques are used simultaneously to 

develop new methodologies. It is established that both techniques should be used in a 

complimentary way for identification of atomic energy levels. The results obtained using 

simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization techniques have been 

analyzed using density matrix formalism. This has led us to develop new methodologies 

for the measurements of important atomic parameters. All these experiments have led to 

the identification of new energy/autoionization levels of uranium and samarium atoms 

and the assignment of total angular momentum values to these levels.  The radiative 

lifetimes of high-lying energy levels, and excited-level-to-excited-level absolute 

transition probabilities, photoionization/ photoexcitation cross-sections are also 

determined for many atomic transitions of uranium and samarium. These experiments 

provided extensive atomic data on uranium and samarium.  

A new calibration-free laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy approach has been 

developed for multi-elemental composition analysis. An algorithm relating the 

experimentally measured spectral intensity values with the basic physics of the plasma is 

developed. This technique has been used to analyze elemental concentrations of a steel 

sample.   
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The experiments have been carried out using uranium and samarium. But, the 

techniques developed here have universal applicability wherever complex spectra are 

involved. These techniques can be utilized to generate accurate atomic data in the 

unexplored regions for other materials of interest.  

The simultaneous laser-induced fluorescence and photoionization experimental 

setup can be modified by introducing a time-of-flight-mass-spectrometer in the 

experimental setup for detecting the photoion signal instead of using parallel plate 

configuration. It will not only improve the sensitivity of the photoionization signals but 

also allow performing the isotope selective photoionization experiments. Effect of 

magnetic field and laser polarization on isotope selective excitation can also be studied 

using this type of experimental setup. 

The accurate quantitative analysis is possible using the calibration free laser-

induced breakdown spectroscopy technique. This technique can be very useful, where 

online elemental composition analysis is required. This type of technique is quite useful 

and explored for online monitoring of the materials of nuclear interest. Uranium vitrified 

glass materials in nuclear waste management and reprocessing plants can be analyzed 

using this technique.  

To improve the signal-to-noise-ratios, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy can 

be coupled with laser-induced fluorescence. Here the first laser pulse can be used to 

create a vapor plume and the second laser pulse can be tuned to a resonant absorption line 

of the species of interest re-excites the plume. It helps in improving the limit of detection.   
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